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C HAPTEH.- l : INT RO DUCT IO N 

1.1 Backgl'oUlHI 

1.1 .1 Delhi Cargo Service Center Pvt. Ltd (DCSC) . is a Special Purp ose Vehicle incorporated under the 

Companies Act, 1956 , in accordance with Concession awarded to it by Delhi International Airport 

Limited (DIAL) on 19.11.2009 for a period of 25 years . DCSC provides Domestic and International 

Cargo Services at IGIA , Delhi. In addition to DCSC, Mis Celebi is the other service provider at Indira 

Gandhi International Airport (IGIA), Delhi providing Domestic and International Cargo handling 

services. 

I; 1.2 The shareholding structure of the DCSC is as follows: 

T a ble-1: Sh a l'choldillg St l'tlctUI'C of DCSC 

Name of the Sha reholder Equity Holding (%) 

Cargo Service Center India Pvt. Ltd. )4 

Global Infra stru cture Partn ers 46 

Tota l 100 

1.1.3	 DCSC has submitted that under the License Agreement with DIAL effective from 19.11.2009, they 

have been allotted land admeasuring 78,459 Square Meter (unpaved land) and 817 Square Meter paved 

land at IGIA by DIAL, at a license fee of Rs. 4998/- per square meter and Rs. 6793/- per square meter 

per annum (as on 01 .04.2021) respectively, which is subject to an annual escalation @ 7.5% per annum, ' 

due 151 April every year. The Concession Agreement is valid till 31 .07.2034 

1.2	 Background of the Tariff determination exercise 

1.2.1	 The Authority in accordance with the Airports Economic Regulatory Authority of India (Terms and 

Conditions for Determination of Tarifffor Services Provided for Cargo Facility, Ground Handling and 

Supply of Fuel to the Aircraft) Guidelines, 20 II (CGF Guidelines) for Determination of Tariff of 

DCSC, issued its Order No. 13/2011-12 dated 07.10.20 II adopted the 'Light Touch Approach' to Tariff 

determination for the Cargo Handling services rendered by DCSC for the 151 Control Period and in the 

same Order, the Authority determined the Annual Tarifffor cargo handling services provided by DCSC 

for first Tariff year (FY20 11-12). T he Annual Tariff Orders issued by the Authority for DCSC 

pertaining to 151 Control Period issued by the Authority are as follows: 

(a) For FY. 2012-13 vide Order No. 05/2012-13 dated 21.05.2012; 

(b) For FY. 2013-14 vide Order No. 30/2013-14 dated 31.07.2013; 

(c) For FY. 2014-15 vide Order No. 18/2014-15 dated 06.02.2015; 

(d) For FY. 2015-16 vide Order No. 39/2015-16 dated 04.11.2015. 

mailto:annualescalation@7.5%per


as under: 

(a) Inte rim Order 0.50/2 0 15- 16 dated 21.03.2016 val id up to 30.09.20 16: 

(b) Interim Order No. 11 /2016-17 dated 29.09 .2016 valid up to 31.03 .2017: 

(c)	 Interim Order No . 19/2016-17 dated 31.03.2017 valid up to 30.09.2017 ; 

(c1 )	 Inter im Order No. 12/2017-1 8 dated 29.09.2017 valid up to 3 I.03.201 8; 

(e) Interim Order No. 43/2017-18 dated 28 .03.20 18 valid up to 30.09.2018. 

(I)	 Ord er No. 22/2018-19 dated 04.10.2018 approving regular Tariff {or FV 20 18- I9, FV20 19-20 
and FV. 2020-2021. 

1.2 .3	 The Authority issued Order No . 67/2020-21 dated 25 .03.202 1, as an interim arrangement, to allow 

DCSC to continue the Tariff prevailing on 31.03.2021 for a further period of 6 months, i.e., till 

30~09.2021. Other Interim Orders pertaining to Third Control Period are given below: 

(a) Interim Order no. 18/202 I-22 dated 15.09.2021 valid up to 31.03 .2022 

(b) Interim Order no . 4612021 -22 dated 17.03.2021 valid up to 30.09.202 2 

(c)	 Currently, Interim Order no . 24/2022-23 dated 23.09.2022 is applicable, whereby Tariff 
prevailing as on 30.09.2022 has been extended for the period up to 31.03.2023, or, till the 
determination of regular Tariff, whichever is earlier. 

1.3	 Mu lti Year Tariff Proposal (MYTP) for the Third Control Period and An nual Compliance 
Statement (ACS) submitted by DCSC for the Third Control Period 

1.3.1	 DCSC submitted MVTP for the Third Control Period (FV 2021-22 to FV 2025-26) vide letter dated 

26 .08.2022. 

1.3.2	 During review and analysis of MYTP of the ISP for the Third Control Period, the ·Authority sought 

various supporting documents and additional informationl c1arificationl justification on regulatory 

building blocks and other pertinent aspects of the MYTP. In response thereto, DCSC vide various 

emails (20 nos.) between September, 2022 to November, 2022 submitted the requisite clarifications I 
additional information. 

1.3.3	 After having examined the MYTP submission & additional information furnished by DCSC, the 

Authority has issued the Consultation Paper no. 13/2022-23 for stakeholders' consultation. 

1.3.4	 DCSC in its submission has proposed 38% increase in Tariff on Y-0-Y basis starting from FY 2022

23 to FY 2024-25 & 41% in FY 2025-26 for Cargo Handling Services for the Third Control Period. 

1.3.5	 DCSC has submitted the Annual Compliance Statement (ACS) as required under the CGF Guidelines 

for the FY 2021-22, vide email dated 10.10.2022. 

1.3.6	 The Authority carefully examined the MYTP for the Third Control Period submitted by DCSC for 

Cargo Handling Services provided at IGIA, Delhi and issued its Consultation Paper (CP) No. 13/2022
23 dated 25.11.2022, inviting suggestionslcomments from the Stakeholders on the various proposals 

of the Authority contained in the CP with the following timelines: 

• Date of Issue of the Consultation Paper: 25 th November, 2022. 

•	 Date for submission of written c ~J))mcll!.S by Stakeholders: I4th December, 2022 . 
...k .....'2l\I \ ~~ ifi i"r)ii~ .. 

• Date for submission of co71~ ~~~..oecember, 2022. 

1.3.7	 Pursuant to issuance of CP no .~ 1201' I . 9ate ( ~~\11.2022' following Stakeholders submitted their 
comments to the Authority vhf. 1the s ~~ a ted l{f : 

\ ;>" • ~i '\ ' : " 
I ". . .. , . 

\\ "ll;q<l~ ....., .; ,/ 
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(i) Mis Spice.let Ltd . 

(ii) Mis De lhi Cargo Se rvice Center Pvt. Ltd (D CSC) 

(iii) Mis Con tinental Carriers Pvt. Ltd. (CCPL) 

(iv ) Dom esti c A il' Ca rgo Agents Assoc iat ion of Ind ia (DA CAAI) 

(v) Th e Ail' Cargo Agents Association of India (ACAA I) 

(vi) VAr- A Frcsh Vegetables & Fruits Ex po rters Association (VAFA) 

(vii) Federat ion on Fre ight Forwarders ' Assoc iation in India (Fr-FA I) 

(viii) Delhi Customs Brokers Association (D CBA) 

(ix) De lhi Int ernational Airport Ltd. (DIAL)
, , 

The comments received from the above stakeholders were upl oaded on the AERA's website vide Publ ic 

Notice no. 20/2022-23 dated 15.12.2022. The Authority, in response to Public Noti ce-no. 20/2022-23 
dated 15.12.2022, received counter comments from DCSC on 22 . 12 .2022 . Thus, on receipt of the 

Comments and Counter Comments Iron: all the Stakeholders, the Consultation Process concl uded on 

22 .12 .2022 

No comments/Inputs were received from the MoCA on the subject Consul tation Paper issued by the 

Authority. 

The Authority, after examining the comments ofStakeholders & counter comments ofDCSC, and after 

considering all the relevant aspects of each of the regulatory building block has finalized this Tariff 

Order. 

1.4 Stakeholders' Comments on the Bacl{ground of Tariff Determination 

1.4.1 SpiceJet's Comments: SpiceJet has submitted its comments on Consultation Paper No. 13/2022-23 
W.r.t. review of Tende ring Process as follows: 

Authority may kindly note that "guiding principles issued by the International Civil Aviation 

Organization(ICAO) on charges for Airports and Air Navigation Services (ICAO DoC 9082)t which 

lays down the main purpose ofeconomic oversight which is to achieve a balance between the interest 

of Airports and the Airport Users. This policy document categorically specifies "that caution be 

exercised when attempting to compensate for shortfalls in revenue considering its effects ofincreased 

charges on aircraft operators and end users. " The saidpolicy document also emphasizes on balancing 

the interests of airports on one hand and aircraft operators, end users on the other, in view of the 

importance ofthe air transport system to States. This should be applied particularly during periods of 

economic difJiculty. Therefore, the policy document recommends that States encourage increased 

cooperation between airports and aircraft operators to ensure that the economic difficulties facing 

them all are shared in a reasonable manner. " 

It is a general perception that service providers have no incentive to reduce its expenses, as any such 

increase would be passed on to the airlines/stakeholders through the tariffdetermination mechanism 

process, and indirectly airlines would be forced to bear most ofthese additional costs. There needs to 

be a mechanism for incentivizing the parties for increasing efficiencies and cost savings and not for 

increasing the royaltyfor the airport, ~*~"";;'" 

C" hi . I I" /. . h,*:.,.,\ fi . I' AERA' h bl d<)11', as t IS IS particu ar y a pen '$ arec rue , Iy or atr tnes, IS um y requeste to 

. ensure that Airport Operator d f ot t , - deci. 'Oi~\ O award concession agreements solely on the ~ ' 
revenue share being offered. ~J g deci 

~

~ _ . el 0
-

11 
I 

highest revenue share being offered breeds 
',: ~ { ~:J9 _ 
~. • • , \H \ ::0 11<'1'" ~ 
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inefficiencies and tendo; to disproportionatel y increase the cost. as envisioned in the abovementioned 

guiding principle. 

1.4.2	 DIA: L Comments: DIAL has submitted its comments on Consultation Pap er No. 13/ 2022-23 w.r .t. 

on-Aeronautical Se rvices as foll ows: 

(a) Cargo Handling Services ha ve been held to he Non -Aeronautical Services: The Hon 'hie Telecom 

Disputes Settlement & Appe llate Tribunal ('Appel/ate Tribunal 'J, in itsjudgment dated 23.04.20 I8. 

has held that cargo handling services are Non -Aeronautical Services in view of the provisions 0/ 
the Operation Man agement and Development Agreement dated 04JJ4.2006 ('OMDA') and the 

mandate ofsection 13(1)(a)(vi) ofthe Airports Economic Regulatory Authority ofIndia Act, 200:.! 

('A ERA Act '). Further the Authority is aware that the Hon 'hie Supreme Court, has recently in its 

judgment dated 1J.()7. 2022, has also upheld this decision of the Hon 'hie Appellate Tribunal 

irrespective of whether such services are 'pel:formed by DIAL itself or through its delegates,' 

Accordingly , and also since it is indi sputable that AERA 's regulatory purview is restricted to 

determining tarifffor Aeronautical Services, it cannot I determine tarifffor the service of cargo 

handling i.e. a Non-A eronautical Service at IGIA. 

(h)	 Issue is sub-j udice before the Hon 'ble Appellate Tribunal: The airport operators i.e. Delhi 

International Airport Ltd. ('DIAL') and Mumbai International Airport Ltd. ( HMIAL ') have 

challenged the Authority 's direction to cargo handling service providers to submit their respective 

MYTPsfor determination oftariffon the ground that this service is Aeronautical in nature in case 

ofDCSC at IGIA. As such, since the matter is currently sub judice, it would not I be appropriate 

for A ERA to determine tarifffor these services. 

(c) Interim Orders passed by the Hon 'ble Appellate Tribunal: The Appellate Tribunal, by way of its 

interim order dated 08.11.2021, has dire cted that "no precipitate action shall be taken by the 

respondent" i.e. the Authority. This interim order was confirmed and made absolute by order dated 

01.04.2022. Clearly, the Hon 'ble Appellate Tribunal has directed the Authority not to take any 

precipitative action on the issue of determining tarifffor cargo handling services during the 

pendency 0/ these appeals. Thus, the commencement of the tariff determination process and 

issuance ofthe Consultation Paper amounts to a violation ofthe above interim orders. 

(d)	 AERA 's applicationfor vacation ofInterims Orders: In the aforesaidproceedings, AERA has also 

filed an applicationfor vacation ofthese interim order so as to enable it to perform its/unction of 

determining tarifffor cargo handling service providers. The Hon 'ble Appellate Tribunal, however, 

has neither allowed this application nor passed any ad-interim orders varying or modifying interim 

orders referred to a p oint (c) above. Hence, AERA has itself sought the Hon'ble Appel/ate 

Tribunal's permission to determine tariff during the pendency of the aforesaid appeals. As this 

permission has not been granted till date , AERA cannot proceed with the tariff determination 

process. 

In view of the above, AERA 's action to pursue with tariffdetermination exercise for Cargo services 

being provided by DCSC at IGIA and the intention to issue the order in this regard is impermissible . 

1.5 DCSC's response on the comm ents of the Stakeholders 

1.5.1	 comments of. SpiceJet regarding review of 



service provider has no incentive to reduce its expenses. " A /I organizations undertake cost reduct ion 

exercises in their own interests as reduction in expenses increases profitab ility. Such benefits itself" 

constitute the incentive to reduce the costs. D( 'i'X' regularly undertakes cost reduction and cost 

optimization exercises in its own interests . 

1.5.2	 Response to DIAL: DCSC has not offered any response on the comments of DIAL. 

1.6	 Authority's Analysis on the Stakeholders' Comments: 

1.6.1	 The Authority notes the comments of Mis Spice.let ' s regarding economic oversight of Airports & ANS 
services as per ICAO's guiding principles (ICAO doc 9082) and award of concession by airport 
operator on revenue sharing basis. 

In this regard, the Authority observes that ICAO guiding principles for charges for Airport Services, 
encourages States to incorporate four key principles of non-discrim ination, cost relatedness, transparency 
and consultation with users. It is stated that the Authority 'S regulatory approach for economic oversight of 
airports relating to Tariff determination <,:>1' Aeronautical Services at Major Airports is compliant with 
ICAO's above said guiding principles for charges for Airport Services and is in accordance with the mandate 
given to the Authority as per the AEKA Act, LUU~. 

1.6.2	 The Authority also notes the comments ofSpeiceJet regarding award ofConcessions by the Airport Operator 
on the basis of Revenue Share, the Authority notes that Concession Feel Revenue Share paid by the ISP to 
Airport Operator is in accordance with the concession agreement executed between the Service Provider 
and the Airport Operator. Further, the Authority is of the view that bidding process to award such contracts, 
based on which ISP pays Revenue Share to Airport Operator, is a non-regulatory issue and such matters 
may be dealt between the stakeholders at the appropriate forum. 

1.6.3	 The Authority further notes the comments of Airport Operator i.e. DIAL, regarding the nature of Cargo 

Handling Services. In this regard, it is to be noted that as per sect ion 2(a) of AERA Act, 2008 defines 

"aeronautical service" means any service provided: 

(i)	 for navigation, surveillance and supportive communication thereto for air traffic management; 
(ii)	 for the landing, housing or parking of an aircraft or any other ground facility offered in 

connection with aircraft operations at an airport; 
(iii)	 for ground safety services at an airport; 
(iv)	 for ground handling services relating to aircraft, passengers and cargo at an airport; 
(v)	 for the cargo facility at an airport; 
(vi)	 for supplying fuel to the aircraft at an airport; and 
(vii) for a stake-holder at an airport, for which the charges, in the opinion of the Central Government 

for the reasons to be recorded in writing, may be determined by the Authority. 

1.6.4	 The Authority notes from the observation of Hon'ble TDSAT in its order dated 23.04.2018 that "color 
ofrevenue from Aeronautical Services cannot get changed to that ofNon-Aeronautical Service by an 
act ofdelegation or leasing out to the concessionaire" in the context for Cargo Handling Services at 

IGIA, Delhi. It is to be noted that the Authority had already conveyed and clarified its position to the 

Airport OperatorlDIAL v ide its letter dated 17.03.2021. 

1.6.5	 The Authority would also like to state that as per provisions of AERA Act 2008, the Cargo Handling 

Services are considered as aeronautical in determination of Tariffs in respect of Major Airports under 

Sec. 13(1) (a) of AERA Act 2008. The Authority has to act as a custodian of the interests of the users 

of the airport while determining the charges and ensure that the stakeholders I users using the services 

provided at an airport are paying only a reasonable cost for the services availed and the service quality 

meets adequate standards. Accordingly ~ .~115iff~.t!1depend ent Service Providers (ISPs) are being 

regulated as per explicit provisions of '~ ..,., I~ z ~)~A Act 2008, relevant guidelinesl directions 

issued from time to time, in interest ~ e a, . users ~ .~ re done uniformly and consistently for all 

ISPs at the 'Major' Airports, . I~ ~ .:.,~~ .~ \ 
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1.6.6	 It is also paramount to mention that AERA Guidelines were never ehallengcd by any oft he Stakeholder. 
including that by DIAL in past. thereby these guiding principles are well accepted by all the 
Stakeholders, since 20 II . Further, it is to mention that there is no j udicial decision overturning the 
provisions of AERA Act 2008 and relevant guidelines issued from time to time. 

1.6.7	 Further, AERA has similarly decided charges for Cargo Services at IGIA Delhi for Celcb i Delhi Cargo 
Te rminal Management India Private Limited (CDCTM) and issued Order on 29th December 2022 after 
the elaborate consultation process. DIAL did not give any comment in this regard dur ing the 
consultation process. 
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CH APT ER-2: TARIFF SETTING PRI NCIPLES 

2. 1	 Pl"inciples for Determination of Aerona utical Tar iff 

2.1.1	 The Authority vide its Order No. 12/20 I0-1 1 dated 10.01.201 1 and Direction No. 04/20 I0-1 I issued 
on 10.01 .20 I 1 finaIized its approach in the matter of Regulatory Philosophy and Approach in Economic 
Regulation of the Aeronautical Services provided for Cargo Facility, Ground Handling and Supply of 
Fuel to the Aircraft at the major airports and issued the Airports Economic Regulatory Authority of 
India (Terms and Conditions for Determination of Tariff for Services provided for Cargo Facility, 
Ground Handling and supply of Fuel to the Aircraft) Guidelines, 2011 (" the Guidelin es"). 

2.1.2	 As per clause 4.4.01'the above said Guidel ines at major airports, the percentage share of cargo handl ing 

for Indira Gandhi International Airport, Delhi is 29.60% (based on data for FY 2019-20) which is higher 

than the Materiality Index (MIc) 01'2.5% for the above subject service. Hence the regulated service is 

deemed "material." The calculation is as shown below: 

Carq« Yoluine a.t Major Airport A 
Materiality Index (Mlc) = .. x 100 

Total Carg o Volume at all Major Airports 

MIc =95585813228862 x 100 = 29.60% 

2.1.3	 The Authority notes that on 'Competition Assessment' that Mis CELEBI is the other service provider 
for Domestic and International Cargo Operations at IGIA, Delhi. As in the instance case, there are two 
Service Providers (including DCSC) at IGIA, Delhi, providing Domestic & International Cargo 
Handling Services; therefore, the regulated service is deemed 'Competitive' for the Third Control 
Period. 

2.1.4	 As per Clause 3.2 (ii) of the Guidelines, wherever the Regulated Service provided is 'material but 
competitive,' the Authority shall determine Tariff(s) for Service Provider (s) based on a 'Light Touch 
Approach' for the duration of the control period, according to the provisions of chapter V of CGF 
Guidelines. However, the Authority reserves the right to review materiality assessments, competition 
assessments and the reasonableness of the User Agreements within the Control period and issue such 
direction or make sllch orders as it may consider necessary. 

2.1.5	 As per clause 11.2 of the CGF Guidelines, the ATP is required to be submitted in the manner and form 
provided AI 8.1. Appendix-I to the guidelines and should be supported by the following: 

a) Form B and Form 14 (b) (Proposed Tariff Card); 
b) Details of Consultation with Stakeholders; 
c) Evidence of User Agreement clearly indicating the Tariff proposal by the service provider and 

agreed to be the users. 

2.1.6	 The Authority notes that DCSC has submitted evidence of Stakeholders' Consultation for the Third 
Control Period vide email dated 03.12.2012, after the issuance of Consultation Paper No. 13/2022-23 
dated 25.11.2022. 

2.2	 Stakeholders' Comments on Consultation Paper 

2.2.1.	 DACAAI's Comments: DACCAI has SU bl ll ~~mments on Consultation Paper No. 131 2022-23 

W.r.t. Tariff determination Principle fO ~ P11.f.l/I~~riod as follows: 

(a) At the outset as user and stakehO!~t ' e p g,,,f. tis I7 lP~i1~f the Consultation Paper 13/2922- 23dated 
25 November, 2022 in respect of )t C, De ' . [irport (~):}lo t jus t tfied and therefore, not acceptable to 
DACAAI. " That the subject CP 022-2 ·u~spf%/f0J bcsc is submitted without holding any SH 
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Consultation meeting. While a Notice dated 7th November, 2022 front D( '5;C', call in}.!, for .','H 

Cons ultation Meeting on 17 No vember. 2022 was rece ived hut the meeting wus cance lled by DCSC at 

the II th hour. Sir , DACAl! I has also written to Chairman I! ERA '/)A ( 'AA1 Over view on M YTpro!Josals 

hy ('70 s - Principlesfor consideration ofAERA 'for determining Domestic CUT Tariffvide letter dated 

2R October, 2022, 

(b)	 It /l/OY be compe titive f or airlines hut f or the/trade users it is monop olistic. Vide Para 2.1.3 "The 

Authority notes that on 'Competition' assessment that J\1/s CELEB1 is the> other service provider for 

Domestic cargo ........ therefore, the regulated service is deemed Competitive. .. In this regard DACAA1 

based on user experience of12 years states that the two terminals at Delhi Airport cannot be> said to be 

competitive (in f act these are two monopolies since the airlines and terminals are fixed and a shipper 

cannot just take his cargo to any terminal/airline as he wishes). As there is no competition in specific 

terms, theref ore, DAC'AAlurge>s that AERA may review the> competition assessments under its powers. 

DACAA1 View: DACAA1 is offirm view that self-handling by airlines at CUTs is the best model for 

domestic air cargo processing 

(c)	 Series ofinterim/ad hoc AERA tarifforders are made without stakeholder consultation meetings. Under 
garb ofthe technicalities of submissions ofproposals, the facts have been drowned. In fact, a fair 
evaluation ofprocess ofdetermination oftariffhas not been done. 

DCSC had never had any SI-J consultation meeting, nor there is any User Agreement; a fact that AERA 
has mentioned vide Para 2.1.5 ofthe CP 13/2022-23 - "As per clause 11.2 ofthe CGF Guidelines, the 
ATP is required to be ........ and should be supported by the following: a) Form B and Form 14 (b) 
(Proposed Tariff Card) ; b) Details ofConsultation with Stakeholders; c) Evidence of User Agreement 
clearly indicating the Tariffproposal by the service provider and agreed to he the users. It is informed 
that b) and c) AERA requirements are not fulfilled by DCSC. Vide Order no. 2412022-23 dated 
23.09.2022 Tariffprevailing as on 30.09.2022 has been extendedfor the period up to 31.03.2023, or, 
till the determination ofregular Tariff, whichever is earlier. 

2.2.2.	 DCSC's Comments: DCSC has submitted its comments on Consultation Paper No. 13/ 2022-23 w.r.t. 

Stakeholders' Consultation Meeting for the Third Control Period as follows: 

The Authority in Para 2.1.6 of the Consultation Paper has stated that " ...DCSC has not submitted any 

evidence ofStakeholders' Consultation for the Third Control Period. Therefore, the Authority advises the 

ISP to	 conduct stakeholder's consultation meeting at the earliest for compliance of AERA 's CGF 

Guidelines, 2011. " It is stated that DCSC had conducted Stakeholders' Consultation Meeting in terms of 

the CGF Guidelines on 10th January 201 I and submitted the evidence ofthe same to the Authority through 

email on 03.12.2022. The Authority may note that DCSC has complied with the CGF Guidelines and 

conducted Stakeholders' Consultation for the Third Control Period. 

2.3	 DCSC's response on the comments of the Stakeholders 

2.3.1	 Response to DACAAI: DCSC in its response to the comments of DACAAI regarding Stakeholders' 

Consultation Meeting and Competition has submitted that: 

(a)	 Notice of the Consultation meeting has been duly circulated to the various stakeholders and the 

same was attended by the stakeholders. 

(b)	 DCSC operates its Domestic Cargo terminal at IGI airport in competitive environment, as there 

are three other Domestic Cargo Terminal Operators operating at IGI airport. DCSC tariff set 

accordance of the CGF Guidelines 2011 ofAERA. DCSC Tariff consist of the charges that are 

levied on actual service rendered to the customers. DACAAJ's assessment that there is no 

competition at IGI airport Delhi is incorrect and misleading. -----=---'",~';1 
.........~.;0	 ~TrI :<I~ Ii. t:
 

(c)	 DCSCfollOl~s the regulations stipulated in the CGF GUi1e~~ . 11 in Z}~nd spirit. Dc;SC 

has complied with evelY regulations prescribed in termst li 'OF ' ine ~tl\ Therefore, the JDACAAJ's comments is not based onfacts and is incorre1't;;. I ~j : 
• ;3 ~tw. .!I 
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2.4	 Aut hority ' s Analvsis on the Stakeholders' comments regarding princip les for Ta r iff 
determination: 

2.4.1	 The Authority noted the comments of DACAAI and response of lSI> thereon on the matter relating to 
application of Tariff determ ination principles. As regard to comm ents of DACAAI on the principles 
lor determination of Ta riff for regulated service as per the AERA' s CGF Guidelines, 2011, the 
Authority notes from the response of ISP (indicated above) that as per the industry practice, Shippers 
/ Cargo Agents have choice of se lecting Airline(s) tor transportation of their cargo and Airlines, in 
turn, select Cargo Terminal Operator for their Cargo Operations. The Airlines must be doing due 
diligence for selection of Cargo Terminal Operator, based on operational & commercial parameters, 
such as Cargo Handling Infrastructure & facilities offered by Cargo Operators, Service Quality level, 
Commercial terms etc., the same way as the Users at front end may be doing theirs while choosing the 
airline(s). 

2.4.2	 The Authority feels that Shippers/Agents are already aware about the Airlines alliance with Cargo 
Terminal Uperators. Since, at lUI Airport, there are two Cargo Terminal Uperators, Agents/Shippers 
have option of indirect ly choosing their preferred Cargo Terminal Operator, through airline (s), which 
have contractual arrangement with their preferred Cargo Terminal Operator. 

2.4.3	 The Authority, in the instant case, notes that Cargo Handling Services provided by the ISP at IGIA, 
Delhi is "Material" and as there are two Service Providers rendering similar services; therefore, the 
regulated services provided by DCSC for the Third Control Period is considered as "Competitive". 

Accordingly, considering that the services provided by the DCSC at IGI Airport for the Third Control 
Period is "Material but Competitive"; hence, in accordance with AERA's CGF Guidelines, 20 I I, the 
Authority decides to adopt "Light Touch Approach" in respect of DCSC for the determination of Tariff 
for Cargo Handling Services for the Third Control Period. It is clarified that even under Light Touch 
Approach, the Authority examines all the regulatory building blocks of the ISP's proposal as per 
AERA's guidelines to ensure that Stakeholders /Airport Users are not overburdened with any exorbitant 
User Charges. 

The ISP, vide email dated 03.12.2022 informed the Authority regarding stakeholders' consultation meeting 
conducted by the ISP in respect of its Cargo Operation at IGI Airport, Delhi on 02. 11.2022. The ISP vide 
aforesaid email submitted a copy of 'Minutes' of the Meeting and as per the 'Minutes', the representatives 
from Air Asia, SpiceJet, Lufthansa, Air India, Hong Kong Airlines etc., attended the consultation meeting. 
The Authority also expect ISP, to address the concerns/ issues of the stakeholders by conducting such 
Stakeholder meeting from time to time. 

2.5	 Authority's Decision on principle for determination of Tariff for the Third Control Period 
Based on the material before it and its analysis, the Authority decides that: 

2.5. I The Cargo Handling Services provided by DCSC at IGIA, Delhi for the Third Control Period is deemed 
'Material but Competitive'. Therefore, the Authority adopts 'Light Touch Approach' for the 
determination of the Tariff for the 3rd Control Period. 
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CIIAPTER-3: CARGO PROJECTIONS FOR TIH, T HIRD CONT ROL PI"RIOD
 

3.1	 Act ua l C a rgo Volume handled at IC IA. Delhi and Actual C a rgo T o n nage handlcd by th c IS P 

during Se co nd Control P e ri od 

3.1.1	 The Actual Cargo Volume handled at Delhi Airport as per stati st ics ava ilab le on AAl's webs ite and 

the actual Cargo Tonnage achieved by DCSC during Second Control & first Tariff Year (FY 202 1-22) 

of Third Control Period is given below: 

T able 2: Actual Cargo volumes handled at ICIA, Delhi and Actual Cargo T o nnage 
handled by DC SC during Second Control Period & FY 2021 -22 

(in MT) 
CAGR 
from 

FY FY FY FY FY FY 2016-17 
Particulars 

FY 
2016-17 2021-22 up to 

FY 2019-20 
Ca rgo Volume handled at Delhi Airport 

2017-18 2019-20 2020-212018-19 

6%2983 57 311612 390975 352694 272542 321207Dom. 

559062 651973 603164 464889 603136 3%651420
IntI.
 

Total
 857419 963032 1042948 737431 924343 4% 
Y-o-Y % 

955858 

- -8% 25%12% -23%8%
Change 

Actual Cargo Volume handled by DCSC 
-6.20%159,582 91,711 126,542 131,704 112,247 133,695 Domestic 

Y-o-Y % 4% -15% 19%
 
change
 

International
 

-43% 38% 

135444 11.90% 

Y-o-Y % 

169569 188943 189763 131819 205759 

56%
 
change
 
Total
 

25% 11% 0% -31% 

295,026 339,454 2.90% 
(Dom. + lntl.) 

261,280 315,485 321,467 244,066 

Cargo Volume ofISP as a % of Total Carzo Volume handled a t IGIA, Delhi
 
Domestic
 37% 42%
 

International
 
53% 29% 32% 41% 
24% 34%
 

Total
 
26% 29% 31% 28% 

34% 37%27% 30% 34% 33% 

3.1.2	 The Authority, observed from the above statistics that DCSC had registered healthy growth rate in 

International Cargo handling and International Cargo Volumes increased from 135444 MT (FY 2016

17) to 205759 MT (FY 2021-22), with a CAGR of 11.90% (up to pre-Covid Year I.e . FY 2019-20). 

However, Domestic Cargo Volumes for IS? decreased from 159582 MT (FY 2016-17) to 133695 MT 

(FY 2021-22) with a CAGR of -6.20% (up to FY 2019-20). 

3.1.3	 The Authority noted that overall market share of ISP had increased from 34% in FY 2016-17 to 37% 

in FY 2021-22. 

3.1.4 
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T abl c-3 : Ca rgo Tonna ge Pro ject ion by DCSC Delhi for the T hird Contro l Period
 

(Vo lume in MT)
 

Particulars 

T hird Control Pe .-iod 

FY 
2021-22 

FY 
~022 -23 

FY 
2023-24 

FY 
~024-25 

FY 
2025-26 

fo tal 

Internationa l Cargo 205,759 205 ,759 209,874 2 14,072 218,353 1,053,817 

Domestic Cargo 133,695 133,695 136,369 139,096 141,878 684,733 
I'ota l 339 ,454 339,454 346,243 353,168 360,231 1,738,550 
Y-0-Y Growth rate @ 
~% 

6,823 6,985 7,185 7,398 28,39 1 

rrotal (A) 3,39,454 3,46,277 353,228 360,353 367,629 17,66,941 
Anticipated Drop in 
Cargo Volum es: 
( i) AFS Cargo 3,650 14,892 15,190 15,494 49,226 
ii) Jewar Airport 59,600 70,400 130,000 
iii) Air Asia 3,468 14,149 14,432 14,721 46,770 

(iv) Vistara 14,229 58,054 59,215 60,400 191,898 
lI'otal Drop in Cargo 
Volume (B) 

0 21,347 87,095 148,437 161,015 417,894 

Total Cargo Volumes 
(A-B) 

3,39,454 3,24,930 2,66,133 2,11,916 206,614 1,349,047 

3.1.5	 DCSC in its Cargo Volume estimate for the Third Control Period had considered 40MT/ day of AFS 

Cargo for the Third Control Period, commencing from 01.01.2023. 

3.1.6	 DCSC in its above submission had stated that it anticipated reduction in projected cargo volumes (both 

domestic and international) in the later part of the Third Control Period on account of the following 

factors: 

(a)	 Cargo Handling of Vis tara & AirAsia to be taken over by Air India: DCSC had submitted that 

it was handling the Cargo Operations of Air Asia and Vistara Airlines. Air India had their own 

Domestic Cargo Handling facility. at IGI Airport and considering that Vistara and Air Asia were also 

owned and managed by the Tata Group, in an effort to minimize costs and reliance on outside 

entities, Vistara and Air Asia's cargo operations would also be taken over by Air India (now owned 

by Tata Group). As per the ISP, this transition was inevitable and Tata group was contemplating 

merging the subsidiaries into one entity to enjoy advantages of synergies and economies of scale. 

DCSC had submitted that it was likely to suffer loss on account of this consolidation, as the entire 

domestic cargo operations of Air Asia and Vistara would be shifted to the terminal owned and 

operated by Air India from their own facility at IGI Airport, thereby reducing ISP's market share in 

cargo handling operations and consequently its Revenues from Cargo business. 

(b)	 Operationalization of Cargo Hub at Jewar Airport: ISP had submitted that new Greenfield 

airport at Jewar Airport (Noida), which was around 70 km from IGIA, Delhi , might start its Cargo 

operationsduring FY 2024-25. As per the ISP , the Techno Economic Feasibility Report ('TEFR') 

prepared by Price Waterhouse Cooper provided cargo projections for Jewar Airport and as per their 

projections, 55% ofthe total cargo~d by IGI Airport might get diverted to Jewar Airport. 

Cargo traffic was most likely t~~~ airports based on the following factors: 

i. The	 pro~imity of the c ~~( ge ' . ing -~ rs to the con~erned airport: Due to higher 

connectivity, hinterland; ~ IGI . . rt n I included Delhi NCR but also included UP, 
l~ ,~\ 
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Rajasthan, Punjab and other North Indian states. Distance between the airport and the cargo 
generating center was expected to be a key factor influencing cargo movement. For instance, 
cargo generated in Greater Naida region was marc likely to move to the airport at Jewar than 
to IGI airport. The projected cargo traffic (or the hinterland was expected to reach 2.5 million 
tons by FY26 and 3.6 million tons by FY31. In addition to distance, improvement of road 
connectivity was also expected to divert traffi c from IGl airport to the new airport. InNCR region, 
Gautam Buddha Nagar and Ghaziabad, the 2 major cargo generating centers were partof Jewar 
Airport's hinterland. Estimates revealed that about 50% of the NCR international cargcat IGIA 
was being generated in these two districts. Other districts such as Gurgaon, Jhajjar , and 
Faridabad which were part of IGI hinterland in NCR region contributed ~ 30% of the 
internationalcargo. As per the ISP, majority of the cargo traffic would be diverted to Jewar 

Airport. 

II.	 Potential investments in air cargo centric industries: In addition to the current traffic 
movement , potential investments in air cargo centric industries such as electronics, machine 
parts , pharmaceuticals, leather etc. would also playa key determining role in determining future 
cargu IlIUVeIlH::Ill. The TEFR reveals that as per the investment plans, a total of2, 00,000 million 
INR of investment is expected to be realized in the Delhi NCR region. Gautam Buddha Nagar 
is expected to account nearly I, 20,000 million INR of investments, which is primarily in the 
electronics sector. The investment in the Jewar hinterland is expected to drive up the cargo for 
Jewar. Based on existing investment and futureinvestments, out of the total cargo traffic in the 
hinterland, Gautarn Buddha Nagar may account for 40% of the traffic in future. 

111.	 Hence, in-accordance with the plans of Jewar Airport, as per ISP, the following Cargo Volumes 
will be diverted to new Greenfield airport from IGIA, consequently reducing IGlA'smarket 
share as quoted by them after a detailed study. 

Table-4: Impact of Jewar Airport on Cargo Volumes at IGIA, Delhi an d DCSC for the Thi rd 
Control Period (in MT) 

Particulars FY 
2021-22 

FY 
2022-23 

FY 
2023-24 

FY 
2024-25 

FY 
2025-26 

Impact on Cargo Volumes 
beinghandled a lGI Airport, 
Delhi - - - 149000 176000 
DCSC anticipates drop in 
its market share by 40% of 
overall likely loss of Cargo 
business of 
lGlA due to Jewar Airport - - - 59600 70400 

3,2	 Authority's Examination regarding Cargo Volume Projections by DCSC for the Third Control 
Period at CP stage 

3.2.1	 The Authority noted that DCSC has considered normal 2% Y-0-Y growth over the FY 2021-22 (base 
year) for projecting cargo volumes for the Third Control Period. 

3.2.2	 The ISP after assuming normal 2% Y-o-Y growth in Cargo Volumes, had made adjustments 
(reductions) in Cargo volume Projections due to various factors mentioned at para 3.1 .6. 

The Authority noted from the submission of the DCSC that Air India has its own Domestic Cargo 
Handling facility at IGIA, Delhi. As p~~.n;"J~Q[de r to achieve synergy in domestic cargo handling 

. operations of Air Asia, Vistara a ~..&'i\ ~ ~~ l~O U P may decide to shift .Air Asia & Vistara 's 
eCargo handling from ISP's Carg :r min ir rt own domestic cargo handling facility w.e.f 
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Vistaras Cargo Operations to Air India's domestic cargo handling facility; moreover, there wasn' t any 
offic ial communication from Tala Group on this aspect so far. Therefore, the Authority, taking more 
realistic view, proposed to consider likely impact of shifting of domestic cargo operations of Air Asia 
& Vistara to Air India' s facility w.c.f 01.04.2023 (in place of 01.01.2023 as proposed by ISP). 
However, the Authority, at Order Stage, may review this aspect in details based on the Stakeholders' 
inputs before deciding projections for domestic cargo volumes for the DCSC in respect of the Third 
Control Period. 

3.2.3	 The Authority, further observed that ISP has also made adjustment in its cargo volumes projections for 
thc Third Control Period on account of operational ization of new Greenfield airport at Jewar (Noida) 
and reduced its cargo volumes by 16% in FY 2024-25 and by 19% in FY 2025-26. 

It is noteworthy that the other ISP at IGIA, Delhi, having more market share than that of DCSC, had 
considered the drop 'in its cargo volumes between 10% and 20% of its projected tonnage for the FY 
2024-25 and FY 2025-26 respectively due to the operationalization of new greenfield airport at Jewar, 
Noida. The Authority , also proposed to consider the anticipated drop in Cargo Volumes of DCSC due 
to operationalization of new Greenfie ld airport at Jewar, Noida @ 10% and 20% of its projected Cargo 
Volumes for the FY 2024-25 and FY2025-26 (ref. Table-5). However, the Authority, at Order Stage, 
may re-assess the likely impact of new Greenfield airport at Jewar on ISP's Cargo Volumes Projections 
for the Third Control Period. 

The revised Cargo Volume Projections proposed by the Authority for DCSC for the Third Control 
Period is given below: 

Table-5:	 Cargo Volumes Projected by the Authority for DCSC for the Third Control Period at . 
CP stage 

(in MT 

Particulars Third Control 
Pe riod 

FY FY FY FY 
2021-22 

FY 
2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 Total 

(Actual) 

INTERNATIONAL 

Total International 
205759 205759 209874 214072 218353 1053817

CargoVolume (A) 

% Age Growth Assumed 2% 2% 2%
 

Growth in Cargo
 

2% 

4136 4234 4355 4484 17209Volumes(B)
 
Gross Cargo Volume
 

205759 214108 218427 222837 1071026209895(C) = (A+B)
 
% Anticipated drop
 
in Cargo tonnage due
 10% 20%
 
to establ ishment of
 
Jewar
 
Airport.
 

Drop in Cargo tonnage
 
0
 21843 445670 66410dueto establishment of
 

Jewar Airport. (D)
 ~'\I1 r';n "	 ;;:", 

Tntal	 Internatin!':.1/!-"'" ~~ 
196584 178270 1004616Cargo olume 't;r ff'O~, ~i.' , 209895 214108V	 ' ''f

Projected(incl. ~ ) . " ~ ',A(E) = (C-D) I ;r f (. I.. /\ . 
~ i}\< !";~ {/V .< . \ ...	
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AFS Ca rgo Volume (F) 0 3650 14892 15190 1~494 49226 
Proj ected Net 
International Ca rgo 205759 206245 199216 IS 1J94 162776 955390 
Volume (I ~xcludingA F S ) 

(G) = 02-1") 
Y-0-Y % change - 3% -9% -10 % 

DOMESTIC 

Cargo Vo lumes (H) 133695 133695 136369 139096 141878 68473 3 

% Age Growth Assum ed 2% 2% 2% 2% 
Growth in Cargo Volumes 
(I) 2687 2751 2830 2914 IIIS2 

Gross Cargo Volume 
(J) = (H+I ) 136382 139120 141926 144792 562220 

Less: drop in Volume 
onaccount of: 0.00 14149 14432 14721 43302 
(a) Air Asia (K) 

(b) Vistara (I.,) 0.00 58054 59215 60400 177669 
% Drop in Cargo tonnage 
due to establishment 10% 20% 
oflewar Airport 

Drop in Cargo tonnage 
dueto establishment of 14193 28958 43151 
Jewar Airport M) 
Projected Net 
DomesticCargo 133695 136382 66917 54086 40712 431793 
Volumes 
(N)= (J-K-L-M) 
Total Cargo Volumes 
(excluding 
AFS)(G+N) 339454 342627 266133 235481 203488 1387183 
T ota l Cargo 
Volumes(including 339454 346277 281025 250671 218982 1436409 
AFS) 
(E+N) 

% Y-0-Y growth 2% -19% - 11% - 13% 

3.2.4	 The Authority solicited comments/ views of stakeholders on the issue of anticipated drop in Cargo 

Volumes for the Third Control Period considered by the ISP on account of operationalization of new 

Greenfield airport at Jewar (No ida) and due to anticipated shifting of Air Asia & Vistara's Cargo 

Operations from DCSC's Cargo Terminal to Air India's own Domestic Cargo Handling Facility. 

3.2.5	 The Authority noted that the ISP, while projecting Cargo Volume for the Third Control Period had also 

considered the AFS Cargo Volumes likely to be received w.e.f. 01.01.2023. The details of AFS Cargo 

Volumes and AFS policy was separately discussed in subsequent chapter of Consultation Paper on 

AFS Cargo. 

Considering the above, the Authority proposed to consider the Cargo Volume for DCSC for the Third 

Control Period as per Table-5. 

3.3 

3.3.1 
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(a)	 It is hum bly submitted that the impact on curgo volume loss, if any. due to apprehension of" 
shifting of Air As ia & Vistara's Cargo Operationsfrom De SC's Cargo Term inal to Ail' India's 
Dom estic Cargo Handling Facility may be known only ifsuch an eve nt occurs. In addition, 
impact on cargo volumes due to opera!ionalizat ion ofCargo Huh at new Cr eenfielc! Airport 
at Jewar (Naida) may only be estimated 0J1~)1 after operations have normalized after 
recoveringfrom the impact ofCovid-L v, as past trends' during abnormal times ofCo vid- l Dmay 
not show similar trends in the future. 
Thus. Authority may please kindly note thefollowingfactors : 
The possibility ofloss ofcargo volume due to entire domestic cargo operations ofAir Asia and 
Vistara shifting to the terminal owned and operated by Air India can be known only ifsuch an 
event occurs, as there is no official communications orproposalfrom to appropriate authority 
to shift its dom estic cargo handlingfront DC.·C to Air lndiafacility and hence loss ofcargo 
volumes from 1st Jan'2023 appears to be pre-mature by DCSC. 

(b)	 The loss ofcargo volumes on the basis ofdevelopment ofGreenfield Airport atJewar (Noida) 
and the assumption that cargo volumes will be bifurcated, may not be able to be realistically 
predicted. At this juncture it may be premature to estimate the actual loss ofvolumes. rYe may 
be able to gauge the impact only once the Greenfield airport is ready, estimated somewhere 
around the last stages ofthe 3rd Control Period. 

Thus, is submitted-that at this point in time, it may not be realistic to assess the impact ofthe 
aforementionedfactors on the cargo volumes and therefore it is requested that Authority may 
rationalize the volumes significantly upwards while considering only a minimal impactfrom 
the above mentioned uncertain [actors. The Authority may thereafter he actual volumes 
during the 4th Contr ol Period, when a clearer picture emerges. 

(c)	 The assumption oferosion ofcargo volumes ofDCSC due to new AFS appears to be exc essive. 
As, there is no historical data or trend to arrive at the loss ofvolumes as proposed, such loss 
may not be able to be assessed realistically at this point oftime. 

3.3.2	 FFFAI, DCBA Comments: FFFAI, DCBA have submitted their comments on Consultation Paper 
No. 13/2022-23 w.r.t. Cargo Volume projection for the Third Control Period as follows: 

DCSC has anticipated reduction in projected cargo .volumes (both domestic and 
international) in the later part ofthe Third Control Period on account ofthe followingfactors : 

1. Cargo Handling oj Vistara & AirAsia to be taken over by Air India. 
2. Operationalization ofCargo Hub at Jewar Airport. 

(a)	 Presently, there is no such orders for said 'taking over' oj Cargo Handling operations oj 
Vistara and Air Asia by Air India. Such assumption by DCSC cannot be taken as the basisfor 
seeking hike in the tariff. Hence it is not accepted. 

(b)	 DCSC has anticipated decrease in international cargo volumes by 10% and 20% in the FY 
2024-25 and FY 2025-26 respectively with the operationalization of Cargo Hub at Jewar 
Airport. This assumption for hike in tariff needs to be viewed by AERA on real time basis 
before taking a call for hike in tarifffor the said FYs . 

3.3.3	 ACAAI Comments: ACAAI has submitted its comments on Consultation Paper No. 13/ 2022-23 
W.r.t. Cargo Volume projection for the Third Control Period as follows: 

-....-
~i{> te,fi)~' 

. (a) DCSC anticipates reduction in, J.•.~ tea c ~mes (both dom e.~·tic and international) in the ~ 
later part ofthe Third Control f£: iod Oll ~ ft.['t.akeover ofthe Cargo Handling of Vistara & 
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of Cargo Handling operations o] Vistara and Air Asia hy Air India. Such assumption by DCSC 
cannot he taken as the basisfor seeking hike in the tari ff. Commercial decisions by their customer 
airlines cannot determine the tariffstructure. 

(b)	 DCSC has ant icipated decrease in international carg o volumes by 10% and 20% in the FY 202.:f 
-25 and F Y 2025 -26 respectively with the operationalization ofCargo Hub at Jewar Airport. This 
assumptionfor hike in tari ffneeds to be viewed by AERA on real time basis before taking a call 
for hike in tarifffor the said FYs. Infact, there could be overall growth ofthe market and increase 
in volumesfor Delhi Airport also. 

3.3.4	 DCSC Comments: DCSC has submitted its co mments on Co nsultation Paper No. 13/2022-23 \N.Lt. 

Cargo Volume projection for the Third Contro l Period as follows: 

Cargo Handling of Vistara and AirAsin to be taken over by Air India: DCSC had projected that 
Cargo Operations ofAir Asia and Vistara Airlines will be taken over by Air India, who has its own 
Domestic Cargo Handlingfacility at IG! Airport w.efO1.01.2023 which would result in loss to DCSC, 
who currently handles Cargo Operations ofAir Asia and Vistara Airlines. The Authority in Pam J 7. 7 
of the Consultation Paper has noted that there isn't any official communication from Tata Group in 
this regard and only considered the impact w.ef. 01.04.2023 instead of 01.01.2023 onwards as 
submitted by DCSC. 

The Authority ought to consider that the Tata Group has now officially announced that AirAsia India 
will be merged with Air India Express and that the process has already begun. Further, on 29.11.2022, 
the Tata Group has also announced that the Air India and Vistara are also to be merged to drive 
synergies in the sector and derive benefits ofthe economies ofscale. In any case, even in the absence 
ofa formal merger ofAir Asia and Vistara with Air India, it is palpable that shift ofcargo loadfrom . 
DCSC to AISATS (handler ofAir India) is eminent/or AirAsia and Vistara's commercial and economic 
interest. Moreover, the Tata Group is neither required to issue any official communication to AERA 
or DCSCfor shifting its cargo operationsfrom DCSC to AISATS at IGI Airport nor would require 
formalization of the merger between its different entities. Also, loss on cargo volume on account of 
these developments is the shift is imminent based on the DCSC's discussions with its Vistara and 
AirAsia counterparts. It is based on such discussions DCSC had proposed to consider the reduction 
ofCargo Volumes handled by DCSC in the Third Control Periodfrom 01.01.2023 onwards. 

Operationalization ofJe war Airport: DCSC had projected a drop in Cargo Tonnage by 40% due to 
operationalization ofJewar Airport FY 2024-25 onwards'. The anticipated drop was in line with the 
Techno Economic Feasibility Report jar Jewar Airport ('TEFR') by Mis Pricewaterhouse Coopers 
Private Limited which has estimated that cargo at Jewar Airport will account for 40% of the Cargo 
and may be in a position to cater nearly 55% ofthe Cargo. 

However, the Authority in Para 3.2.3 ofthe Consultation Paper has proposed to consider projected 
reduction in volumes between 10% to 20%jor FY2024-25 and FY2025-26, respectively, based solely 
on the estimations by the other ISP at IGI Airport. 

The Authority ought not to ignore DCSC's projections that are unique to it and based on scientific 
evidence i.e., the TEFR which is based on detailed studies and research by expert bodies. Accordingly, 
the Authority should not rely upon the projections of another ISP, which are unsupported by any 
rational reasoning. The ISPs at IGI Airport cater to different client base and estimations of the other 
ISP, based on its unique business model cannot be applied to DCSC. 

DCSC reiterates the projected cargo tonnage submitted by it its MYTP and requests the Authority to 
consider (i) the adverse impact of Cargo Volumes due to Carse. Handling of Vistara and AinAsia to 
be taken over by Air Indiafrom 01.01.2023 onward') alJ, ij).Pht1uJr . .iJZ.~:.argo Tonnage by 40% due 
to operationalization of Jewar Airport from FY20~.4~i5. 1WW·. "fft~~~CSC in the Third Control 
Period as reflected in Table 3 ofthe Consultation PptJ!. . ~t ~~~ .\ 

<l!: . I" 
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3.4	 DCSC 's response on the comments of the Stakeholders 

3.4. 1	 Response to Spice.let: : DCSC in its response to the comments o r Spice.let regardin g Cargo Volume 
projection for the Third Contro l Period has submitted that: 

(a)	 DCSC had projected that Cargo Operations ofAir Asia and Vistara Airlines will he taken over 
Air India, who has its own Domestic Cargo Handlingfaclllty at tGl Airport 11'.e f O1. 0 1. 2023 which 
would result in loss to De SC. who currently handles Cargo Operations ofAir Asia and Vistara 
Airlines. 
DCS . had projected a drop in Cargo Tonnage by 40% due to operationalization ofJewar Airport 
FY 2024-25 onwards. The anticipated drop was in line with the Techno Economic Feasibility 
Report for Jewar Airport ('TEI' R ') by Mis Pricewaterhouse Coopers Private Limited which has 
estimated that cargo at Jewar Airport will accountfor 40% ofthe Cargo and may be in a position 
to cater nearly 55% ofthe Cargo. 

SpiceJet commented that there is no official communication 01' proposal form to appropriate 
authority to shift Domestic cargo handlingfrom [lCSC to Air India and hence loss ofcargo volume 
from lst Jan 2023 appears to be pre-mature by DCSC. 

The Authority ought to consider that the Tata Group has now officially announced that Ait.Asia 
India will be merged with Air India Express and that the process has already begun . Further, on 
29.11.2022, the Tata Group has also announced that the Air India and Vistara are also to be 
merged to drive synergies in the sector and derive benefits ofthe economies ofscale. In any case, 
even in the absence ofaformal merger ofAir Asia and Vistara with Air India, it is palpable that 
shift of cargo load from DCSC to AISATS (handler of Air India) is eminent jar AirAsia and 
Vistara 's commercial and economic interest. Moreover, the Tata Group is neither required to 
issue any official communication to AERA or DCSCfor shifting its cargo operationsfrom DCSC 
to AISATS at IGI Airport nor would require formalization of the merger between its different 
entities. Also, loss on cargo volume on account of these developments is the shift is imminent 
based on the DCSC's discussions with its Vistara and AirAsia counterparts. It is based on such 
discussions DCSC had proposed to consider the reduction ofCargo Volumes handled by DCSC 
in the Third Control Periodfrom 01.01.2023 onwards. 

(b)	 DCSC hadprojected a drop in Cargo Tonnage by 40% due to operationalization ofJewar Airport 
FY 2024-25 onwards. The anticipated drop was in line with the Techno Economic Feasibility 
Report for Jewar Airport (TEFR ') by Mis Pricewaterhouse Coopers Private Limited which has 
estimated that cargo at Jewar Airport will accountfor 40% ofthe Cargo and may be in a position 
to cater nearly 55% ofthe Cargo: 
SpiceJet 's request to take the minimal impact ofJewarfactor is on without any facts and only on 
the assumption basis. We request to Authority not to consider the request ofSpiceJet. 

(c)	 The cargo volumes for AFS cargo are projected by DCSC on the basis ofAFS operator 's cargo 
projection. 

3.4.2	 Response to FFFAI, DCBA: DCSC in its response to the comments of FFFAI, DCBA regarding 
Cargo Volume projection for the Third Control Period has submitted same comments as given in para 
3.4 .1 (a) & (b) and other comments as mentioned below: 

DCSC had projected a drop in Cargo Tonnage by 40% due to operationalization ofJewar Airport FY 

2024-25 onwards. The anticipated drop was in line with the Techno Economic Feasibility Report jar 

Jewar Airport ('TEFR') by Mis Pricewaterhouse Coopers Private Limited which has estimated that 

cargo at Jewar Airport will account for 40~. of the, Cargo and may be in a position to cater nearly 

55% ofthe Cargo. However, the Authorj'y'.in f..,(l{,p}' 3~;of the Consultation Paper has proposed to 
. , ~,l.."'~ ' >"• • 

consider projected reduction in VP¥II[Sbet: j 10 -:..1t'r 20% for FY2024-25 and FY2025-26 
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respectively, based solely 0/1 the estimations by the other ISP at IGl Airport. DC,)'(' reiterates the 

projected cargo tonnage sub mitted by it its MYTP and requests the A lithority to consider (I) the adverse 

impact ofCargo Volumes due to Cargo Handling ofVistara and AirAsia to he taken over hy A ir India 

fro m Oi.Oi .2023 onwards (//1(1 (ii) the drop in Cargo Tonn age by 40% due to operational izat ion of 

Jewar Airportfront FY2 024-25 onwardsfor DCSC in the Third Control Period as reflected in Table 3 

ofthe Consultation Paper. 

3.4.3	 Response to ACAAI: DCSC in its response to the comments of ACAAI regarding Cargo Volume 
projection for the Third Control Period has submitted same comments as given in para 3.4.2. 

3.5	 Authority's Analysis regarding Cargo volumes for the ThiI'd Control Period 

3.5.1	 The Authority notes the comments of Mis SpiceJet FFFAI, DCBA and ACAAI regarding the projected 
drop in Cargo volumes on account of the following factors: 

• Establishment of new Greenfield Airport (Jewar International Airport) 

• Cargo Operations of Air Asia and Vistara Airlines to be taken over by Air India, 
In this regard, considering the difficulties in forecasting the eargo volume in the current scenario, 
taking into account the likely impact of actual commencement of commercial operations of new 
greenfield airport (Jewar International Airport) & takeover of Cargo Operations of Air Asia and 
Vistara Airlines by Air India, due to the said unforeseen situation, the Authority in its Consultation 
Paper had proposed to determine the Tariff for the Third Control Period initially for two years i.e., 
FY2023-24 and FY 2024-25 and will assess the' actual impact of Cargo Volume, taking into 
consideration the following: 

I. Actual Commencement of Cargo Handling operation at Jewar Airport. 
ii. Cargo Operations of Air Asia and Vistara Airlines to be taken over by Air India. 
iii. AFS Cargo Volume; 

The Authority while examining the comments of the Stakeholders on the issue of cargo operations of 
Air Vistara and Air Asia takeover by Air India (Refer ISP's comments Para 3.3.4 & 3.4.1) observed 
from said development that the Cargo Volume, presently being handled by the ISP of both the Airlines 
may be taken over by Air India Cargo facility. In this backdrop, the loss on Cargo Volume on account 
of these developments may have no significant impact on the Cargo Volume projections made for the 
Third Control Period. Therefore, the Authority has considered the drop in Cargo volume as proposed 
during Consultation Stage. 

The Authority takes note of the Techno Economic Feasibility Report (TEFR) submitted by the ISP as 
part of its comments on the Consultation Paper, and has accordingly recomputed the impact of drop in 
Cargo Volume of the ISP due to development of Jewar Airport for the FY 2024-25 for the Third 
Control Period as given in Table below: 

Table-6: Cargo Volumes considered by the Authority for DCSC for the Third Control Period 
(in MT) 

Particu lars Third Control Period 
FY 2021

22 
(Actual) 

FY 
2022-23 

FY 
2023

24 

FY 
2024-25 

FY 
2025-26 Total 

INTERNATIONAL 
Total International Cargo 
Volume (A) 

205759 205759 209874 214072 218353 1053817 

% Age Growth Assumed 2% 2% 2% 2% 

'Growth in Cargo y,~~ '' " .f~~\ 44844136 4234 4355 17209 
(B)	 . !}- ~.\/~/1t').. '~~'~M+-----+---+------f----'-----+------I 
Gross Cargo v cI.~ 'e " '., 2 0~~,: 214108 218427 222837 1071026209895 
(C) = (A+B) I ;!, :\ '" z-r : 
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Pa r ticula rs T hird Cont r ol Period 
FY 2021- FY FY FY FY 

22 2022-23 2023- 2024-25 2025-26 Total(Ac t ua l) 24 

% Anticipated drop In 
argo tonna ge due to 

establishment of Jcwar 

Airport. 15% 20% 

Drop in Cargo tonnage due 
to establishment of Jev ar 0 0 32764 445 67 77331 .05 
Airport. (D) 

T otal International 
Cargo Volumes Projected 205759 209R95 21410R lR5663 17R270 993695 
(incl. Ali'S) (E) - (C-D) 

AFS Cargo Vo lume (F) 0 3650 14892 15190 15494 49226 

Projected Net International 
Ca rgo Volume (Excluding 205759 206245 199216 170472 .95 16277 6 944468.95 
AFS) (G) = (E-F) 

Y- 0-Y % chan ge - 3% -9% -10% 

DOMESTIC 

Cargo Volumes (H) 133695 133695 136369 139096 141878 684733 

% Age Growth Assum ed 2% 2% 2% 2% 

Growth in Cargo Volumes 
2687 2751 2830 2914 11182 

(I) 

Gross Cargo Volume 
136382 139120 141926 144792 562220 

(J) = (H+I) 

Less: drop in Volume on 
account of: 

(a) Air Asia (K) 0 14149 14432 14721 43302 
(b) Vistara (L) . . 0 58054 5921 5 60400 177669 

% Drop in Cargo tonnage 

due to establishment of 
15% 20% 

Jewar Airport 

Drop in Cargo tonnage due 
to establishment of Jewar 
Airport M) 2 1289 28958 5024 6.9 

Projected Net Domestic 
Cargo Volumes 

(N)= (J-K-L-M) 133695 136382 66917 46990 40712 424696.1 
Total Cargo Volumes 
(excluding AFS) (G+N) 

339454 342627 266133 2 17463.05 20 3488 1369165 .05 

Total Cargo Volumes 
(including AFS) 

(E+N) 3394~~ ~G2tY% ;-~~ 1 0 2 5 250671 218982 1436409 

./ ,i j r %" -;>. " 

% Y-0: Y growth ~ ~:::- 1 9 % -11% -13% 

rtf f vY"
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3.5.2	 The Authority further decides that, the Annua ITari1'1' Proposal for DCSC for last tari IT year (FY 2025
26) of Third ontrol Period will be finalized after reviewing the actual Cargo Volumes ach ieved up to 
FY 2024-25 and after studying the impact of points mentioned above on the Cargo Volumes of the 
lSl' . The Authority. if required, will make necessary adjustment for any major deviations in the 
projected cargo volumes while finalizing Annual Tari ff Proposal for FY 2025-26. 

3.6	 Authority's decision .·cgllnling Cargo volumes for the Third Control Period 

Based on the material before it and its analysis, the Authority decides the following regarding Cargo 
Projections for the Third Control Period: 

3.6.\	 To consider Cargo Volumetric Projections for DCSC at IGIA Delhi for the Third Control Period as pCI' 
Table-G. 
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CHAPT ER-4:	 CAP IT AL EXPENDIT URE (CA PEX), REG LATORY ASSET BASE (RAB), 
DEPRECI ATI O N AND SECURIT Y DEP OSIT (SO) 

4. I	 Callital li,xpenditure as pe r DCSC submissions for the T hird Control Period : 

4.1.1	 DCSC has projected a total CAPEX amounting to RsAI 0.12 cro res for the Third Control Period 
crY2021 -22 to FY2025-26) as shown in table below: 

Table-7: Capital Ex pend iture proposed to RA n by DCSC for the T hi rd Control Period 

(Rs. in Cro rc) 

Description 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-2 4 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 
Total 

Part A 
CAPEX proposed on creation of new Infrastructure 

New Cargo Warehou se 22 .29 62.73 0.00 0.00 85.02 
Facili ties 
Plant and Machinery 12.74 89.76 14.40 7. 16 124.06 
Utilities 10.34 38.77 29.04 0.00 78.15 
Office Block 4.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.04 
Cold Room 0.00 8.75 0.00 0.00 8.75 
Subtota l Pa rt - A 0.00 49.41 200.01 43.44 7.16 300.02 

Part B 
CAPEX proposed on Upgradation & E xtension of Existing Facility 

Upgradation of 
Exlstingf'acilities 10.29 10.59 0.00 6.56 42 .84 70.28 
Eastern Side Extension 
of Existing Cargo 
Warehouse &TD Facility 39.82 39.82 
Subtotal Part - B 10.29 10.59 39.82 6.56 42.84 110.10 

Total 
CAPEX (PART 10.29 60.00 239.83 50.00 50.00 410.12 
A+PARTB) 

4.1 .2	 Justification' for the proposed CAPEX: The Authority sought justifications regarding the proposed 

CAPEX amounting to Rs. 410.12 Crores for the Third Control Period. DCSC vide emails dated 

17.10.2022 & 16.11.2022 submitted the following justifications for the CAPEX projected for the Third 

Cont rol Period: 

a.	 Contractual Obligation: The existing Cargo facility of DCSC has been constructed on a 

portion of land received from the Airport Operator for constructing the Ca rgo facilities. 

Accordingly, a large piece of land is lying vacant in the DCSC premises and this vacant piece 

of land is at same location where DCSC 's existing facility is situated. Thi s vacant piece of land 

is prime property having an air side acce ss. As per the ISP, as mandated under its Concession 

Agreement with the Airport Operator, DCSC is required to construct cargo facility in the 

remaining vacant area. 

b. 
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the conceptual framework and market demand at that time. In the current scenario, with 
increasing speed of clearance as compared to 20 12, the two-tier section system is not able 

to keep pace with the faster clearance of cargo. To achie ve improved Dwell time and higher 
throughput at peak hours, DCSC needs to expand international cargo terminal as part of plan 
for effic ient cargo management with lower time of processing and reduced dwell time. 

DCSC has submitted that the proposed expansion has also been necessitated because they have 
witnessed increase in Dwell Time of Cargo, which reduces the facility's capacity of processing 
Cargo. Increased dwell time/storage of cargo is contrary to the objective of efficient Cargo 
Handling Services. The storage of Cargo acts as a bottleneck reducing the capacity of the 
infrastructure and necessitating further Capcx investments. 

As per the ISP, the proposed expansion will improve efficiency and productivity of Cargo 
Services at the IGI Airport and will enable DCSC to deliver greater value to its Users. The ISP 
further stated that it is vital for DCSC to lower the Dwell Time for its Cargo Services to ensure 
that its services remain competitive. 

c.	 Remodeling of Facilities for Improved Efficiency: ISP has submitted that the existmg 

operations are run in hybrid and mixed mode in the same warehouse and terminal facility. In 
other words, same terminal building is being shared for export , import and transshipment 
operations. With faster clearances it is the existing model of mixed and hybrid mode is turning 
out a bottleneck. ISP has highlighted that ideal way to run the operations is to have separately 
demarcated warehouse facilities for export, import and transshipment facilities in the same 
complex. DCSC has further conveyed that it has a large piece of vacant land available for 
constructi on of a new facility in the same premises as its existing faciIity. This vacant land has 
a prime location and has sufficient air side and city side access. DCSC proposes to construct a 
new facility on the vacant piece of land. The construction of a new facility along with the 
existing facility will enable DCSC to do away with running operation in hybrid mode and 
instead run its operations from clearly demarcated for export operations, import operations and 
transshipment operations. Having separately demarcated warehouse and terminal facilities for 
export, import and transshipment operations in the same complex makes operations very 
efficient, fast and eliminates the time-consuming bottlenecks. ISP emphasized that the 
proposed CAPEX is incurred solely with the intention of increasing the efficiencies and 
reducing the processing time of cargo handIing. 

d.	 Customer/Business Retention Stratee:v in View of Upcoming Jewar Airport: DCSC 
proposes to improve its Cargo Handling efficiency to ensure competitiveness with Jewar 
Airport and retain carg~ volumes and Users at IGI Airport, even though it projects that there 
will be diversion in cargo volumes from IGI Airport to Jcwar Airport once the same is 
operationalized. The idea is to minimize the shifting of cargo from Delhi Airport to Jewar 
Airport, by providing timely and fast services. This requires expansion of current space and 
addition to existing equipment even for the existing cargo volumes as it is proposed to render 
efficient and fast service in expectation of the users and with changing scenario. DCSC plans 
to incur majority of the Capex in FY23 and FY24 to ensure that the improved facilities are 
operationalized prior to commencement of operations at Jewar Airport. 

O,~ 3lT~1n' ~ 
e.	 Modernization Mechanization a 1:. ,. II~ '\ has submitted that for the purpose of 

"achieving faster through put am(!J. ucin ~~in g time of the cargo handling it is 
important that a fair amount of 1T).f~lfanizati Y11ation be introduced. Till recently the 

: ,a' 
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requirement for pace of operations and processing was such that it was sufficiently being 
handled in manual operations. India is expending it aviation foot print and is said to become 

third largest aviation market of the world. The global airlines are vying for increased nights to 
and from India. Similarly Indian carriers are rapidly expandin g their fleet and destinations. This 
has resulted marked competition between the carriers to r share of their business. To 
successfully compete for the business, the airlines are seeking faster and efficient operations. 
In other words. the airlines are offering cargo connections at short cut of times and promising 
delivery within few hours. ISl' has stated that as Cargo Terminal Operator, they have to operate 
in tandem with the Airline 's expectation of efficient Cargo Handling Operations. As per the 
ISP, it is necessary to have separately demarcated spaces for various operations of the cargo 
terminal to bring about efficiency in operations. Further, to complement the manual operation s 
with the expansion of facilities, investment in automation and mechanization is also required. 
As pCI' the ISr, the three cquipmcnts namely ETV, ASRS and VNA arc fully automated and 
mechanized solutions for cargo terminal operation and they complement each other. 

f.	 Replacement CA PF,X: D"S" faci Iity was cnmrn issioned more than a decade aeo , The 
warehouse, the utilities, the infrastructure, most of the machinery, material handling equipment 

etc. were installed at the time of commissioning. Isr has stated that a typical cargo terminal 
operation runs round the clock, 365 days a year, leading to rapid wear and tear of the warehouse 
building and equipment. As such, DCSC stated that it is necessary to replace the equipment at 
the end of its normal Iife span so as to ensure continuous, un-interrupted and efficient operations 
and this calls for a regular and necessary expenditure on replacement CAPEX. DCSC has stated 
that it proposes to incur a significant expenditure, out of the planned expenditure, on 
replacement CAPEX. 

g.	 Upe:rading IT Infrastructure and System: DCSC in its submission stated that IT 
infrastructure and system is a back bone of operations of any organization. In current day world 
the success of operations depends upon robustness of IT infrastructure and system that is being 
used. ISP has further stated that it is well known the IT technology and hardware keeps evolving. 
and improving with time, and therefore, it is imperative for any organization to keep itself 
abreast with the latest technology and system. DCSC has submitted that it plans to upgrade its 
IT infrastructure and systems in line with the latest available in the market and hasearmarked a 
significant expenditure for this purpose. 

h.	 Eastern Side Extension of Existing Warehouse & TD Facility: ISP has informed that the 
existing warehouse facility ofDCSC has a long length on its eastern side. On this side there are 
55 truck docks which are used for loading/unloading import/export cargo trucks. Immediately 
behind the truck docks is the warehouse floor on which delivered/unloaded cargo is stored 
before it moves into the next process of screening by X-Ray machines in the case of export 
cargo or to be loaded into the trucks in the case of import cargo. As per the ISP, typically , this 
del ivered/unloaded cargo stays on the truck dock floor for an average of 5-6 hours. DCSC has 
highlighted that this area often gets fully occupied and choked with delivered/unloaded cargo 
during most part of the day operating hours which are traditionally the peak operating hours of 
the terminal, starting from IGam in the morning till midnight. As a result of this choking on the 
truck dock floor area, ISP is unable to load/unload the cargo trucks due to lack of space onthe 
truck dock floor area. This result~&- ~i}1g times for trucks and consequent delays in o/

loading/unloading of the cargo. r~~dday I~o~~g export cargo has serious consequenceof 

missing planned flights whil )/~'" Y: inl]~g 0 'f ~o rt cargo delays the delivery of cargo to 
the consignee. ISr has subm (~ that il . ' er to s .~e' th i s problem, it has planned to extendthe 

t ~ ~. • . ! 
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existing warehouse facility from the eastern side. This extension of the existing warehou se 
facility will result in increase in the truck dock floor area and thus increase the holdin g capacity 
lor temporary storage of delivered /unload cd cargo. In this 'Nay the waiting time of trucks will 

be eliminated and thus more efficiency will be brought to the operation s. The existing facility 

has a setback width o r approximately 37 meters from the boundary wall of the premises. 

Currently this setback width forms the compound of the faci Iity wh ich does not have any 
particular productive use. ISP has further submitted that they have planned to extend the 

existin g warehou se facility into this setback area by approximately 20 meters towards the 

eastern boundary wall. This extension will increase the warehouse truck dock width by 

approximately 20 meters across the entire length of the existin g warehouse building. The 

increase in truck dock width/area will solve the problem of truck waitingand consequent delays 
in cargo handling. 

4.1.3	 DCSC has planned proposed CAPEX during the Third Control Period under following two broad 
categories: 

• PART A CAPEX proposed on new Cargo Facility. 
• PART B - Upgradation/ Extension of Existing Cargo Facility. 

Part A - Capex proposed on Cargo Facility: DCSC submitted that proposed CAPEX (Part A) is 
required for creating new Cargo Handling Infrastructure as described in preceding paragraphs and 
which includes: 

I. Pre - Construction Activities 
2. New Warehouse Facility 
3. New Office Block 
4. New Cold Room 
5. New Plant and Machinery 
6. New Utilities 

S.No. Description Justification of the Works 

The pre-construction activities include the appointment of the 
Pre  Construction Architect, Appointment of the Project Manager Consultant 
Activities (PMC), site clearance, Soil Testing and GPR survey and Land 

survey to initiate the construction activity. 

As envisaged under the Concession Agreement, DCSC has 
initiated constructing the remaining 11500 SqM for 
international cargo. This construction of a warehouse, on the 

2 Warehouse Facilities - New 
vacant portion of land transferred to DCSC by the Airport 
Operator, is required for future expansion and to also to meet 
the obligations under the Concession Agreement. 

Office block is needed to house the offices of administration 
operation security management etc. staff of the company. 
Besides adequate office space also needs to be given to 
Customs and CISF and airlines to house their staff who are 

3. Office Block required to operate from the facility. The office block will also 
house the services like HVAC, Electric Panels, housekeeping 
~~Q(l1mon facilities like toilets, washrooms, canteens, 

. '# :J:d&r~+;..t~r..trade to sit and carry out their work and 
L.-_ --'- ~_:""~ c~rt~r o n rft>'-JVI<...-...__l( 
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I 

S.No. Desc r iption 
.. 

.Justificat ion of the W or ks 

4. 
Co ld Room 

Co ld Room is pa rt o f Wareh ouse Fac ility wh ich required fo r 
Handling and storage of temperature se ns itive cargo, pharma, 
meat and vegetable which require a spec ia l handling. 

Machinery and equipment is required to han d le the export and 
import cargo at the facility. The use of cargo handling 

5. machinery and equipment is necessitated for the purpose of 
Plant and Machinery faster handling of cargo. Besides cargo that is heavy cannot be 

handled manually but can be handled only with the help of 
machines. Use of machinery and equipment also increases the 
Handling capac ity of a facility many times over. 
To run the cargo terminal , it is necessary to hav e the uti lities to 
support the operations. The utilities consist of Electrical, 
Equipment, Water Storage, Fire Hydrant and Tanks, CCTV 

New Utilities6. 

and IT Networks. 

A table giving detailed description of CAPEX proposed for new facilities is given below: 

T a blc-8 : Add it ion s proposed for new Cargo warehouse by DCSC for the T hird Control Per iod 

(Rs. in Crare) 
Sr. 

Description 
FY FY FY FY FY 

Total
No 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Part A 

New CAPEX 

Pre - C onstr uct ion 
Activities for new 

1 Cargowarehouse 

1.1 
Prc 

0.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.86
Construction 
Activities ! 

I. Appointment of Architect 0.50 0.50 

II. Appointment of PM C 0.25 0.25· 
.. , 

Site clearance 0.05 0.05III. 

IV. Soil Testing 0.01 0.01 

GPR survey and 
0.05 v. Landsurvey 0.05 

Cargo 
2 Terminal 

Facilities 

2.1 Warehouse Facilities 21.43 62.73 0.00 0.00 84.16 

I. Civil Work 17.10 14.72 31.81 

II. PEB Structural Works 24.73 24.73 
... 

Flooring 23.28 23.28III. 

IV. Sewer line /Plumbing 1.11 1.11 
Rain Water ~ am~fP ~ 

v. Harvestingand 

~ ¢-~~ 3.22 
Drainage System [(l • ~ 

C ~ 
\. ~-. 
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~
 Sr. 
No 

Description 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022 -23 
FY 

2023 -24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 Total 

" j Plant and Machinery 12.74 89.76 14.40 7.16 124.06 
I. Screening X 

RayMachi ncs \1 .00 ] 1.00 

II. Screening -ETD 2.45 2.45 
... 
III. Dock Levelers 2.40 2.40 

IV. Ball & Castor Desk 2.93 2.93 

v. Scissor Lift 3.00 3.00 

VI. Lazy Dollies/PRO 1.96 6.21 8.17 

ETV - Elevating 
VII. TransferVehicles 30 .00 30.00 
... 

VIII. Civil foundation work 20.76 20.76 

IX. Weighing Machines 2.98 2.98 

x. Cargo Storage Racks 6.93 0.95 7.88 

XI. Crash guard 4.50 4.50 

XII. Cargo Hoist 27.00 27.00 
... 

XIII. Passenger Lift 1.00 1.00 

4 Utilities 10.34 38.77 29.04 0.00 78.15 

Electrical Works 
I. &Equ ipment's 10.19 4.67 14.86 

Water Stora ge, Fire 
II. Hydrant & Tanks, 7.64 7.64 

STP 
CCTV Control Room 
&IT Server, Storage, 

... 
III. 

Networking 
and 15.00 15.00 

Communicatio 
n 
Automatic Storage 
Retrieval System 

IV. /VeryNarrow System 11.46 29.04 40.50 

RO plant, water 
v. coolerand plumbing 0.15 0.15 

5 Office Block 4.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.04 

Administrative 
I. &Operation 1.71 1.71 

Offices 

II. HVAC 1.28 1.28 
... 
III. Electrical Work 0.52 0.52 

IV. Furniture 0.52 0.52 

6 Cold Room 0.00 8.75 0.00 0.00 8.75 

I. Cold Room .........:'d'Ol 31Tf: ~ 8.75 8.75 

v~~ .,/ r-,~;\. 

Subtotal Part - A: /~ / 
0.• ~ (CAPEX on new facili ~ 
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PART B - Upgradatiou / Extension of Existing Cargo }lacilit)' : DCSC in its submission stated that 
proposed CAPEX (Part B) is required to be incurred for replacing the equipment which are reaching 
their end-of-life normal span and upgrading the existing infrastructure as described in preceding 
paragraphs ancl which includes: 

I. Warehouse Facilities 
Existing Warehouse 

. The restructuring of the existing warehouse IS requireel to 
improve the dwell time for handling of export and delivery of 
import cargo to consignee/agent. 

2. 
Eastern side extension 01" 
Warehouse & TDfacility 

It is planned to extend the existing warehouse facility into this 
setback area by approximately 20 meters towards the eastern 
boundary wall. This extension will increase the warehouse truck 
dock width by approximately 20 meters across the entire length 
of the existing warehouse buiIding. The increase in truck dock 
width/area will solve the problem of truck waiting and 
consequent delays in cargo handling. 

A table giving detailed description of above items is given below: 

Table-9: Upgradation of Existing Facility proposed by DCSC for the Third Control Period 

(Rs. in Crore) 

Order no, 3712022-23 ~-~ , '-~;"J. Page 33 of 119"0, .,,01.,

Part B 

Upgradation of Existing Facility - CAPEX 
Sr. 

Description 
FY FY FY FY F Y 

Total
No 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Upgradation of 
1. Existingf'acility 10.29 10.59 0.00 6.56 42.84 70.28 

Waterproofing Work -
a Repairs& Replacement 1.09 1.09 

Washroom construction 
b andSewage line Re- 0.53 0.53 

laying 
Repairing of Roof 

c Structure ofCargo 2.95 2.95 
Terminal Building 
Air Cooler System for 
Warehouse -

d Repairs & 0.50 0.50 
Replacement 
Fire Hydrant Line 
and Equipment .. 

e Repairs & 2.00 2.00 
Replacement 

f Replacement of MHE 34.27 34.27 
Cold Room 

g Modification,Repair 6.56 6.56 
& Replacement 

h Upgrading IT system ...,.. ---:............. 5.00 5.00 
Upgrading CCTV Iff . ".~ 

~~i CameraSystem and 2.00 2.00 
Control Room J?\ .. 

> ( , t I ;" ::j :-i:]' 
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Part B 

Upg radnt ion of E xisting Facility - CA P l~X 

Sr . 
Description 

FY FY FY FY 
No 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 

Upgrading & 

J Rcp laccrncntElcctricaI 
Panel System 

k Coo ler Tower Replacement 0.55 

I Repair of Existing Flooring 0.97 
Offi ce 

m Equipment  0.44 
Replacement 
Furniture and 

n Fixture  0.08 
Replacement 

0 Infrastructure Improvem ent 1.25 
Electrica l Equipment 

p and Computers 0.33 
Replacement 
Plant & Machinery 

q Replacement 8.19 

F Y 
2025-26 

3.57 

Total 

3.57 

0.55 

0.97 

0.44 

0.08 

1.25 

0.33 

8.19 

Eastern Side Extension 
of Existing Warehouse 

39.822 &TD 
Facility 

39.82 

Subtotal Part - B: 
(CAPEX on Existing 10.29 10.59 39.82 6.56 
Facility) 

42.84 110.10 

4.1.4	 The total CAPEX planned by the ISP, as per details given in above two tables, during the Third Control 
Period is summarized .be low: 

Table-lO:	 Summary of Total CAPEX proposed by DCSC for the Third Control Pe riod 

(Rs, in Crore) 
Sr. 
No 

Description 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 Total 

I Subtotal Part - A: New 
CAPEX 

0.00 49.40 200.01 43.44 7.16 300.02 

2 
Subtotal Part - B: 
CAPEX onExisting 
Facilities 10.29 10.59 39.82 6.56 42.84 110.10 

Total  CAPEX for the 
ThirdControl Period 

10.29 60.00 239.83 50.00 50.00 410.12 

4.2 

4.2.1 

DCSC submission on 0 enin 
for the Third Control Period: 
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the Third Control Period are given in the table below: 

Tablc-ll : RAB as pCI' DCSC Submissions for the T hird Cont rol Period 

(Rs. in Crore) 

~j 

Financial Year 
FY FY FV FY FY 

Total
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Opening Regulatory Asset 
Base (RAB) 
Furniture & Fix tures 0.34 0.29 0.65 0.58 0.52 

Offi ce Equipment 0.28 0.51 1.68 1.53 1.43 

Infrastructure 
117.98 108.81 129.08 216.66 200.63

improvements/Office & 
Cargo Premises) 

Electrical equipment 
&Computers 3.38 1.75 11.91 29.37 27.22 
(including software) 

Plant & Machinery 10.54 15.47 25.36 122.63 149.10 - 1-
Total Opening 

132.53 126.83 168.69 370.77 378.90
RAB (Excluding 

.Goodwill) 
Security Deposit - DIAL 69.39 70.89 101.28 101.28 101.28 

Total Opening RAB 
201.92 197.72 269.97 472.05 480.18

(ExcIGoodwill) 

Additions IWIP 
Capitalization 
Furniture & Fixtures 0.08 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 

Office Equipment 0.44 1.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.11 

Infrastructure improvements 1.25 32.87 110.18 6.56 0.00 
(Office & Cargo Premises) 150.86 

Electrical equipment 
&Computers 0.33 12.19 19.67 0.00 8.57 
(including 40.76 

software) 
Plant & Machinery 8.19 12.74 109.97 43.44 41.43 2 15.77 

Total WIP Capitalization 10.29 59.99 239.82 50.00 50.00 410.10 

Security Deposit - DIAL 1.50 30.39 0.00 0.00 15.64 47.53 

Total Addition 11.79 90.38 239.82 50.00 65.64 457.63 

Disposals /Transfers 
Office Equipment 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Infrastructure improvements 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(Office & Cargo Premises) 

Electrical equipment & 
Computers 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(includingsoftware) 

Plant & Machinery 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total Disposals ITransfers 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Depreciation Charge 
Furniture & Fixtures 0.13 0.15 0.08 0.06 0.03 0.45 

Office Equipment (L.1' 0.50 0.15 0.11 0.08 0.99 .-- ' ;"' - r-

Infrastructure .improve~nent:~~~~4 :' P~~\6 0 22.60 22.59 22.58 
90.78(Oftice & Cargo Premises) '« '''' s...~ 

'fl fY ~ . 
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Financial Year 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024 -25 
FY 

2025-26 
Total 

Electrica l equipment & 
Com puters 
(includingsoftware) 

1.95 2.02 2.22 2.15 3.07 
11.41 

Plant & Machinery 3.14 2.85 12.70 16.97 2 1.55 57.21 

Total Depreciation Charge 15.77 18.13 37.74 41.87 47.31 160.82 

Secur ity Deposit - DIAL 

Total Depreciation Charge 15.77 18.13 37.74 41.87 47.31 

Closing Regulatory Asset 
Base (RAB) 

Furniture & Fixtures 0.29 0.65 0.58 0.52 0.49 

Office Equipment . 0.51 1.68 1.53 1.43 1.35 . 

Infrastructure improvements 
(Office & Cargo Premises) 

108.81 129.08 216.66 200.63 178.05 

Electrical equipment 
&Computers 
(including 
software) 

1.75 11.91 29.37 27.22 32.72 

Plant & Machinery 15.47 25.36 122.63 149.10 168.98 

Total Closing RAB 
126.83 168.69 370.77 378.90 381.59 

Security.Deposit - DIAL 70.89 101.28 101.28 101.28 116.92 

Total Closing RAB 197.72 269.97 472.05 480.18 498.51 

Average RAB 

199.82 233.84 371.01 476.11 489.34 

4.3 Depreciation proposed by DCSC for th e Third Control Period: 

4.3.1	 DCSC has submitted the projected Depreciation for the Third Control Period as follows: 

Table-12: Depreciation proposed by DCSC for the Third Control Period 

(Rs. in Crore) 

FY FY FY FY FY 
Particulars 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 Total 

Furniture & Fixtures 0.13 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.03 0.38 

Office Equipment 0.15 0.17 0.55 0.91 0.88 2.65 

Infrastructure improvements 
l'Office premises & Cargo 

22.97 22.97 22.96 90.9010.41 11.60
Premises)
 
Electrical equipment &
 
Computers (including
 

3.49 10.011.92 1.85software)
 

Plant & Machinery 9.99
 14.71 18.59	 51.49 

45.93	 155.42!rotal Depreciation Charge	 35.51 40.49 
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4.4	 Authority 's Exa mina tion rega rd ing CA PEX, Dcpl'cciation, Averagc RAn and Securit" Dcposit 

for the T hird Control Period at CP stage 

4.4.1 The Authority noted that the lSI' had projected a CAPEX of Rs. 300.02 Crores far creation of new 
Cargo Warehouse & allied infrastructure during the Third Control Period for its lnternational Cargo 
Operations. However, the Authority reviewed the requirement of the said CAPEX and sought dctai led 
information about commencement of the proposed CAPEX. The Authority also had a discussion with 
the lSI' through virtual platform on 17.11.2022. 

4.4.2	 During the discussions with the lSI', the Authority raised the issue regarding the timing of the CAPEX 

on capacity addition , as lSI' in its Cargo Volume Projections had considered significant decrea se in 
cargo volumes for the Third Control Period, particularly during FY 2024-25 to FY 2025-26. lSI', in its 

response stated that as per Concession Agreement with DIAL, it was contractually mandated to develop 
the subject facility. lSI' vide email dated21.11 .2022 further submitted that in order to meet the expected 
increase in the Cargo volumes in next Control Period, they were required to make the infrastructure 
ready in Third Control Period to cater to future demand. 

4.4.3	 The Authority noted the justification towards proposed CAPEX submitted by DCSC, wherein lSI' had 
stated that the current warehouse facility for import, having two-level structure, which was designed in 
I st Control Period based on the conceptual framework and market demand at that time and the same is 
not able to keep pace with the requirement of faster clearance of cargo demanded by the Users [refer 
para 4.1.2(b)]. The Authority was aware that lower dwell time for Cargo clearance was important factor 
for the lSI' to remain competitive and offer efficient services to Cargo Users in fast paced delivery 
system of Air Cargo Industry. It was also noted that to reduce the dwell time & improve efficiency and 
productivityof Cargo Services, the proposed expansion of International Cargo Warehouse seemed 
reasonable and proposes to consider CAPEX of Rs. 300.02 Crores on New Facility during the Third 
Control Period. 

4.4.4	 The Authority noted that lSI' has projected lower Cargo Volumes, particularly during the later part of 
the Third Control Period, on account of establishment of new Greenfield Airport at Jewar (Noida); 
however, at the time when Cargo Volumes are projected to drop significantly, lSI' had projected major 
CAPEX of Rs. 300.02 Crores for creating new facility to handle the International Cargo Volumes and. 
to reduce the dwell time. In the circumstances mentioned above, it was incumbent upon DCSC to make 
all out efforts to retain its market share and make full use of available capacity so as to offer competitive 
services to Users. 

4.4.5	 The Authority also noted that DCSC has proposed Rs. 110.10 Crores for CAPEX that was required to 
be incurred for replacing the old equipment which had outlived its normal life span and on 
upgrading/expansion of the existing Cargo handling infrastructure. 

4.4.6	 The Authority observed that the Opening RAB (as on 01.04.2021) for the Third Control Period was 
Rs.132.53 Crores and the Closing RAB ason 31.03.2026 is projected to reach Rs. 379.71 Crores. 
Pursuant to significant Capital Additions during the Third Control Period, depreciation on fixed assets, 
particularly during the later part of the Control Period, will significantly increase, affecting profitability 
for the lSI' in the short run. 

4.4.7	 The Authority also noted that lSI' had proposed separate CAPEX of Rs. 2.60 Crores for smooth 
handling of AFS Cargo. 

4.4.8	 Breakup of Capital Addition proposed for t ~~iOd (as per Tablc-6) under different 

heads was shown 111 pictorial form-below: f'" ,,~~:\ " 
~	 tJX~4. i " .:a : ....;] ; 
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CAPEX for th e Third Control Period 
(as a %agc of total CAPEX) 

o Electrical Equipment 

o Furniture and fixtures 

0 1nfrastructure Improvements 

o Office Equipment 

o Plant And Machinery 

0.51% 

4.4.9	 The Authority, from the revised submissions made by DCSC in Form -9, vide email dated 07.1 1.2022, 

observed that the ISP had considered Security Deposit as a part of Regulatory Asset Base, whereas, the 
Authority based on its consistent approach in respect of SD for ISPs, did not treat it as a part of RAI3 

and computed return on SD separately. 

4.4.10	 The Authority noted that thelSP in its submission had proposed additional CAPEX of Rs. 2.60 crores 

separately for minor addition/ modificationto facilitate the handling AFS cargo. The Authority felt that 

such minor addition/ modifications may be required to facilitate the AFS Cargo Handling; therefore, 

instead of treating CAPEX on AFS Cargo separately, the same has been added to CAPEX under the 

head 'Plant & Machinery' proposed for the Third Control Period (ref. Table-12). 

4.4.11	 The ISP in its submission had also considered the additional depreciation of Rs. 0.66 Crores on 

additional CAPEX (on AFS cargo handling) separately. The Authority, instead oftreating it separately, 

had added it in the respective head of Depreciation i.e. Plant and Machinery (ref. Table-12). 

4.4.12	 The Authority, based on review & analysis of Opening RAB, Additions to RAB under various CAPEX 

schemes indicated above, proposed the following RAB in respect ofDCSC for the Third Control Period, 

after exclusion of SD: 

Table-13:	 CAPEX, Average RAB and Depreciation proposed by the Authority for DCSC for 
theThird Control Period at CP stage 

(Rs. in Crore) 

\ " 
\ "0 
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FY FY FY FY FY 
Particular 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 Total 

Opening Regulatory Asset 
Base(RAB) 

Furniture & Fixtures 0.34 0.29 0.65 0.58 0.52 

Office Equipment 0.28 0.5 I 1.68 1.53 1.43 

Infrastructure 
improvements(Office 117.98 108.81 129.08 216.66 200.63 
premises & Cargo 
Premises) 
Electrical equipment & 

3.38 1.75 11.91 29.37 27.22
Computers (including 
software) ~ 3l1 1;l.j~;-';~....../7 '''..fi"", ; .;>: ", 

Plant & MachineN ' r\'%}{>:54 15.47 25.32 122.41 148.68 

Total Opening l~iNB (A) . · ~{frq;V ~~.2 . 53 126.83 168.65 370.55 378.48 

\1; ~~j "l i;'( If""1;"I ...rrr,r ,:; 
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FY 
Particular 

FY FY FY FY 
Total2025-2() 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 . 2024-25 

Additions /WIP Capitalization 

0.600.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 Flim itII re & FixtII res 0.52 

0.00 0.00 2.11Office Equipment 0.44 1.67 0.00 

InIrastructure
 
improvements(Office
 150.86 
premises & Cargo 
Premis es) 
Electrical equipment & 

1.25 110.18 6.56 0.0032.87 

40.760.00 8.570.33 12.19 19.67
Computers (including
 
software)
 -

Plant & Machinery
 43.44 41.43 215.778.19 12.74 109.97 

50.00 410.10Total Additions (B) 10.29 59.99 239.82 50.00 

Disposals /Transfers (Net
 
ofDcprcciation on
 
disposal)
 

0.00Furniture & Fixtures 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00Office Equipment 0.06 0.00 0.00 

[nfrastructure
 
improvements(Office
 0.00 0.00 0.00
 
prem ises & Cargo
 
Premises)
 
Electrical equipment &
 

0.01 0.00 

0.000.02 0.00 0.00 0.00
Computers (including
 
software)
 

Plant & Machinery 0.12 0.00 0.000.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00Total Disposals /Transfers (C) 0.22 0.00 O.O~ 

Depreciation Charge 

Furniture & Fixtures 0.15 0.08 0.06 0.03 0.450.13 

Office Equipment 0.50 0.15 0.11 0.08 0.980.15 

Infrastructure improvements
 
(Office premises &
 22.59 22.58 90.79 
CargoPrem ises) 
Electrical equipment & 

10.41 12.60 22.60 

2.22 2.15 3.07 11.401.95 2.02Computers (including software) 

17.17 21.78 57.86Plant & Machinery 3.14 2.89 12.88 

161.47Total Depreciation Charge (D) 15.77 37.92 42.07 47.5418.17 

Closing Regulatory Asset Base
 
(RAB)
 

~: 3iTl1!{c,~ fi}r.;'..,
0.58 0.52 0.49Furniture & Fi~ ' . - i{, 0.65\.. 0.29.~/ ..,'So: 

1.43 1.351.531.68Office EqUip,t i:( .-~~\ 0.51 
, ~\ .. 
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Particular 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025- 26 Total 

Infrastructure 
imp rovemcn ts(Offi cc 
prern i es & Cargo 
Premises) 

108.81 129.08 2 16.66 200.63 178.05 

Electrica l equipment & 
Computers (including software) 

1.75 11.91 29.37 27.22 32.72 

Plant & Machinery 15.47 25.32 122.41 148.68 168.33 

Total Closing R AB 
(E = A+B-C-D) 126.83 168.65 370.55 378.48 380.94 

Average RAB 
F = {(A+E)/2} 

129.68 147.74 269.60 374.51 379.71 

4.5	 Security Deposit 

4.5.1	 The Authority noted that as per Concession Agreement, the ISP was rcqu ired to pay interest free Security 

Deposit to the Airport Operator and SO was required to be reset, from time to time, depending on the 

level of Gross Revenue. As per ISP's submission, at the end of every financial year, the amount of SO 

should be reset to 25% of the Gross Revenue ofPrevious Year or Security Deposit of the Previous Year, 

whichever was higher. 

4.5.2	 The Authority noted that the ISP had considered SO as part of RAB. The SO as per the Authority can't 

be construed as part of RAB because it did not represent any underlying Asset which could be used for 

business operations; therefore, SO need to be segregated from the RAB which is in line with the stand 

taken by the Honorable TDSAT in the matter of DAFFPL vs AERA. 

4.5.3	 The Authority noted that the rate ofReturn on SO proposed by the ISP was inconsistent with the AERA's 
approach regarding Rate of Return on Security Deposit for ISPs as the ISP had considered return on 

Security Deposit @ I9%. 

In view of the above, the Authority proposed to exclude SO from RAB and provide 5% Return on SO 

as per Table-13 

4.5.4	 The projected Security Deposit and Return on SO for the Third Control Period proposed by the' 

Authority for DCSC as given below: 

Table 14: Return on Security Deposit proposed by the Authority for the Third Control Period at 
CP stage 

(Rs. in crores) 

Particulars 

Revenue (1\) 

25% revenue 
of the 
Previous 
Year 
(B) = (A of 
Preceding 

ear *25%) 

FY 
2020-21 

282.85 

FY 
2021-22 

405.04 

FY 
2022-23 

371.74 

101.26 

FY 
2023-24 

288.69 

92.94 

FY 
2024-25 

231.27 

72.17 

FY Total 
2025-26 

216.61 

57.82 
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Pa rticula rs 
FY 

2020-2] 
FY 

202] -22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 
Total 

Security 
Deposit of 
Prec eding 
Year (C) 

69.39 70.71 101.26 101.26 101.26 

Higher of the 
B& C 

70.71 101.26 101.26 101.26 101.26 

Secur ity 
Deposit 
payabl e (E) 

70.71 101.26 101.26 101.26 101.26 

Return on 
SD @5%of 
(E) 

3.54 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 23.80 

4.6	 StakdlUh.lt.~I·s· CU III III~nts un Cunsultatiun Pa!J~r ..~ganJillg CAPEX 

4.6.1	 SpiceJet's Comments: SpiceJet has submitted its comments on Consultation Pap er No. 13/2022-23 w.r.t. 
Deferment of Capital Expenditure - Regulatory Base Assets for the Third Control Period as follows: 

As mentioned above, it may take up to three years for the operations to reach to its pre COVID-I 9 
peak levels. In this situation, as DCSC has itselfprojected that it would not be able to reach the volume 
levels ofpre-Covid by the end ofthe 3rd Control Period (2025-26), it is unlikely that additional capex 
equipment would be required in addition to the existing inventory, unless as a replacement for 
damaged/worn-out equipment. In order to support the airlines to continue and sustain its operations, 
all non-essential CAPEX proposed by DCSC should be put on hold/def erred to the Fourth Control 
Period, unless deemed criticalfrom a safety or security compliance perspective. 

Without prejudice to the above, in case DCSC wants to make capital expenditure, then it should be at 
no additional expense to the airlines until the project is completed and put to use. Similarly, if any 
proposed Capex projects can be deferredfrom the Third Control Period to the Fourth Control Period, 
same should be considered by AERA. 

It is humbly submitted that it may be possible to gauge only in the last year of 3rd Control Period 
(2025-26) whether significant work has progressed in development of infrastructure, procurement of 
latest equipment and repairs / renovation, as proposed in the CPo 

While we appreciate AERA 's proposal to extend TariffRates prevailing as on 3 I. 03.202 I to continue 
up to the end of FY 2024-25, at the same time is suggested that since the subsequent control period 
(4thControl Period) would commence shortly thereafter from FY 2026-27, and as tariffdetermination 
process is a detailed and time consuming procedure, and as the actual impact would only be evident 
in the last year of3rd control period (2025-26), it is humbly suggested that it may be more practical 
to extend the Tariff Rates prevailing as on 31.03.2021 to continue up to the end ofFY 2025-26, and 
that a fresh analysis be done for the 4th control period, including the timing of the capex for the 
proposed new cargo warehouse additions proposed at Rs. 300.02 Crores, based on ground realities 
at that time. 

4.6.2 



..DCS( ' is operating (' (JDT till greenfield terminal is developed and commissioned by DCSC expected 
by January. ]0 II. f) C ')'C'assured (para 3.4 (ii) that operat ions will be shified to the gre enfield terminal 
once it is ready by ] O.l l. ] Ol l as per project plan ofthe company . .. AERA observed that during Sll 
meeting on 2.f.2.2011, most users (including DAeIlA!) expressed disagreement with rates and 
comp lained of had quality ofse rvice. How ever. mainly considering 'interim terminal' OI7~J! [or 19 
months ofw hich 10 months already elapsed. approved the tarifffront l. 5.2010 to 30.11. 2011. Order 
no. 10/2010-2011 dated W.12.2010 wherein Dil CAA1 inter al ia. had pointed out the CUDe T being 
newfacility, charging by DCSC was without AERA approval. A direction 3/2010 was issued to DCSC 
to stop Charging. D1AL had clarified "that greenfield terminal will offer better infrastructure which 
will come by Nov 2011. That the interim terminal is onlyfor 19 months." AERA Order 18/2014-15 
dated 23.12.20 14/6 .2.2015 in mailer ofDCSC 4th year of l st control period. DCSC's clarifications 
vide letter dated 25.9.2014 to AERA. Quote ..... "Regarding make shift arrangement DCSC clarified 
that there is vacant land available and they have plans to build new terminalfor domestic cargo but 
it depends on the growth in the volumes ofcargo. (e) DCSC clarified that while they have the SLA(s) 
with airlines however the same is not feasible with the customers." From above. thefact remains that 
til/ date we are operating domestic cargo processingfrom the same interim/make shiftfacility that was 
created in 2010 handling three times the tonnage without regard to service quality at all. It may be 
emphasized, if volumes increase, the charges should come down but in this case, charges always 
increased. With increased volumes the DCSC collected increased revenues even when all the initial 
investments have been depreciated over 12 years. AERA may please look into how ROI has been 
aI/owed on depreciated assets. 

4.6.3	 FFFAI, DCBA Comments: FFFAI, DCBA have submitted their comments on Consultation Paper 
No. 13/2022-23 w.r.t. Capital Expenditure - Regulatory Base Assets for the Third Control Period as 
follows: 

DCSC has projected a total CAPEX amounting to Rs.410.12 croresfor the Third Control Period (FY 
2021-22 to FY 2025-26). This will be utilized for remodeling of the existing infrastructure, 
Upgradation of the IT infrastructure and system and other modernization and 
mechanization/automation activities. 
Our Comments 
DCSC, during the submission of their ATP for FY 2018 19 (circulated by AERA vide Consultation 
Paper 14/2018-19 dated 16-08-2018) has submitted various development activities including creation 
ofnew infrastructure and other operational and ITupgradations as one ofthe justification for hike in 
the tariff. . 
This Consultation paper fails to inform/brief the stakeholders on the update of those development 
activities but now submits another CAPEX details ofRs 410. J2 crores again justifying the hike in tariff 
schedule. 
AERA may seek an update ofCAPEXprojectionsfrom DCSC before considering the hike in tariffrates 
as sought by DCSC vide this consultation paper. 

4.6.4	 ACAAI Comments: ACAAI has submitted its comments on Consultation Paper No. 13/ 2022-23 
W.r.t. Capital Expenditure - Regulatory Base Assets for the Third Control Period as follows: 

DCSC, during the submission of their ATP for FY 2018 19 (circulated by AERA vide Consultation 
Paper 14/2018-19 dated 16-08-2018) has submitted various development activities including creation 
ofnew infrastructure and other operational and IT upgradations as one of the justifications for hike 
in the tariff. This Consultation paper fails to inform/brief the stakeholders on the update of those 
development activities but now submits another CAPEX details of Rs 410.12 crores again justifying 
the hike in tariffschedule. 
AERA may seek an update ofCAPEXprojectionsfrom DCSC before considering the hike in tariffrates 
as sought by DCSC vide this consultation paper on projected CAPEX amounting to Rs. 410.12 crores 
for the Third Control Period . - Qi1~ i$' ~ FY 2025 -26), which as per DCSC is proposed to be 
utilizedfor remodeling oftl #ff'. . g . '!!?"hJiJ.&(ure,. Upgradation ofthe IT infrastructure and system 
and other modernization c . ech ·0Ji'kI.,1iJ'J./J1ation activities. 
The Authority ought not ::i nore " s pi '::'e ~lio ns that (Ire unique to it and based on scientific 

< }>o . ~t :~ i . 
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evidence i.e., the TE'FR. which is based on detailed studies and research by expert bodies. Accordingly. 
the Authority sho uld not rely upon the pro jections of another IS? which are unsupported hy any 
rational reasoning. The ISPs at IGI Airport cater to different client base and estimations ofthe other 
IS? hosed 011 its unique business model cannot he applied to DCSC. 

4.6.5	 DCSC Comments: DCSC has submitted its comments on Consu ltat ion Paper No . 13/ 2022-23 w. r.t. 
treatment of Sec ur ity Deposit as a part of Regu latory Base Assets for the Th ird Contro l Period as 
follows: 

DCSC in its MYTP had considered the Security Deposit paid to the Airport Operator, i.e. , DIAL as 
pel' the Concession Agreement between DIAL and DCSC as part ofi ts RAB. The Authority in Para 
4.5 has proposed that Security Deposit can 't be construed as part o.lRAB because it does not represent 
any underlying Asset which can be used for business operations in line with stand taken by the 
Honorable TDSAT in the matter oj'DA FFPL vs AERA. 

AERA ought to consider that as per the Concession Agreement, the Security Deposit is a condition 
pre cedent to securing the rights to the concession ofperforming cargo operations at IGIA. Clearly, 
being a condition precedent , the Security Deposit is dire ctly related to the cargo operations and is 
liable to be treated as a part ofRAB as Sec urity Deposit is an enabling asset. Thefact that this is a 
refundable deposit make this deposit to have a terminal value as is characteristic ofany asset. 

The necessity to calculate RAB is to arrive at afigure 0.[investment into the project so that FRoR can 
be applied to the saidfigure and a return on investment determined Itmay be stated here that Security 
Depositforms an integral part ofthe project costfor which DCSC has arrangesfundsfrom the same 
sources as it arrangesfunds for funding other assets. In other words, the payment 0.[ Security Deposit 
is a bonafide Application 0.[Funds. It is pertinent to mention here that while calculating FRoR the 
Authority takes into consideration the cost 0.[various Sources ofCap ital into consideration so that a 
reasonable return on investment can be arrived at. The Security Deposit is alsofundedfrom the same 
Sources ofCap ital. Therefore, to apply a lower FRoR to Security Deposit will be unfair to DCSC. 

The Authority ought to consider that the Asset Base consists 0.[both Tangible and Intangible Assets. 
The Security Deposit by DCSC represents an investment made by DCSC toward the Cargo Operations 
to procure an enabling asset which is essentialfor operating at the IGI Airport. The Security Deposit 
is a prerequisite condition for conducting operations under the Concession Agre ement and without 
this enabling asset, DCSC cannot operate at the IGI Airport. This Security Deposit is part ofthe RAB 
and acts as a source for DCSCfor the acquisition 0.[other tangible assets at the IGI Airport. 
Hen ce, based on the above-mentionedfactors, the Authority is requested to treat Security Deposits 

. by DCSC as part 0.[ RAB and allow the same Fair Rate of Return ('FROR') which is applicable to 
other assets. 

4.7	 DCSC's response on the comments oCtile Stakeholders 

4.7. [	 Response to SpiceJet: : DCSC in its response to the comments of SpiceJet regarding Deferment of 
Capital Expenditure - Regulatory Base Assets for the Third Control Period has submitted that: 

The Concession Agreement awarded to DCSC mandates DCSC to manage, operate and maintain the 
Cargo	 Terminal in a competitive, efficient and economic manner and take into account the 
requirements ofusers ofthe Cargo Terminal and Cargo Services. 
In the current scenario, with increasing speed ofclearance as comp ared to 2012, the two-tier section 
system is not able to keep pace with the faster clearance of cargo. To achieve improved Dwell time 
and higher throughput at peak hours f)C needs to expandfor international cargo terminal as part 
of our expansion plan and effie' ~1i ~jIJ~ 1. ement and lower time o.fprocessing. 
DCSC p roposes to improve it, ~4i an ' t~ } city to ensure competitiveness with Jewar Airport 
and retain cargo volumes ~. ~ sill'S 'I A . ' even though it projects that there will be shift in 
cargo volumes porn IGI A 1~ rt to. "1 ~ . Ail ~ nee the same is operationalized. DCSC plans to 
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incur majority of the Capex in FY23 and FY2-1 to ensure that the improved facilities are 
operationalizetl prior to commencement ofoperations at Jewar ;/ irport. 
The storage ofCargo acts as a bottleneck reducing the capacity ofthe infrastructure and necessitating 
further Capes investments. Further. the proposed expansion will improve efficiency and producti vity 
of'Cargo Services at the IGI Airport and will enable DCSC to deliver greater value to its Users. It is 
vital for DCSC to lower the Dwell 'lim es f (JI' its Cargo Services to ensure that its services remain 
competit ive with the services provided at A F,S. 
Hence, Spi ce.Iet suggestion to hold the capex for the 3rd Control Period in unjustified and also 
ignoring the/acts ofrequirement ofcapex at DCSC terminal. 

4.7 .2	 Response to DACAAI: DCSC in its response to the comments of DACAAI regarding make shift 
CU DCT for the Third Control Period has submitted that: 

Firstly , it is stated that DCSC is not operating a CUDC T but afull fledge Domestic Cargo Terminal 
at IGI Airport Delhi. DCSC Cargo Terminal at IGI airport Delhi isfullfledge Cargo Terminal that 
has been built on permanent location and with substantial capital expenditure. DCSC takes pride in 
thefact that it operates the largest Domestic Cargo Terminal in the country. Domestic Cargo Terminal 
is built on approx. 5000 SqM ofarea and hasfull access to the air side. The DCSC Domestic Cargo 
Terminal at IGI airport is a double story building which has 3 j truck docks on city side and has 12 
Dual View X-ray machines for screening of cargo. DCSC Domestic Cargo Terminal has offices of 
airlines /cargo agent atfirst floor. 
DCSC has invested heavily into creating its Domestic Cargo Terminalinfrastructure at Delhi Airport, 
Thefacility is a permanent facility not a make-shift facility also thefacility is nota CUDCT 

It may be pointed out that DCSC Domestic Cargo Terminal at IGI airport has the largest numbers of 
Dual View X-Ray machines amongst all Domestic Cargo Terminal ofthe country. 

DAC'AAI has given the reference to differentAERA Orders which have expired and have no relevance 
to the current Consultation Paper on MYTP application for determination oftarifffor DCSCfor 3rd 
Control Period. So, we request to Authority to ignore the comments ofDACAAI infull. 

Our services are as per the contract with our customers and contracts contains a detail description of 
services and SLAs. 

4.7.3	 Response to FFFAI, DCBA and ACAAI: DCSC in its response to the comments ofFFFAI, DCBA 
and 'ACAAI regarding Capital Expenditure - Regulatory Base Assets for the Third Control Period has 
submitted that: 

The purpose of the present Consultation Paper is to determine tarifffor 3rd control period starting 
from FY 2021-22 to FY 2025-26. The determination oftariffis done on the basis ofMYTP application 
filed by DCSC. The MYTP application is filed by DCSC for 3rd Control Period starting from FY 
2021-22 and ends on Fy 2025-26 for the determination of proposed Capex and Opex. The 
methodology of determination of tariff is given in detailed in AERA 's CGF Guidelines, 2011. The 
guidelines takes into the consideration the existing regulatory assets base (RAB) andproposed Capex 
to determine the Aggregate Revenue Requirement (ARR). The existing / opening RAB is based on the 
auditedfigures ofthe capex that is incurred by the DCSC. Thus, opening figure of the RAB already 
contains the depreciated value of the capex incurred in the previous control period. DCSC has 
submitted a detailed description of the capex items and the same forms and integral part of this 
Consultation Paper. FFFAI, DCBA and A CAAI is urged to go through the details for this 
understanding. 

4.8 

4.8.1	 The Authority note s the cornrner 
of DCSC thereon, out of CAP 

mainly projected to incur ~ I f 
t ;:
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& Machinery. The Authority feels that it would be unreasonable to expect quality services from the 
Service	 Provider, if the required CAPEX on Cargo Handling Infrastructure. Equipment & allied 
facilities is not allowed. 

The Authority also notes that the ISP has incurred actual CAPEX of Rs. 16.15 Crores out of th total 
Capex of Rs. 59.99 Crores proposed for the FY 2022-23 and the remaining amount is to be incurred till 
the end of the Financial Ycar. 

4.8 .2	 With regard to the comments of DACAAI relating to inadequate space at domestic Common User 
Terminal (CUT) to handle current & future cargo demand , service quality levels, delay in clearance of 
inbound & outbound cargo, lack of investments in domestic cargo terminal etc. and detailed counter 
comments / response of the DCSC on the various issues raised by the stakeholder. 

In this regard, the Authority observes that DCSC in its response disagreed with the views of the 
stakeholder and stated that the domestic cargo terminals have sufficient capacity, which is more than 
adequate to handle current domestic cargo load as well as projected cargo volumes for the Third Control 
Period. 

4.8.3	 The Authority further notes that ISP has given the requisite information relating to existing Cargo 
handling infrastructure, including city-side facilities/ equipment, along with details of actual domestic 
cargo handled by the DCSC during second control period, as sought by the Authority. 

4.8.4	 In respect of DACAAI comments that ISP is getting return on its fully depreciated Assets, the Authority 
hereby clarifies that as per AERA's regulatory guidelines, return on RAB is allowed on Net Value of 
Assets after depreciation; hence there is no question of ISP getting return on its fully depreciated assets. 
It is pertinent to note that RAB is dynamic in nature, old assets get depleted and new Assets are added, 
from time to time, as a replacement & additions to meet current and future Cargo Volume. 

4.8.5	 The Authority feels that the projected CAPEX on improvement of Cargo Terminals and allied 
equipment & facilities will help in addressing the concerns of stakeholders regarding bringing in 
efficiency and service quality issues. (refer para 4.4 .3) 

4.8.6	 The Authority notes the comments of FFFAI, DCBA regarding the execution of the projects as 
envisaged in the Second Control Period and response of the ISP on the same. The Authority observed 
that the ISPhas executed most of the projects as envisaged in the Second Control Period which are 
clearly reflected in the opening RAB based on the Audited figures of the CAPEX incurred by DCSC 
and also mentioned in ACS submitted for the SCP. 

It is further submitted that the Authority , in the Second Control Period had considered an amount of 
Rs. 86.6 Cr. to be incurred for the development of various projects by the ISP, out of which Rs. 65.13 

Cr. has been incurred by the ISP and the remaining amount shifted to the Third Control period. 

4.8.7	 The Authority notes that the rate of Return on SD proposed by the ISP is inconsistent with the AERA's 
uniform approach taken regarding Rate of Return on Security Deposit for ISPs as the ISP has considered 
return on Security Deposit @19%. 

The Authority also notes the comment of the ISP w.r.t. return on Security Deposit that the ISP has 
considered SD as part ofRAB. The SD as per the Authority can't be construed as part ofRAB because 
it does not represent any underlying Asset which can be used for business operations; therefore, SD 
need to be segregated from the RAB which is in line with the stand taken by the Honorable TDSAT in 
the matter of DAFFPL vs AERA. 

As a result, the Authority decides to eXclu~~~~d provide 5% Return on SD as per Table


15 which is a consistent and uniform a~~t~· bej] 1'0. ~Z'~\ b Y the Authority·.
 

Further, this is also to be noted that a ~ Con e '. ~, n Ag: ~~en t , the ISP is required to pay interest
 
?!: ·~/~~ .~ I
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free Security Deposit (S D) to the Airport Operator and SD is requi red to be reset , from tim e to time, 

depending on the level of Gross Revenue. As per ISP ' s submission, at the end of eve ry fina ncial yea r. 

the amount ofSD should be reset to 25% ofthe Gro ss Revenue o r Previous Year or Security Deposit or 

the Previous Year.whiche ver was higher. Due to change in revenue SD has also undergone a change 

and has been accord ingly recomputed as follo ws: 

Tablc 15: Rcturn on Security Deposit Considered by the Au thority for the T hird Control Pcriod 

(Rs. in cro res) 

Particu lars 
FY 
2020-21 

FY 
2021-22 

FY 
2022-23 

FY 
2023-24 

FY 
2024-25 

FY 
2025-26 

Total 

Revcnue 
(refer Table-27) (A) 

282.85 405.04 371.74 288.69 231.27 216.61 

25% revenue of the Previous 
Year 
(B)= (A of Preceding year 
*?'i%) 

70.71 101.26 92.94 72.17 57.82 

Security Deposit of Preced ing 
Year (C) 69.39 70.71 101.26 101.26 101.26 
Higher of the B & C 70.71 101.26 101.26 101.26 101.26 
Security Deposit payable 
(E) 70.71 101.26 101.26 101.26 101.26 

Return on SO @ 5% of (E) 
3.54 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 23.8 

4.8.8	 In view of the above analysis and considering the necessary/ efficient CAPEX for providing better 

Cargo Handling Service s and to improve overa ll efficiency and safety aspects of cargo handling, the 

Authority decides to maintain the same view on Capital Expenditure and Security Deposit as taken at 

Consultation stage. 

4.8.9	 The ISP has conducted the Stakeholders' meeting on 02.11.2022. However, the Authority directs the 

ISP to call the meeting of the Stakeholders again and explain to them, in detail on the issues raised by 

them and allay their concerns. 

4.9	 Authority's decisions regarding Regulatory Asset Base (RAB), Additions to RAB (CAPEX), 

Depreciation and SO 

Based on the material before it and its analysis, the Authority decides the following regarding RAB, 

Addition to RAB, Depreciation and SD for the Third Control Period: 

4.9.1	 To consider Additions to RAB (CAPEX), Depreciation and Average RAB as per Table-13 for the 

Third Control Period. 

4.9.2	 To consider Security Deposit and Return on Security Deposit as per Table-IS for the Third Control 

Period. 
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CHAPTER-5: OPERATION & MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURE
 

5.1	 Opcration and Maintcnance Expcnditure Projection of DCSC for the Th ird Co ntrol Period 

5.1.1	 As provided in Clause 9.4 or the Guidelines mentioned in Direction No. 04/ 20 I0-11, the Operation 
and Maintenance (O&M) Expenditure shall include all expenditures incurred by the Service Provider(s) 
including expenditure incurred on security operating costs, other mandated operating costs andstatutory 
operating costs. 

5.1.2	 Operation and Maintenance Expenditure submitted by DCSC has been segregated into the following 
categories: 

a) Payroll Costs;
 

b) Admin and General Expenses;
 

c) Utility and Outsourcing Costs;
 
d) Concession Fees and
 
e) Repair and Maintenance Expenditure
 

5.1.3	 DCSC, while projecting Operation & Maintenance Expenditure for the Third Control Period has 
considered the following assumptions/factors: 

5.1.4	 lSI' has considered Royalty Share payable to the Airport Operator (DIAL) as provided in concession 
agreement @24% on Gross Turnover (GTO) and @45% on Revenue from X-ray Screening. 

5.1.5	 The yearly increment in Payroll Costs have been considered at 15% Y-0-Y for the Third Control Period. 

5.1 .6	 The annual escalation in License Fee has been considered @ 7.5% as per the License Agreement. 

5.1.7	 Utility Expenses are projected to be increased by 15% Y-o-Y basis from FY 2022-23 onward during 
the Third Control Period. 

5.1.8	 Other Administrative Charges are also projected to be increased by 15% Y-0-Y basis from FY 2022

23 onward during the Third Control Period. 

5.1.9	 The lSI' has considered 15% increase on Y-0-Y basis in Repair and Maintenance Expenses also from 
FY 2022-23 onward during the Third Control Period. 

5.1.10	 Operating & Maintenance Expenses for the Third Control Period projected by DCSC based on above 
assumptions is given below: 

Table-16: O&M Expenditure Projected by DCSC for Delhi for the Third Control Period 

Financial Year 

Payroll Expenditure 
Admin & General 
Expenses 
Repair & 
Maintenance 
Expenditure 
Utilities & 
Outsourcing 
Expenses 
Concession Fees 

FY 
2021-22 

45.92 

62.44 

6.96 

FY 
2022-23 

52.81 

71.59 

8.01 

FY 
2023-24 

60.73 

78.92 

9.21 

9.25 

105.77 

FY 
2024-25 

69.84 

87.09 

10.59 

10.64 

124.8 5 

FY 
2025-26 

80.31 

96.21 

12.18 

12.24 

136.01 

(Rs. in Crore\ 

Total CAGR 

309.61 15.00% 

396.26 11.41% 

46.95 15.00% 

47.18 15.00% 

548.91 7.09% 
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FYFY FY FY FY 
TotalFinancial Year CAG R 

2021-22 2025-26 

T ota l O pera t ing 
and Maintenance 

2022-23 2023 -24 2024-25 

1348.91336.95 10.53%1 
Expend itu re 

225.72 219.34 263.89 303.01 

Y-0- Y increase in O P EX for th e Third Cont rol Period 

Payroll Expend iture 15% 

Admin & Genera l 

15% 15% 15% 

10%15% 10% 10%
Expenses 
Repair & 
Maintenance 15% 
Expenditure 
Utilities & 
Outsourcing 

15% 15% 15% 

15% 
Expenses 

Concession Fees 

15% 15% 15% 

9% 

Total Operating 
and Maintenance 

-24% lR%14% 

11% 
Expenditure 

-3% 20% 15% 

5.1.11	 Fol lowing justifications have been provided by DCSC regarding OP EX considered for the Third 

Control Period: 

The Operation and Maintenance (O&M) expenditure of ISP mainly comprises of the following 

expenses: 

a) Concession Fees
 

b) Employee expenses
 

c) Repair & Maintenance
 

d) License fees
 

e) Other Administrative & General Expense
 

5.1.12	 Concession Fees: The ISP has submitted that the Concession Fee @ 24% of the Gross Revenue (as 

stated in Clause 3.1.1 of the Concession Agreement) is payable to the Airport Operator. However, in 

respect of Revenues from X-ray Screening ofCa rgo, DCSC is required to pay a concession fee @ 45% 

to DIAL. As such, the blended rate of Concession fee payable by DCSC comes to 25.8% approx. which 

has been taken into consideration for the MYTP Submission. 

5.1.13	 Employee Expenses: As regard to payroll expenses, ISP has submitted that it represents the salaries, 

wages, employee benefits, employee training and employee welfare expenses incurred for the 

employees, directly employed by the company for services rendered to the Company. The ISP has 

further stated that DCSC has a policy of employing its manpower on its payroll and therefore does not 

outsource the manpower from contractors. The reason behind this is that the operations of a cargo 

terminal is a specialized job which requires very high skilled manpower. This skill is gained over time 

by an employee and thus it is important to retain the skilled manpower and the knowledge of operations 

in the company. It is also stated that the operations of the ISP being highly skilled in nature, there is a 

perennial shortage of skilled manpower. The manpower is in short supply and in high demand, therefore 

the compensation and wage revision arc . an normal industry standards. Besides to keep 

the competition at bay and retain the . ~ ~~ ithin the company it is imperative that the 
r>.

company reward the employees with ~I al c satl I ~ ~remen ts at a rate which is higher than the 

usual inflation rate.	 It I ' ,I 1' 
'P f~~ : .a ;' f".\(.~~' t : 
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It is important to state here that during pandemic the employee compensation and increment had being 
sluggish and to compensate that the employee' s compensation has been accelerated in the coming years 
so as to keep them within employees' expectation and thus retain the manpower. It is also important to 
slate here that in cargo operation business. employees' trainings form an important, and sometimes, a 
statutory responsibility on the company. During COVID the rigor on training had dropped. To update 
the skills and the latest knowledge level of the employees the company will have to accelerate the 
training program with increased spending on such programs. As per company policy, employees arc 
required to wear the company provided uniform when at work. During the pandemic the uniforms were 
not replace as such the company will have to spend a significant sum on such replacement of the 
uniforms in coming years. The ISP has further highlighted that the company has a policy of providing 
food and snacks to the employees during work hours. Apart from this the company is offering to pay 
salary revision which are ordered by the government under Minimum Wage Act. All such measures 
are necessary to retain the skilled manpower in cargo industry, which sees high attrition rates. 
Therefore, company has adopted a policy to have a robust employee compensation and employee 
welfare policy. It if. stated that despite reduction in business volume the company does not resort to 
retrenchment as it believes that retaining skilled workforce is more important to fa(',~ the competition 

and delivery the quality services than cutting corners on employees' cost. 

5.1.14	 Repair & Maintenance: ISP submitted that DCSC's Cargo Terminal was commissioned 2012. A 
major part of building and equipment were procured during the commissioning period and have 
outlived their lives. Apart from that during the COVID period not much attention could be given to 
regular maintenance of the assets. As per the ISP, at Cargo Terminal, Cargo Operations runs 24 X 7 
basis; accordingly, the installed equipment and machinery are in use during the day and night. Cargo 
operations at terminal are time bound functions. The ISP needs to make expenses on maintain the 
efficiency of equipment like X-Ray machine, Forklifts, Scissor Lift, Cargo Hoist, HVAC and maintain 
the cold room for temperature sensitive cargo. These machines also require overhauling and need for 
maintenance of spare parts. ISP submitted that due to pandemic, major repairs were deferred and now 
the expenses are being taken up, as such, the assets need higher expenditure on maintenance and 
replacement of spare parts. During COVID time the inventory of repair & maintenance spares had also 
dropped down to levels which can prove to be detrimental to operation of the company. As such it is 
important to bring back the inventory and spares to a comfortable level which can assure uninterrupted 
operation. Annual Maintenance Contracts (AMC) is a critical and important means to assure timely 
maintenance to our assets. During COVID most of the AMCs had lapsed or could not be renewed. 
DCSC submitted that due to existing inflationary environment, ISP is experiencing that the renewals 
of most of the AMCs are being done by the vendors at double digit incremental prices. Besides this, 
cost of spares and service by the vendors/contractors have also increased in double digit percentage. 
As per the ISP, these are some of the main reasons for increased cost considered by them under this 
head of expenditure. 

5.1.15	 License Fees: ISP informed that expenses under this category represent space rentals paid by DCSC 
to DIAL in respect of the space occupied and applicable rates have been defined in Concession 
Agreement dated 19th November 2009. The annual increase in license fee rate is @7.5% effected on 
Ist April of every year. Besides, DIAL has increased the space rental of Domestic Cargo Terminal 
comprising of 4,800 SqM by I 18% percentage from Rs.5,372/- to Rs.II ,737/- Per SqM per annum. 

5.1.16	 Other Administrative & General Expenses: It includes the following expenses: 

a) 
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b)	 Materi al Hand ling Equ ip m cnt (Mil E) and M achine ry Hire Ex penses : The supply of Material 

Handling Equipment and Machi nery is se vere sho rtage due to post COV IL) reboundof econo my 

and launch of many infrastructure and industrial proj ects. There is a huge gap between demand 

and supply of Material Handling Equipment (MI-IE). Co nsequently, the rental and lease charges of 

hiring of M HE are witnessing increase of nearly 20% hike in rates. 

c)	 O u tsou rccd Se rviccs (Secu rity and Housekeeping): This is an expenditure which is borne on 

hiring secur ity and housekeeping service from contractors. Post COV ID the ava ilability ofsk ill staff 

for such services is in short suppl y and consequently the rates of the co ntracts charging higher than 

the double percentages than previous ye ars. 

d)	 IT and Com m un ica t ion Expenses: Post COVID most of the physical paperwork and 

communication has been replaced by digital process. The company had to spend significant 

am ount on up grading its hardware and software for the purpose. The maintenance of such 

hardware and software services entails increased expenditure by the way of digital proccssingand 

digital communication. The company was using an old IT software platform which was obsolete 

and out of service from the vendor as the IT technology has considerably evolved inthe past few 

years. The company had to upgrade its IT platform to the new technology whichrequires higher 

maintenance and upkeep. 

e)	 Vehicle charges: The Company is required under the Customs Regulations to providevehicles to 

the Customs officers and staff. Company hires such vehicles along with drivers and fuel. It has 

been seen that due to the inflationary situations the cost of vehicles, the salary of drivers, 

maintenance and insurance of vehicles and fuel prices have sky rocketed in the recent past. This 

has resulted in steep charges of such vehicles. 

f)	 Consumables & Stationary: The cost of consumable and stationery has gone considerably up 

due to inflationary situation prevailing in the country post COVID. 

g) Municipal Property Tax: Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) has proposed to increasethe 

base value ofthe property tax by 120 % over base value rates of previous year which willresult in 

significant increase in property tax amount in coming years. In addition to this MCDaiso introduced 

charging Trade License Fee applicable to our business. This is a fee which ischargeable on the 

basis of area of the facility. As per the ISP, this is completely a new tax which has been introduced 

from current year and which is quite significant amount. 

h)	 Business and Sales Promotion: Business and Sales Promotion is an important and necessarypart 

of our business. During COVID no such activity could be carried out. It is proposed to accelerate 

this activity so as to regain and recover the touch with the business community. 

i)	 Legal and Processional Charges: These charges are borne for advisory and professional services. 

Like other expenses these charges too witnessed double-digit inflation. 

5.2	 Authority's Examination on 0 & M Expenditure projected by DCSC for the Third Control 

Period at CP stage 

5.2 .1 
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The Authority noted from the subm ission of ISP that it employed highly skilled and trained manpower 

fo r its Ca rgo Ope rations, and as per ISP, the re was a shortage of skilled & trained manpower: therefo re, 

in order to retain skilled workforce higher pay compensation is required. Further, Payroll Expenses 

during current Control Period was ex pected to be higher on account of Employees ' Training, provision 

of Uniform & Welfare measures which, during Covid Pandemic, were de ferred and same arc bein g 

taken up by the ISP duri ng the current Control Period. 

5.2.2	 Repair & Maintenance Expenses: The Authority noted from the submission of ISP that the Cargo 

Terminal was built in 2012. Building & equipment, which operates on 24x7 basis, requires regular 

repairs to keep it functioning in proper manner. The Authority felt that in an Industry which operated 

on 24x7 basis, proper repair & maintenance was a key requirement to provide unhindered services to 

the Users. Further, as per the ISP, no major repairs were carried out during Covid Period; however, 

such repairs could not be deferred any longer. DCSC further" stated that another major" factor for 

projected increase in R&M Expenses was increase in rates of AMC for various Service / Maintenance 

Contracts, cost of spares/ services, which had seen significant increase post Covid Period, 

5.2.3	 Concession Fee & License Fee (Admin. & General Expenses): 

(a)	 Concession Fee: The Authority noted from the DCSC' s submission that, in accordance with 

Concession Agreement, the ISP was required to pay Concession Fee @24% ofthe Gross Revenue 

to DIAL (Airport Operator). In addition, Revenues generated from X-ray and Screening of 

Cargo, ISP was required to pay a separate Concession Fee @ 45% to DIAL. As per the ISP, the 

blended rate of Concession fee payable by DCSC @25.8% approx. (based on the actual figures 

for FY 2019-20 i.e. Pre -Covid year), the same average rate of concession fee had been considered 

by the Authority for projecting concession fee for the Third Control Period. 

Table-17 Concession Fee Proposed by the Authority for DCSC for the Third Control Period at 
CP stage 

(Rs. in Crore) 

Particulars 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 
Total 

Total Revenue (Refer 
Table-27) " 405.04 369.89 283.03 245.33 212.37 1515.65 

Concession fee @25.8% 104.50 95.43 73.02 63.30 54.79 391.04 

(b)	 License Fee: ISP, as per concession agreement with Airport Operator, was required to pay license 

fee in respect of Land/Space received from the DIAL. The Authority observed from ISP's 

submission that the license fee for 73,660 SqM area (unpaved land) was Rs. 4997/- per SqM per 

annum in FY 2021-22 and same was increasing @7.5% Y-0-Y for the rest of the Control Period. 

The Authority further noted that in case of unpaved land, the base rate in respect of piece of land 

admeasuring 4799 SqM, the applicable license fee had been increased to Rs.ll, 137/- per SqM 

per annum (122.87% increase) from Rs. 4997/- per SqM p.a. w.e.f. 1.4.2022, which would 

befurther increased annually @ 7.5%. As regard to paved land in possession of the DCSC 

admeasuring 817 SqM in area, ISP was required to pay license fee @ Rs. 6793/- per SqM, 
perannum with 7.5% Y-0-Y escalation. 

5.2.4 



Another major factor for projected increase in Admin. & General Expenses was increase in base value 
of property tax by 120% as compared to previous year' . rate for assessment of Property Tax by the 
Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD). which was a significant additional cost to the company. ISP 
further submitted that MCD had introduced new tax in form of License fee for their business, which 

was bidbased on the area of the facility. Besides above, as per DCS ', cost of other services like Legal 

& Professional charges, IT services, consumables & stationery etc. had also increased due to general 
inflation, which were major cost drivers under Admin . & General Expenses. 

5.2.5	 Utili t ies Expenses: ISP in respect of increase in Utilities Expenses for the Third Control Period 

submitted that the rates of Electricity & Water Charges had significantly increased by 24% to 50%. 

5.2.6	 The Authority noted that DCSC on one hand is projecting lower Cargo Volumes for the Third Control 

Period due to factors Iike increase in market competition etc. on the other hand, ISP has considered Y
o-Y increase of around 15% in all operating expenses (other than concession fee & license fee where 

rates are as per concession agreem ent) which were on higher side, as compared to its competitor. 

Therefore, it was incumbent on the ISP to improve operating efficiency and rationalize its operating 

expenses so as face market competition from new Greenfield airport (Jewar, Noida) and other service 

provider at IGIA, Delhi etc. and offer services to its clients at competitive rates. 

5.2.7	 The aPEX proposed by the Authority for DCSC in respect of Third Control Period was given below: 

Table-18: OPEX proposed by the Author ity for DCS C for th e Third Co ntrol Period a t CP stage 

(Rs . in Crore) 

Particulars 
FY 
2021-22 

FY 
2022-23 

FY 
2023-24 

FY 
2024-25 

}iY 

2025-26 
Total CAGR 

Pay Roll Costs 45.92 52.81 60.73 69.84 80.31 309.61 15% 
Administrative & 
General Expenses 

62.44 71.59 78.92 87.09 96.21 396.26 11% 

R & M Expenditure 6.96 8.01 9.21 10.59 12.18 46.95 15% 

Utilities Expenses 7.00 8.05 9.25 10.64 12.24 47.18 15% 
Concession Fees 
(refer Table 17) 

104.50 95.43 73.02 63.30 54.79 391.04 -15% 

Total Operation & 
Maintenance 
Expenditure 

226.82 235.89 231.13 241.46 255.73 1191.04 3% 

Y-0-Y change in 
aPEX 

4% -2% 4% 6% 

5.3	 Stakeholders' Comments on Consultation Paper regarding OPEX 

5.3.1	 SpiceJet's Comments: SpiceJet has submitted its comments on Consultation Paper No. 13/2022-23 w.r.t. 
aPEX for the Third Control Period as follows: 

(a)	 Any attempt to award the contracts by the airport operator on highest revenue share basis should 
be discouraged as it breeds inefficiencies and tends to disproportionately increase the cost. 
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As you are aware, royalty is in the nature of market access [ee, charged (hy anv nome or 
description) hy the airport operator under various headings without any underlying services. 
These charges are mostly passed on to the airlines by the airport operator or other services 
providers. 

It may he pertinent to note that market accessfee hy any name or descrip tion is no t practiced in 
most ofthe global economies, including European Union, Australia etc. Sometimes it is argued by 
the airport operators that 'Royal ty ' on 'Aero Revenues' helps in subsidizing the aero chargesfor 
the airlines, however royalty in Won-Aero Revenues' hits the airlines dire ctly without any benefit. 

In view ofthe above, we urge AERA to abolish such royalty which may he included in an y ofthe 
cost items. 

(b)	 It may be noted that across various industries, instead ofcost escalations, all the costs have been 
renegotiated downwards substantially. It may also he noted that cost incurred by DCSC impacts 
the airlines, as such cost is passed through or horne mostly by the airlines. In order to ensure that 
there is no adverse impact/increase in the tariff, we request AFoRA to kindly put on hold any 
increase in operational expenditure by DCSC not related to safety or security. . 

Further, we submit that: 

(i)	 Payroll Costs: The Y-o- Y increase may please not be more than approx. 6%, in line with 
recent proposals ofAERA in other consultation papers, rather than the proposed CAGR of 
15% 

(ii)	 Administrative & General Expenses, R & M Expenditure, Utility Expenses: The Y-o-Y 
increase may please not be more than approx. 5%, in line with recent proposals ofAERA in 
other consultation papers, rather than the proposed CAGR ofbetween 11% to 15%. 

(iii) It	 may also please be clarified that although it is projected that the Concession Fee (and 
revenues) would keep continually falling drastically at CAGR of -15%, but still the Opex 
items like Payroll, Administration & General Expenses, R&M Expenditure and Utility 
Expenses are projected to continually increase at a CAGR between 11% to 15%. This is in 
contrast to claims ofcargo volume loss by DCSC in 2024-25 due to GreenfieldJewar Airport, 
loss due to shifting of Vistara & Air Asia to Air India facility in 2023 and new loss due to 
A FSfacility. 

In order to ensure that there is no adverse impact/increase in the tariff, we requestAERA to kindly 
put on hold any increase in operational expenditure by DCSC not related to safety or security, 
without any escalations in payroll and other costs. 

5.4	 DCSC's response on the comments of the Stakeholders 

5.4.1	 Response to SpiceJet: : DCSC in its response to the comments of SpiceJet regarding aPEX for the 
Third Control Period has submitted that: 

(a) SpiceJet has repeated what it has said in Point No 1.';t is vehemently denied that any charges on 
account ofconcession fees are passed on to our customers as all expenses are absorbed into our 
costs. 

(b)	 DCSC is aware of the benefits ofcost cutting and regularly take steps to optimize the costs. It is 
naive on the part ofSpiceJet to believe that such practices are not undertaken by DCSC. DCSC 
proudly states that it regularly takes steps to maximize efficiencies and optimize costs and 
productivity and thus keeps its charges to thc;..minHnuQ.l. All estimates ofcosts have been thoroughly 
estimated on the basisofground realitirfifaiit.~, :; {t1iiCPssump tions. The operational expenditure 
incur~'ed by. DCSC is essential for liJf~" 1l1~~1l ···$'~~~'r.f ice to. its customers and have ~een 
carefully being kept at optimum leV~1 " .~~ \ 

The	 comments ofSpice.let on payr l{:. ost, ailtW",;stl il 1J,ilfenera l expenditure, concession fees, 
~ ~ ~ 
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repair om/maintenance lack merit and thus deserve to be ignored 

5.5	 Authority 's ana lysis rega rding OPJo. X for the Third Control Period 

5.5 . 1	 In respect of co mments of Mis Spice.let regarding abolishment of Royalty Charges, payable by the [SP 

to the Airport Operator, the Authority notes that the Concession Fee paid by the ISP to the Airport 

Operator is as per the Con cession Agreement executed between the Service Provider and the Airport 

Operator. Further, the Authority is of the view that bidding proc ess to award such contracts, based on 

which ISP pays Revenue Share to Airport Operator, is a non-regulatory issue and such matters may be 

dealt between the stakeholders at the appropriate forum. 

5.5.2	 The Authority notes from the submission of DCSC that during pand emic period, payroll expenses 

were low and many welfares activities I trainings etc. were deferred. Now with the improvement in 

the situation from the pandemic, exp~nse s in post Co vid period, including FY 2022-23, are expected 

to reach back to their normal levels. The ISP further submitted that Y-0-Y increase in payroll expenses 

have been projected after considering the factors like periodic increase in minimum wages notified by 

the Govt. Authorities from time to time, corresponding increase in other statutory components like 

EPF, ESI etc. 

The Authority, also noted at consultation stage that Cargo Handling is a specialized job and requires 

skilled & trained manpower at the Cargo Terminals. Further, during Covid, there is a shortage of 

required skill set. ISP further submitted that in order to address the issue of manpower attrition, the 

annual escalations in payroll expenses are projected in a very holistic manner and paid as per the 

industry practice. 

5.5.3	 As regard to comments of Mis SpiceJet that Y-0-Y increase in other components of OPEX may not be 

more than 5%, the Authority notes that the increase projected by ISP is ranging between 10% to 15% 

from FY2022-23 onwards. The Authority from the submission of ISP notes that during the Covid 

Pandemic, many expenditures, such as repairs & maintenance, employee welfare activities including 

issuance of uniform to employees were deferred, which are now proposed to be taken up in the 

remaining period of the control period, is resulting in an increase in operating expenses. The Authority 

at consultation stage had examined projected OPEX for the Third Control Period and wherever 

required, requisite clarificationsl justifications were obtained from the ISP (refer para 5.2). 

5.5.4	 This is to be further noted that the Authority has considered additional OPEX W.r.t. 'Payroll costs' and 

'Repair and Maintenance' of Rs.6.78 Crore and Rs. 2.06 Crore, respectively (refer Chapter-6, para 

6.7.10), to cater the AFS volume for the Third Control Period, resulting into revision of OPEX. 

Concession fees (a percentage share of Gross Revenue) has also been revised due to revision in Gross 

Revenue for the Third Control Period. Accordingly, Revised OPEX is given in the table below: 

Table-19: OPEX considered by the Authority for DCSC for the Third Control Period 

(Rs. in Crore) 

Particulars 
FY 
2021-22 

FY 
2022-23 

FY 
2023-24 

FY 
2024-25 

FY 
2025-26 Total CAGR 

Pay Roll Costs 45.92 53.21 62.57 71.95 82.74 316.39 16% 

Administrative & 
General Expenses 

62.44 71.59 78.92 87.09 96.21 396.25 
11% 

Repair & Maintenance 
Expenditure _~_ 

6.96 8.13 9.77 11.23 12.92 49.01 
17% 

8.05 9.25 10.64 12.24 47.18 15% 

95.91 74.48 59.67 55.89 390.45 -14% 
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Particulars 
FY 
202 1-22 

FY 
2022-23 

FY 
2023-24 

FY 
2024-2 5 

FY 
2025-26 

Total C AG R 

Total Operation & 
Maintenance 
E xpend it u re 

226.82 236.89 234.99 240.58 260.00 1199.28 3% 

y - 0 - Y change in OPEX 4% -1% _% 8% 

5.6 Authority's decision rcgarding O&M E xpendit ure 

Based on the material before it and its analysis, the Authority decides the following regarding O&M 
Expenditure for the Third Control Period: 

5.6.1 To consider the O&M Expenditure for the Third Control Period as given in Table- 19. 
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CHAPT I~R -6 : AIR FREIGHT STAn ON (AFS) 

6.1	 Int rod uction 

6.1.1	 Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA), in order to strengthen Air Cargo Logistics Infrastructure in the 

Co untry, issued Poli cy guideli nes on 'Air freight Station' (AFS) in October, 2014 to create an off

airport common user facility equipped with fixed installations of minimum requirements and offering 

se rvices for handling International Air Cargo in the form of Air Freight Stations with a mandate to 

enable the Ca rgo Industry as follows: 

I.	 Off-Airport common user facility equipped with fixed installations of minimum requirements and 

offering services for handling and temporary storage of import/ export goods, loaded and empty 

Unit Load devices (ULDs) and cargo in bulk/loose for outright export 

II.	 Create an enabling environment for promoting International Air Cargo operations by reaching out 

to hinterland regions of the country besides de-congesting the con gested Air Cargo terminals in 

some gateway International Airports that face high dwell time. 

III.	 Authorizing some of the ICDs to cater to the International Air Cargo operations, the existing 

facilities in these ICDs, could be fully utilized. 

The Policy document also emphasized the following primary function s to be performed at Air height 

Station: 

a.	 Receipt of Export cargo for processing and to make the cargo " Ready for Carriage" condition, 

including Unit Load Device (ULD), building of export cargo and scanning of Cargo. While ULDs 

will be the ideal mode of handling cargo for and from AFS, export/import consignments both in 

palletized /ULD and bulk, loose form shall also be facilitated 

b.	 Transit operations by Road to and from serving Airport 

c.	 All Customs related requirements for import and exports including inspection of cargo 

wherever required 

d.	 Unitization of Cargo 

e.	 Temporary storage of Cargo and Unit Load Device (ULDs) 

f.	 Re-building of ULDs of export cargo 

g.	 De-Stuffing of Import Cargo 

h.	 Storage, Examination, Packing and Delivery of Import Cargo 

I.	 Auction/Disposal of 30 days old uncleared Import Cargo 

J.	 Maintenance and Repair of ULDs. 

6.1.2	 The policy guidelines governing Air Freight Station would be common and binding on all stakeholders 

concerned in the supply chain of International Air Cargo operations such as Airlines, Air Cargo 

Terminal operators, Airport Operators, Freight Forwarders / Customs Brokers, Exporters / Importers 

and all regulatory organizations. AFS Policy document issued by MoCA vide OM no. 

AV. I3011/03/201 3-ER dated 28th October, 2014 was placed at Annexure-I of the Consultation Paper. 

6.1.3	 Subsequent to notification of above policy by the Govt. of India, the above matter, including modalities 

for effective implementation/ rollout of AFS policy, had been deliberated with the stakeholders from 

time to time. In this regard, Special Secretary (Logistics), Ministry of Commerce took meeting of 

concerned stakeholders on 18.02.2020 for operationalization of AFS policy, wherein representatives 

of Delhi CTOs, Airport Operator, IGI Airport, Delhi & Delhi AFS Operator (CCPL) were also present. 

As per the minutes of meeting, inter- ~alj~J;~~nd l i ng of AFS Cargo was agreed with process 

flow. Further, it-was agreed that A .... . ~rmll1_ }~~ . (TSP rates) will be made applicable for AFS 

Cargo handling. it 9. ,\ 
w	 ~ l 

~ ~ \ 
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6.1.4	 Thereafter. MoCA vide letter no. AV-130 I 1/03/20 13-ER dated I Ilh Apri I. 2022 to the Authority 
conveyed that "the matter regarding the determination of TSP charges to be charged from AFS by 
DIAL/e TOs be referred to ACRA for appropr iate order as per the provisions of the AERA Act 2008. 

6.2	 MYT P Submissions by DCSC for the Third Control Period 

6.2.1	 DCSC, has submitted separate proposal (MYTP & ATP) in respect of Af'S Cargo. As part of its 
MYTPIATP for AFS Cargo, ISP has proposed separate Tariff Card applicable for International Cargo 
Services in respect of Cargo pertaining to Air Freight Station (AFS) at Indira Gandhi Internationa l 
Airport (IGIA), Delhi. 

6.2.2	 DCSC has projected 3650 MT tonnage of Cargo volumes from AFS starting with 41h Quarter of 
FY2022-23 and 2% Y-0-Y growth in AFS tonnage for the rest of Third Control Period as per Table 
below: 

Table-20: Projected AFS Cargo as per DCSC Submissions for the Third Control Period 

(in MT) 

Particulars 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 
CAGR 

AFS Cargo Tonnage 0 3650 14892 15190 15494 2% 
Total Cargo Volume 
(incl. AFS Volume) 
(ref. Table-5) 

281,025 250,671 218,982 

AFS Cargo as a % of 
Total Cargo Volume 

5.29% 6.06% 7.08% 

Y  0-Y % increase 2% 2% 

6.2.3	 DCSC has proposed a separate CAPEX ofRs. 2.60 Crores for the development of Cargo Infrastructure 
and procurement of Cargo Handling Equipment to handle AFS Cargo for the Third Control Period. 

6.2.4	 In addition to separate CAPEX for AFS Cargo, DCSC has also proposed a OPEX of Rs. 9.45 Crores 
and Rs. 4.05 Crores against Concession Fee to handle AFS Cargo for the Third Control Period. 

6.2.5	 DCSC has considered FRoR at 19% in respect of ARR calculations pertaining to AFS Cargo for the 
Third Control Period. 

6.2.6	 The Cargo Operator has proposed a TSP charge of Rs. 2.971 kg for handling AFS Cargo (Export) 
during FY23 (w.e.f. 01.01.2023). Thereafter, ISP has proposed enhanced TSP charges i.e. Rs. 3.171 kg 
(6.73% increase) for remaining period of the Third Control Period. 

6.2.7	 The separate MYTP submission and Tariff for AFS Cargo volumes by DCSC for the Third Control 
Period was placed at Annexure-If of Consultation Paper no. 13/2022-23. 

6.3	 Authority's Examination on AFS Cargo for the Third Control Period at CP stage 

6.3.1	 The Authority examined the proposal of DCSC for handling Built-up Pallets pertaining to AFS, aspart 
of its MYTP submission and, drawn inference from the AFS Policy Guidelines issued by the Ministry 
of Civil Aviation, vide OM No. AV. 1301l/1312013-ER dated 28th October, 2014, having wider 

mandate to strengthen and develop th e"Ai'l·:£1~t~~.Logistic Infrastructure in the country. 
,/ .~.". <:01 • r~/; .""'''' ,., -5:'\\ $'.;: - .... 

6.3.2	 Subsequent to MoCA's direction "\tcl' s Ie r n . :_t-;:) 30 11/03120 13-ER dated II th April, 2022, the 

Autho~ity deliberated the'SUb~e~~~' . '" in ' ? .s o. . ~. \tHings with stakeholders' and. regulatory bodies. 
These included Bureau of CIVI ~ rat ion .. ' m QWS), Customs, Cargo Terminal 

~ -~~~ ,;; ! 
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Operators (CTOs). Airport Operator (DIAL), AFS Operator and Bureau of Airlines Representati ves 

(B AR) to bet ter understand the conce pt of AFS and ge t insigh t of g loba lly accepted pract ices in respect 

of AFS. 

6.3.3	 The key inputs & feedback received by AERA in the aforesaid meetings, with vari ous Air Cargo 

Industry Forums on thc MoCA's AFS Policy, inclu di ng the aspect of cargo handli ng ch arges to be 

levied to AFS Cargo were placed at Annexure-III of Co nsultat ion Paper no. 13/ 2022-2 3. 

6.3.4	 Further, in order to have better understanding and an insight of air cargo handling procedure / 

mechanism at Cargo Termina ls & to assess the infrastructure available at the Delhi's AFS, AERA team 

along with cargo expert from AAICLAS visited the facilities of AFS Operator (Continental Carriers) 

and both the CTOs at IGIA, Delhi in June, 2022. 

6.3.5	 AERA team during-their visit to the AFS Facility observed that pursuant to operationalization of AFS 

facility, some of cargo handling activities, which in normal course arc performed by the C'I'Os at their 

Cargo Terminals, will get shifted to AFS (in respect of Cargo to be processed at AFS) like activities 

relating to: 

a. Acceptance of Cargo from shippers/agents 

b. Weighing and measurement of Cargo 

c. Palletization, Unit Load Device (ULD) build-up for export cargo 

d. X-Ray scanning of Export Cargo & cornpl iance of BCAS & Customs regulatory norms. 

These processes/activities will be done at the AFS facility itself and thereafter, Export Cargo (in form 

of BUPs/ULDs), after security & Customs' clearance will be transported in secured bonded trucks to 

Airport (Cargo Terminals) for further processing and loading of cargo into the aircrafts. 

6.3.6	 The AERA team, after visiting the facilities of AFS Operator & Cargo Terminal Operators and onsite 

interactions with the Service Providers felt that after operationalization of AFS policy, there would be 

certain activities, which will be done at AFS facility itself like X-ray scanning of Cargo & 

palletization/ULD built-up etc. However, there will be bunch of other activities which will continue 

to be undertaken by the CTOs at their terminals for AFS Cargo. 

6.3.7	 A gist of activities/processes to be undertaken by the CTO in case of Export Cargo coming from AFS 

and applicability of charges thereon, is given below: 

S.No. Activity/ Process in Export GEN AFS Applicability of TSP 
Cargo Handling at CTO Cargo Cargo charges on AFS 

I Acceptance of Cargo .; .; Charges Levied 

2 Screening of Cargo .; x Charges not levied 

3 Warehousing of Cargo .; .; Charges included in TSP 

4 Palletization of Cargo .; x Charges not levied 

5 
Release of Cargo to Airlines' 
ground handling agencies 

.; .; Charges included in TSP 

6.3.8	 The Authority was of the view that in respect of AFS Cargo, CTOs will mainly be dealing with BUPs/ 

ULDs, and, handling of the same at city-side of Cargo Terminal would be comparatively less 

cumbersome & cost-effective w~~~with dealing & processing cargo coming in loose 

packets from different shippers~~¢t~ ~~e re expected to save on processing time and lower 

manpo.wer.deployment resuln'!f ' 1 COl , ~j ng :~~~FS Cargo Handling as could be seen from the 
followings: ;r ~ ':j \ ·mt ", i 
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I.	 CTOs would be required to perform similar activities for processing of AFS Cargo (coming in form 
of Pallets/ULDs with Security & Customs clearances) at their terminal s when compared with 
handling General Cargo. There would be some activities which would continue to be undertaken 
by C'TO for processing of AFS export cargo, just as they are being done for general cargo. like 
activit ies relating to "Acceptance of Cargo" on city-side. However, frequency of activities was 
supposed to go down considerably. For instance, unloading and processing a I3U P/ULD of 2MT 
may be done in one go, whereas in case of general cargo, unloading and processing 01'2000 Kg. of 
100 . e cargo may take multiple cycles of the same process of activities, though the activities 
performed may appear exactly the same. There would be some saving of time while handling the 
AFS Cargo, starting from the unloading at the Truck dock area itself. 

I I. Further, as the AFS Cargo would arrive in palletized forrn/ Ul.Ds with security clearance , therefore 
CTO would not be required to X-ray scan ofexport Cargo, which is otherwise, required as per extant 
BCAS norms and is a time-consuming exercise. AFS Cargo was likely to be held at Cargo Terminal 
for shorter duration , as compared to general cargo , due to lesser processing involved, thereby CTO . 
was expected to save time and reduce processing time/ transaction time on processing of AFS Cargo . 

111.	 As C'TOswould mainly be dealing with Palletsl ULDs in case of AFS Cargo, the Authority felt that 
CTOs would be required to deploy lower manpower for handling AFS Cargo as against general cargo 
coming in loose packets from various agentsl shippers. This is expected to result in cost savings on 
labour component for CTO. 

From the above analysis, the Authority felt that in case of AFS Cargo handling, CTOs were expected 
to undertake similar activities but with less frequency at their Terminals vis-a-vis handling of General 
Cargo directly accepted from Customers/Shippers. Therefore, considering cost savings on account of 
lower manpower deployment and less time for processing of AFS Cargo, it may not be justified to levy 
full TSP charges on AFS Cargo, as significant activities pertaining to export cargo will be performed 
at AFS' facility itself, and, therefore considering the various cost and time saving aspects, AFS Cargo 
qualified to be charged a lower TSP rate when compared with TSP rates applicable on general cargo. 

6.3.9	 The Authority observed the view of AFS Operator that no 1less activities are to be performed by CTOs 
for processing AFS Cargo and, thus, no TSP chargesl 50% of General TSP charges should be levied 
but did not agree with it, as, the Authority noted that even in the case of AFS Cargo, the activities, 
similar to handling in General Cargo were still to be performed by the CTOs, such as: acceptance of 
Build-up-Pallets 1 ULDs at Cargo Terminal (city-side), unloading from trucks at truck dock area, 
moving cargo to storage racksl security hold area, transporting of cargo from build-up station/SHA to 
release bay, shifting ULDs from release bay to Ground Handler's dollies, digital messages to 
customer's airlines etc. Therefore, the Authority felt that eros were entitled to levy TSP charges to 
AFS Operators, not to the extent normally charged to general cargo but a lower rate, as proposed by 
the Authority in the ensuing Para. 

6.3.10	 From the above Para, the Authority the Authority observed that the contention of AFS Operator not to pay 
TSP charges as a whole or pay only 50% of TSP Charges was not justified and CTOs were entitled to 
receive TSP charges to a certain extent from AFS Operator. 

6.3.11	 Further, the Authority was conscious of MoCA's policy initiative on AFS, which had larger national 
intent and it aimed to strengthen and develop air cargo logistics in the country and same was expected 
to reduce to bottlenecks in air-cargo logistics and help in ease of doing business, particularly for 

exporters.AERA supported the progress' ~~ ~y the Govt. to improve air cargo logistics in the 
country and AFS Cargo needed to ~~ i~~ay of lower TSP charges.

{ I·· ~~ \ .	 . 
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6.3.12	 The Authority noted that ISP for its overall Cargo Volume projections for the Third Contro l Period had 
considered AFS Cargo volume at 40 I'v1T per day or 14600 I'v1T annually. From FY 2023-24 onward. 
ISP had assumed a growth 01' 2% in Af S Cargo Volume. 

6.3.13	 The Authority, considering that the process of Tariff determination for DCSC in respect of Third 
Control Period, including issuance of Consultation Paper and Tariff Order would take some time and 
revised Tariff for the Third Control period was expected to be implemented in January , 2022; 
accordingly, the Authority proposed to consider AFS Cargo Volumes from the last quarter of FY 2022
23 as per Table-20. 

6.3.14	 The Authority observed that the projected AFS volume forms just 5.29% to 7.08% of Total Cargo 
Volume projected for fY 2022-23 to FY 2025-26. The Authority felt that the AFS facility was still a 
new concept in the Indian aviatiun sector and it would take a while Ior its acceptan ce in International 
AirCargo Logistics chain. Considering the above, the volumes projected by the ISP for AFS Cargo 

seemed reasonable. 

6.3.15	 The Authority observed that ISP had considered increase in market competition due to coming up of 
new greentield airport at Jewar, Noida and anticipated takeover of Air-Asia & Vistara's Cargo 
operations by Air India, resulting in lower Cargo Volumes projections during the Third Control Period. 
The Authority felt that considering the decreasing trend in projected Cargo volumes, the ISP should 
tap additional Cargo Volumes from Af S Operators, so as to maintain its market share. 

6.3.16	 The Authority noted that handling 'Pallets from AFS' requires less activities on the part of CTO and 
same can be handled with little modifications/additions in current infrastructure (viz. slave 
dollies/scissor lifts etc.). Therefore, DCSC proposing higher TSP charges for AFS Cargo in its separate 
MYTP submission and treating AFS Cargo as a separate segment was not justified/ feasible at this 
j uncture, due to very low volume expected from AFS Cargo during the Third Control Period. 
Therefore, the Authority proposed not to consider separate MYTP proposal for AFS Cargo during the 
Third Control Period, rather proposed consider AFS Cargo & related CAPEX/OPEX etc. as a part of 
ISP's overall Cargo Operations. 

6.3.17	 As per the Authority, the proposed additional CAPEX of Rs. 2.60 crores for rrunor addition/ 
modifications in current infrastructure to facilitate the handling AFS cargo maybe required; hence, the 
Authority, instead of treating aforesaidCAPEX separately, proposed to consider CAPEX of Rs. 2.60 
crores under the head 'Plant & Machinery' for the Third Control Period. Similarly, additional 
depreciation of Rs. 0.66 Crores on additional CAPEX is also proposed to be considered as part of 
overall depreciation for the Third Control Period (ref. Chapter-4). 

6.3.18	 The Authority noted that the ISP had proposed OPEX i.e. Rs. 9.45 crores for the Third Control Period 
to handle AFS Cargo. However, during the discussion with the DCSC, it was informed by the ISP that 
it had not proposed additional OPEX but had apportioned Rs. 9.45 Crores from the Total OPEX for 
Cargo Handling Operations. 

6.4	 Authority's examination regarding TSP Charges on AFS Cargo at CP stage 

6.4.1 

6.4.2 
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the progressive step taken by the Govt, and feels that 1\FS Cargo need to be incentivized by way or 
lower charges vis-it-vi rates applicable Lo general cargo. 

6.4.3	 Considering the above and taking note or inputs received through extensive deliberations on the issue, 
the Authority proposes 30% lower TSP charges for BUlls/ ULDs pertaining to AFS Cargo, including 
Perishable/ Pharmaceuticals/ Special/ Valuable/ Hazardous Cargo etc., as compared to normal approved 
TSP charges applicable to other than AI'S Cargo. 

6.4.4	 The Authority invites specific views/ comments of the Stakeholders on the proposals of the Authority 
regarding lower TSP charges proposed for AFS Cargo, particularly considering that APS is a relatively 
new concept in Indian Civil Aviation. The Authority shall consider the views/ suggestions received 
from the Stakeholders during the consultation process before issuing the Tariff Order. 

6.4.5	 The impact of lower TSP charges for AFS Cargo proposed by the Authority, on ARR computations for 
Third Control Period, was discussed in subsequent chapters relating to ARR & Revenue of the 
Consultation Paper. 

6.5	 Stakeholders' Comments on Consultation Paper regarding AFS 

6.5.1 FFFAI, DCBA and ACAAI Comments: FFFAI, DCBA and ACAAI have submitted their comments 
on Consultation Paper No. 13/2022-23 w.r.t, AFS as follows: 

Though DCSC has proposed a TSP charge of Rs. 2.97/ Lgfor handling AFS Cargo (Export) during 
FY23 (w.e.f 01.01.2023). Thereafter. enhanced TSP charges i.e., Rs. 3.17/ kg (6.73% increase) for 
remaining period of the Third Control Period, however AERA, vide the said consultation paper has 
proposed 30% lower TSP charges for AFS Cargo, including Perishable/ Pharmaceuticals/ Special/ 
Valuable/ Hazardous Cargo etc., 

The process for handling of AFS cargo, as submitted by DCSC includes warehousing of cargo 
(transporting cargo to Storage racks/Sl LA) and its palletization. 

• The AFS Cargo will transported in palletized form/Ul.Ds with security clearance from the AFS to 
AiJ1JOrt premises after x ray scanning, as required under extant BCAS norms. Hence DCSC will mainly 
be dealing with Pallets/ ULDs in case ofAFS Cargo, wherein no warehousing/palletization ofcargo is 
required at Airport premises. 

• Payment of TSP charges, twice , one each to AFS and CTa will lead to complexity of the Air cargo 
clearance procedure and avoidable harassment to the shipper/its authorized representative(s). Hence 
shippe rs may be given the option to pay TSP charges to AFS operator only are physically handling the 
cargo and CTa may be permitted to handle loaded pallets/Ul.Ds only as forwarded by AFS for the 
Airlines to be loaded in their respective Aircraft . 

• CTa may charge Rs 1250/- per pallet (up to 1500 kgs) and 50% of the General cargo TSP charges 
for pallets more than 1500 kgs i.e., [(Total weight of the pallet - 1500 kgs) X SO% ofGeneral Cargo 
TSP rate]. 

• These charges, as recommended above. will not bring a loss to CTa w.r.t handling ofAFS cargo. 



The AF,f.,' couuniss ioning has larger national intent /0 strengthen and develop air cargo logistics in the 
country which will reduce the bottlenecks in air-cargo logist ics and help in ease of doi ng business, 
particularly lor exporters. This needs to be incentivized by way (?l lower charges vis-a-vis roles 
applicable /0 Air m rgo being handled by (,TOs. 

6.5.2	 CCPL's Comments: CCPL has submitted its comments on Consultation Paper No. 13/ 2022-23 w.r.t. 
AFS as follows: 

(a)	 AI'~(j TSP charges recommended /0 be levied as per the said consultation paper is based on nature 
ofthe cargo being handled. Charges are diffe rentfor Pharma, Live animal, valuable, Hazardous, 
Valuable, New spaper & TV reels and Perishable Cargo. (Ref erence Tarifffor Export cargo at Page 
110 ofthe consultation paper). 
In this regard following is submitted: 
• AI'S operator will deliver the loaded ULDs, 06-12 hours before the STA of the flight as per the 
respective Airlines SOP, after due security checkfulfilment process. 
• Since most of the Lll.Ds hui]t at II PS wil/ he in consolidationform, the levy of commodity wisp. 
charges is notfeasible for AFS cargo. AERA may be suggested to levy 'single rate' policy per 
kglULDfor A FS cargofor aI/ type ofcargo to avoid duplication 0.[charges and avoid any confus ion 
to the shippers. Globally, the single rate cargo handling policy is prevalent, irrespective ofthe type 
/nature ofcargo. 
• Since shippers are unwilling to pay TSP charges, twice, one each to AFS and CTO, shippers 
may be given the option to pay TSP charges to AFS operator only who are physical/y handling 
the cargo and DCSC may be permitted to handle loaded ULDs only as forwarded by AFS 
for the Airlines to be loaded in their respective Aircrafis. 

Further, in order to have better understanding and an insight ofAir Cargo Handling procedure/ 
mechanism at Cargo Terminals & to assess the infrastructure available at the Delhi AFS, AERA 
team along with cargo expert from AAICLAS visited the facilities ofAFS Operator (Continental 
Carriers) and both the CTOs at IGIA, Delhi, in June , 2022. 
The AERA team, after visiting the facilities 0.[AFS Operator & Cargo Terminal Operators and 
onsite interactions with the Service Providersfelt that after operationalization ofAFS policy, there 
would be maximum activities, which will be done at AFSfacility itselflike offloading ofthe export 
cargo from the trucks, customs examination/clearance, X-ray scanning of Cargo & 
palletizationlULD built-up etc. However, there will be very few of other activ ities which will 
continued to be undertaken by the CTOs at their terminals for AFS Cargo. . 
Considering the above and taking note of inputs received through extensive deliberations on the 
issue ; the AERA unilaterally proposing 30% lower TSP chargesfor BUPsl ULDs pertaining to AFS 
Cargo, including Perishable! Pharmaceuticals/ Speciall Valuablel Hazardous Cargo etc., as 
compared to normal approved TSP charges applicable to other than AFS Cargo. 

(b) The above proposal ofAERA, proposing 30% lower TSP charges has been perused by us and we 
are 0.[the opinion that the same is not acceptable and needs to be reviewed by AERA for the 
following reasons: 

• As per para-D(IV) of the AFS Policy document, AERA, while approving the TSP charges shal/ 
give the breakup ofTransit, Storage and processing charges, which, in the said consultation 
paper has not been provided. 
• With the commissioning of the AFS there will be division of the processes for handling ofboth 
export and Import cargo at both AFS and Air Cargo Terminals. MA CCPL will be handling 
only export cargo initial/y. 
• While proposing 30% lower TSP charges, AERA has not considered all the activities that will 
be carried out by AFSfor handlin~'the international export cargo and has 

proposed a.lump sum reductio({ni1J~~o/f' , ~ ~ dilgt~be levied by AFS. . 

• The detailed activities whiCh ;~ be cee ,, out ~\"S, earlier being carried out by Air Cargo 
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Terminalfor both export is asfollows: 

Sl. 
No 

EXPORT PROCESS 
Presently donc by Later Through AFS 

Agency 
Terminal 
O pera tor 

AFS 
Operator 

Termina l 
Op erator 

I 
Payment of Customs Cost 
recovery charges 

T ERMI NAL 
O PERATOR 

.; .; 
x 

2 Cart ing order to Agent AIRLIN ES 
.; .; 

x 

3 TSP Charges rec e ipt 
T ERM INA L 
OP ERATOR 

.; .; 
x 

4 
Gate Checking of Goods 
/docs 

T ERMINAL 
OP ERATOR 

.; .; 
x 

Docs receipt of goods 
TERMINAL 
OPERATOR 

..; .; 
x 

5 

a) Good store be off load ed 
from truck..s 

T ER MINAL 
OPERATOR 

.; .; 
x 

b) Weight check of Goods 
T ERMINAL 
OPERATOR 

.; .; 
x 

c) Truck Dock (TO) Entry 
T ERMINAL 
OPERATOR 

.; .; 
x 

6 Cargo X Ray /Screening 
TERMINA L 
OP ERATOR 

.; .; 
x 

7 

Packages brought for 
examination after locating 
from lot as per Customs 
rcq uirem ent 

TERMINAL 
OPERATOR 

.; .; 

x 

8 
Opening and repacking of 
boxes 

TERMINAL 
OPERATOR 

.; .; 
x 

9 
Repairing and proper 
stacking of boxes after 
Customs examination. 

TERMINAL 
OPERATOR 

.; .; 
x 

10 
Warehouse location given to 
agents on AWBs and other 
docs. 

TERMINAL 
OP ERATOR 

.; .; 
x 

II Docs handed over to Airlines 
TERMINAL 
OP ERATOR 

.; .; 
x 

12 
ULD(BUP) off loading and 
location 

TERMINAL 
OPERATOR 

x .; .; 

(c) As these activities will be carried out at AFS and 85% of the above-mentioned activities will be 
carried out at AFS premises, hence it is recommended 85% reduction in the TSP charges for AFS 
cargo instead of30% reduction as recommended by AERA vide their above-mentioned Consultation 
paper. 
Further it maya/so be noted that: 

• Customs cost recovery charges are very high, which is required to be paid by the AFS operator 
for the Customs deployment at the AFS premise, the operational costs are considerable high with 

manpower deployment on 24X7basi.~foracceptanceof 30-40MT ofexport cargo daily. 

~~ 
• AFS operator invest considerablr:#f n! .for~o>",:il!kastruct ure creation and deployment of 

manpowerfor handling 30-40 MI;~1frgo . IY,\ 
~ - , • 
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• Most ofthe activities are heing carried out at A j~ :)' and Air Cargo Operator has velY minuscule role 
ofo nly transferring ofthe goods to/front Airlines. 

•	 the operational ization ofA FS requires fulfilment of Be AS regulations fix which sufficient nos oj" 
X-r{ ~v scanning machines, ETJ)s and other security equipment are requ ired to he positioned along 
with trained Be AS appro ved security personnel. This entails considerable capital to he invested. 

• AFS operators are required to be RAIRA3 compliant for which Be AS appro ved security screeners 
are required to be positioned at the AFS and RAlRA3validationsarerequiredto he carried out at 
regular intervals through the Be AS security validators. 
Acquiring RAIRA3credentials j br the AFS in itselfinvolves huge investment. 

6.5.3	 DCSC's Comments: DCSC has submitted its.comments on Consultation Paper No. 13/2022-23 w.r.. t. 
AFS as follows: 

Philosophy for AFS Cargo Tm'W:' The Authority had directed nc)(' to submit rate cardfor handling 
AFS Cargo on the pretext that the Ministry of Civil Aviation ('MoCA') promulgated the Policy 
Guidelines on Air Freight Station ('AFS Policy') to (i) "create an enabling environment for promoting 
International Air Cargo operations by reaching out to hinterland regions ofthe country"; and (ii) "de
congesting the congested Air Cargo terminals in some gateway International Airports that face high 
dwell lime. " Clearly. for the policy to be implemented and to meet its objective, the existing cargo 
terminals should have achieved their saturations levels. In the present case, however, the existing cargo 
terminals have not breached their capacities and rather can even increase their existing capacity by 
expanding the infrastructure. In fact, as agreed by AERA, the volume of cargo to be handled by DCSC 
willfall considerably in the future on account ofthe reasons stated above. Clearly, the Authority's stance 
in Para 6.1.1 of the Consultation Paper that the Air Cargo Terminal at IGI Airport is congested 
necessitating the requirement of AFS Operators is factually incorrect and being misused by AFS 
Operators for their convenience to create confusion amongst Air Cargo Terminal Users about the 
capacity of the Air Cargo Terminal ofDCSC. As such, the tariff rate card proposedfor AFS Cargo is 
presently premature and consequently, not required. 

Operating Expensesfor AFS Cargo: The Authority's proposal ofAFS Cargo also does not capture the 
wide gamut of activities performed by DCSC for handling the AFS Cargo which has resulted in the 
Authority arriving at the incorrect conclusion in Para 6.3.8 ofthe Consultation Paper that "... the CTOs 
are expected to save on processing time and lower manpower deployment resulting in cost savings in 
AFS Cargo Handling. " 

DCSC at the time ofTerminal Visit by the Authority's officials on 14.06.2022 hadpresented an overview 
of the Cargo Flow Process in the case ofAFS Cargo and demonstrated that for handling AFS Cargo, 
DCSC has to undertake certain additional activities, which would involve additional deployment of 
equipment and manpower. A copy ofthe presentation is enclosed as Annexure J. 

Briefly stated, the Cargo Operation activities at Cargo Terminal are divided into two sections: 
(i)	 City side activity 
(ii)	 Air side activity 

SI 
No 

2 

3 
4 

5 
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The Comparative Chartfor activities performed by DC:;';C./hr acceptance ofGeneral ('arg o and A/':)' 
Cargo is asfollows: 

Sl. 
No 

Elements GEN Cargo AFS 

1 Unloading from trucks ./ ./ 

2 Ready for Carriage che cks ./ ,/ 

3 Weight and Volume checks ./ ,/ 

4 
Document 
updation 

verification and CTa system ./ ./ 

5 Digital messages to stakeholders / authorities ./ ./ 

6 Barcode labelling and scmming ./ ./ 

7 
Transporting 
(SHA) 

cargo to Security Hold Area ./ ./ 

8 Physical security and vigilance of cargo ./ ./ 

9 Dimensions / Contour and bul ge checks x ./ 

As can be seenfrom the above Tables, DCSC has to perform more activities for processing AFS Cargo 
that it has to perform for the General Cargo. Further, since AFS Cargo will be received in palletized/ 
Unit Load devices (ULDs) form, DCSC will have to deploy extra manpower and specialized equipment, 
including weighing scales, seizure lift, fixed lazy dollies, movable lazy dolly, caster deck etc . for 
processing AFS Cargo 

The activities ofScreening, Warehousing and Palletization ofCargo are airside activities performed 
for Airlines for which DCSC does not levy any charges to Agent/Shipper. Thus, any cost savings from 
performingfewer activities related to Screening, Warehousing and Palletization ofCargo are accrued 
to the Airlines and not by the ISP handling AFS Cargo. 

Hence, DCSC, as a Cargo Terminal Operator cannot be made to bear the brunt of lower costs and 
subsidize the AFS Cargo. Any discount which may be passed on the consumers ought to be provided by 
the AFS Operator and the Airlines utilizing such AFS Operator. 

DCSC had proposed Expenses of Rs. 13.50 Crores for AFS Cargo in Table No. 18 of the MITP 
application. The breakup ofthe expenses is as follows: 

Payroll Cost : 6.78 Cr 
Land License Fee : 0.60 Cr
 
Repair & Maintenance : 2.06 Cr
 
Concession Charges : 4.05 Cr
 

Total : 13.50 Cr 
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The Concess ion Fees and Land License Fee payable by D( 'SC is already included in the Aggregate 
Revenue Requirement by the authority and apportioned to the total operating cost ofthe Cargo 
Handling operations. However, the Payroll 'ost and Repair & Maintenance Cost of Rs. 8.8-1 Crores 
stated above are an additional cost incurred by DCSC / or solelyfor AFS Cargo , The aforem entioned 
expenses should he considered on a standalone basis for AFS Cargo and ought not be included in the 
total opera!ing cost oft he Cargo Handling operat ions as has been proposed by the Authority in Para 
6.3.18. 

Tariff Proposed by the Authority: DCSC had submitted a standalone MYTP for the AF'S Cargo , 
outlining the Regulatory Asset Base, Depreciation, Expenses, Fair Rate of Return and Aggregate 
Revenue and on the bas is ofsuchfactors DCSC had submitted a rate cardfor AFS Cargo. 

The Authority in Para 6.5 ofthe Consultation Paper has proposed 30% lower TSP Chargesfor AFS 
Cargo as compared to normal approved T.SP Charges comparedfor the Third Control Period without 
considering the MYTP submission in this regard by DCSC and based on incorrect understanding ofthe 
operations undertaken by DCSC for processing AFS Cargo, Further, the Authority '<: proposal of a 
blanket 30% reduction in TSP Chargesfor AFS Cargo is not supported by any reasoning. 

The Authority ought not to ignore the tarifffilings by DCSCfor AFS Cargo which is hosed on the tariff 
determination formula provided in the Guidelines. 

The Authority in Para 6.4.2 ofthe Consultation Paper has noted that AFS Cargo must be incentivized 
in view of the policy initiative ofMoCA by way of lower charges vis-a-vis rates applicable to general 
cargo . 

The Authority hasfailed to consider that any incentivesfor development ofAFS Cargo Facilities must 
comefrom MaCA. ISPs cannot be burdened with the costs associated with implementing MaCA'spolicy 
ofpromoting AFS Cargo. The Authority mandate ofdetermining tariffand notfor implementation of 
MaCA 's policies ought to consider the MYTP submitted by DCSCforfixing tarifffor AFS Cargo. 

DCSC requests the Authority to approve the rate cardfor AFS Cargo submitted by DCSC as part ofits 
MYTP. 

6.6	 DCSC's res ponse on the comments of the Stakeholders 

6.6.1	 Response to FFFAI, DCBA,ACAAI and CCPL : DCSC in its response to the comments of FFF AI, 

DCBA, ACAAI and CCPL regarding AFS has submitted that: 

It is mentioned by FFFAIthat export cargo volume handled by the DCSC increased since AFS will be 

tapping the market outside Delhi. The idea seems to be borrowed by ACAAIlock stock and barrel from 

Continental Carrier's comments submitted on 9th December 2022 with AERA. FFFAI, DCBA and 

ACAAI contention is faulty on several counts asfollows: 

a) It claims that AFS will be tapping the market outside Delhi. It is submitted that Delhi is hardly a 

source of cargo export or distribution of imports that DCSC handles. DCSC receives its cargo from 
shippers as near as Noida, Greater Noida, Ghaziabad, and as far from Hyderabad, Himachal, and 

Nagpur . A cargo terminal at an airport like Delhi is supposed to work as a gateway airport to import 

and export cargo to and from the country. As such the entire Country forms the hinterland for cargo 

flowing in andout ofDelhi. Airlines market cargo transportation mainly in manufacturing /consumption 

pockets ofthe country. Such cargo is truc/s~dl~ '((!2dfrom the economically feasible gateway airport for 

export	 and import. As such to sUE5fl, ~ri7 ",' t"I~ I~~ce ives cargo mainly from Delhi is not only a 

misnomer but misleading too. lit ~>.;{ " " \	 .IQ 
b) The capacity utilizalian of{,; argo . in s ~~\tependenl an the availabiiiIy of Ihe cargo in 

~ , -. I 
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the hinterland hut is mainly determined hy the carrying capacity ofthe aircraft. The aggregate capacity 

ofthe airport is determined by the sum ofthe carrying capacity oftheflight handled by the uirport in a 

day/month/year. We all know that number (d" fl ights in a day/month/ year do not change drastically 

during a given period hut changes Vel}' slowly and gradually as it depends on a host offa ctors that are 

airport slot availability o] the aircraft, availability ofroutes, passenger demands. bila teral rights, 

carry ing capacity, etc. Therefore, to suggest that A }';~' operator will increase cargo throughput at Delhi 

airport is not onl y misnomer but is devoid of the facts and correct understanding (?l the dynamic on 

which cargo traffic depends. 

6.6.2 Response to CCPL : DCSC in its response to the comments CCPL regarding AFS has subm itted that: 

(a)Cargo is classified in General & Spe cial cargo for the purpose handling. Special cargo is described as 

under: 

a) Pharma Items 

b) Line Animals 

c) Hazardous /Dangerous Goods 

d) Valuable / Vulnerable Goods 

e) Perishable 

.I) Newspaper and TV reel Consignment 

From the above it is seen that special cargo needs special handling/ storage instructions. II may be 

Slated thai the needfor special handling arise from the nature of the cargo . For example, perishable 

and temperature sensitive cargo need to be handled in a special cold room. Similarly, cargo classified 

as dangerous goods (as per lATA classification) needs to handle in a special manner so that the safety 

aspect for the cargo handling is not compromised. For example, dangerous goods like lithium batteries 

which are classified as dangerous goods have to be handed in special manner otherwise, they can 

become safety hazardous to the aircraft. Similarly, chemicals have to be handled in a special manner 

so as to avoid them mixing up and form and explosive substance. In fact, lATA Dangerous Goods 

Manual describes the way such goods have to handle. 

It is mandatory for the shipper to declare the content ofthe consignment and therefore determined the 

nature of such consignment. DCSC goes by the description of the goods' given by the shipper on the 

A WB on the basis ofwhich charges are levied. 

Bundling up ofthe ULDs in the consolidatedform does not do away with the goods requirement ofthe 

declaring the nature ofthe goods'. Particularly ifsuch goods are in nature ofspecial that require special 

handling. Any concealment/misdeclaration of the description of the goods may be detrimental 10 the 

safety the aircraft. As such concealment or misdeclaration will result in wrong handling ofthe goods. 

Therefore, it is necessary to declare the contents and their nature even ifa consolidated ULD is made. 

DCSC charges are levied on the basis on the declaration made by the nature ofgoods in the AWB. It is 

emphasized that there is no duplication ofcharges in such practices. Continental Carrier 's suggestion 

arises more out of commercial consideration ignoring /overlooking /overriding the special 

handling/safely / security concerns. Such recommendation is highly impractical and also a safety 

/security hazard as it completely ignores the special handling requirement of the cargo at the cost of 

safety/security. DCSC's charges are ~e...serv ices rendered and the levy of the charges are 

bO/1{!fi~e. It is strongly recommen~ '!tif~ . e · . ~.~~ ofContinental Carrier be rejected infull. 
-l. rI$i. {~ '> • • 

It is also reiterated that DCSC, , ' rges for f " ~'~'v ice rendered from the person/agency who 
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tenders mrgo to it, Such charges are based on approved TariffOrder bv AERA. 

(h) DCS'C levies tal'ifI 'fot- various services that it renders its customers thus deri ving a gross yieldfor its 

service. AERA which determines the tarif] also takes into consideration the yield. DCSC levies n'p 

charges in the course ofit services. 'FS}' standsfor Terminal Stomge and Processing are not Terminal, 

Storage, and Processing. n'p is comprehensive activity and cannot be split into parts. The assumption 

to breakup Terminal Storage and Processing into various components is impossible as it is an integrated 

funct ion. 

However, for the purpose of explanation the process ofthe A FS cargo has been given in our LViYTP 

application and it is strongly proposed that tarifffor handling AFS cargo be established on the basis of 

our MYTP application and not arbitrarily allowing 30% discount on the existing tariff. 

(c) Continental Carrier Pvt Ltd has provided a list ofactivities that are supposedly needed to be done at 

AFS. Such list is not relevant to the matter ofdetermination oftarifffor DCSC. Moreover, it is submitted .	 . - 

that AFS is outside the preview (if the AERA and as such reference to the list of activities and their 

corresponding cost is irrelevant to the present context. Continental Carrier has also assessed that these 

activities carried out by AF'S constitutes 85% of the pro cess without even giving the list of the 

corresponding activities by the CTo. It is not clear how they have arrived at thefigure (?l85% andfrom 

theface of it looks that such figure is arrived by their commercial interests which rather than fairplay. 
We strongly oppose the demand to allowing discount on exiting tariffandpropose thai J1 FS tariffshould 

be determined as per the lV!YTP application submitted by DCSC. From above it is clear that CCPL 

recommendations are not based onfacts and reality, As such all the recommendations should be rejected 

in total. We also propose that AFS tariff should be established on the basis (?t'MYTP application 

submitted by DCSC. 

We request you to dismiss the comments ofthe Continental Carriers Private Limited and issue the Tariff 

orderfor Third Control Period infavor ofDCSC with the increase in tariffas sought by DCSC. 

6.7	 Authority's Analysis on the comments of Stakeholders regarding AFS 

6.7.1	 The Authority notes the comments ofFFFAI, DCBA, ACAAI and proposing lowering ofTSP charges 

levied by CTO to Rs 1250/- per pallet (up to 1500 Kg.) and 50% of the General ca rgo TSP charges for 

pallets more than 1500 Kg. i.e.:[ (Total weight of the pallet - 1500 Kg.) x 50% of General Cargo TSP 

rate] in respect of AFS Cargo, and M/s CCPL in its comment has submitted that TSP rates should be 

lowered by 85%, on the grounds that there are various activities performed by the AFS Operator for 

handling/processing of the international export cargo. On the other hand, the ISP submitted that the 

processes for handling of cargo at terminal in general is same for all types of cargo, with variations for 

special cargo, physical handling requirements on the city side (irrespective of the cargo type) remains 

the same viz. offloading of cargo from trucks, the respective ULD acceptance checks and thereafter the 

transfer of the accepted ULD/ consignments to the airside etc. after necessary checks and processing 

within the warehouse. 

6.7.2 As regard to the activities to be performed by the AFS operator after operationalization of AFS policy, 

the Authority feels that CCPL in its comments (refer para 6.5.2) has wrongly inferred the views of 

AERA team which visited the facilities of CTOs & the AFS Operator and quoted "The AERA team, 

after visiting the facilities of AFS Operator & Cargo Terminal Operators and onsite interactions with 

the Service Providers felt that after operationalization of AFS policy, there would be maximum 

activities, which will be done at AFS f~~~~r, it can be seen from the views of AERA 

teaI~ as indi.catYd in ~h: ~ubject CP, th ~~~n9 . her ~tt~~~ ned that after operationalization of AFS' J 

policy, maximum actrvrties would beli~01 at as int ;.! ~ by the CCPL.
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It may be pointed out that irrespective of what activities are being done by AFS Operator at AFS facility, 
from the viewpoint of AERA' s Tariff Determination exercise. the important issue is what services are 
being provided by the CTOs while handling the Cargo received from the AFS. In this background. the 
Authori ty alter analyzing the comments of Stakeholders and the response of ISP thereon observes that 
the nature of activities and effo rts required to handle the Cargo Shipments from AFS is slightly lesser 
at C'I'O level, but at the same time CTO is required to perfo rm certain activities that seems to be 
mandatory. irrespective of whether such activities is also undertaken at AFS faci Iity, It is re-iterated that 
even in case of BUPs/ ULDs with prior security clearance at AFS, there will be number of activities/ 
processes as listed below which are required to be performed at the Cargo Terminal: 

(a) Acceptance of Built-up-Pallet/ ULDs at city-side of Cargo Terminal, 

(b) Unloading of Pallets/ ULDs from trucks at truck dock area, 

(c) Transferring/ moving Cargo to Storage Racks/ Security Hold Area (SHA), 

(d)Transporting of Cargo from Built-up Station/ SHA to Cargo Release Bays, 

(e) Shiftine 1JI ,Ds/ RUPs from Release Ray to Ground Handler's Dollies, digital messages to 
customer's airlines etc. 

6.7.3	 As regard to the views ofStakeholder.s that in the present proposal for processing of AFS Export Cargo, 
Shippers/ Agents would be required to pay TSP Charges twice once to AFS Operator and again to CTOs; 
therefore, Shippers may be given the option to pay TSP charges to AFS operator only who is physically 
handling the Cargo, in this regard the Authority's stand is clear that TSP charges levied by the CTO 
would be , payable by AFS Operator only and same are not intended to be recovered from 
Shippers/Agents. 

6.7.4'	 So far as comments ofCCPL relating to operating expenses and investments made by AFS Operator for 
processing of Cargo at its facility, the Authority is of the view that such matters are business decisions 
of the AFS Operator and regulator has no role into it. 

6.7.5	 The Authority also notes that CCPL has given comments on further reducing the rates for the Cargo of 
AFS without giving any justification for the same requested for lowering ofTSP Charges on AFS Cargo 
to the extent of 85%, without furnishing any reasons/ justifications thereof. Further, what AFS Operator 
charges from the stakeholders at AFS facility is a business decision between them and it is beyond 
regulatory framework of AERA. AERA is,mandated to determine the Tariff for the services being 
provided at the major airports and thus decides the Tariff for CTOs. 

6.7.6	 The Authority notes the comments of the Stakeholders relating to requirement of "Single TSP Rate" for 
processing of AFS Cargo considering that most of the ULDs built at AFS will be in consolidated form, 
the levy of commodity wise charges is not feasible for AFS cargo. Stakeholders further suggested to 
levy 'single rate' policy for all type of cargo. Stakeholders also highlighted that globally single rate cargo 
handling policy is prevalent, irrespective ofthe type/ nature of cargo. However, CCPL has not furnished 
any documentary evidence as part of their comments on CP in support of their contention relating to 
prevalence of "Single rate for all types of Cargo". 

As per the submission of ISP, special cargo needs special handling/storage instructions. For example, 
perishable and temperature sensitive cargo need to be handled in a special cold room. Similarly, cargo 
classified as dangerous goods (as per~":t::tnssi ticatiOn) needs to handle in a special manner so that 

~~1 ·. l tP f.11~;." . 
the safety aspect for the cargo ha~ld. . 'I:Q:tnised. Commodity wise handling requirement is 

de.fined	 by general ind.us!ry practi .~4' s• .~. ~~.. ~ "'y re pective ~irline w~o.trans~olts.the cargo. In I 
this regard, the Authority agrees \	 ii!1 he su ,' Sl O . CSC referring lATA 's classifications ofCargo 

~ i ~W ' " pfJti\ ..\Y'. ~'..I" 
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under dangerous goods and handling or the same as per lATA dangerous goods manual among other 
things. 

Consider ing the above. the Authority reels that current industry practice or handing different category 

of cargo separately, dependin g on its spec ific handling requirements is logical. For instance. it may not 

be appropriate to compare handling of HazardousI Perishable Cargo with the General Cargo' s Handling 
due to safety concern. Further, the industry practice of levy of charges accordingly to nature of Cargo 

and its handling requirement is also logical and rational. 

As regard to the comments of CCPL regarding segregation of charges pertaining to AFS Cargo into 

" transit, storage and processin g charges", the Authority believes that TSP charges levied by CTOs at 
Cargo terminals relates to "Terminal Storage and Processing Charges" and it is a composite charge. 

6.7.7	 Considering the views of Stakeholders & response of ISP thereon, as discussed above, and in order to 

successfullyoperationalize the AFS policy of Govt. of India, the Authority decides to mainta in the same 

view regarding Icvy of 30% lower TSP Charges to the Cargo pertaining to approved ArS, as taken at 
CP Stage. 

6.7.8	 Further, it may be pointed out that with this Tariff Order we are making a beginning on the Tariff for 

AFS concept in the country and in the coming years all stakeholders shall learn from the experience and 

further refinements can be brought to the same in future. 

6.7.9	 The Authority notes that Civil Aviation Sector has still not fully recovered from the adverse impact of 

Covid pandemic and still there is no trend line in the Cargo Traffic. Further, the Authority feels that at 

this juncture, it is difficult to realistically assess the Cargo Volumes likely to be generated from AFS 

Cargo. Therefore, the Authority decides to consider TSP rates for AFS Cargo initially, as indicated 
above, for a period of 2 years i.e. up to 3 I.03.2025. Thereafter, the Authority based on review of actual 

volume for the period up to FY 2024-25 pertaining to Cargo Volumes and other pertinent aspects, will 
considerTSP rates for AFS Cargo applicable to FY 2025-26 (Tariff year 5 of the Third Control Period). 

6.7.10	 Authority has noted the comments made by the DCSC relating to AFS and makes following points:

(i)	 The Authority has noted the comments made by the Service Provider that present capacity is sufficient 

to handle the projected AFS volume and that AFS volumes are not going to play any role in decongestion 

at the Airport. It is relevant to bring out here that AFS mechanism for cargo handling is quite common 

in many countries due to congestion at the Airport. Further such policy framework take time to stabilize 
and fructify in terms of its objectives and long-term impact of the Policy Guidelines on 'Air Freight 
Station' of Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA) shall show its benefits in future. 

(ii) DCSC has made a contradictory statement in its comments to the fact that on the one hand DCSC has 
made the point that there is no congestion at their cargo facility, on the other hand they have made huge 
provision for capital expenditure in the Third Control Period. 

(iii) The	 Authority further notes the comments of the ISP regarding the Payroll Cost and Repair & 
Maintenance Cost of Rs. 6.78 C1'. And Rs. 2.06 C1'. respectively, to be incurred solely for AFS Cargo. 

The Authority has considered additional aPEX of Rs. 8.84 C1'. for a seamless operation W.r.t. AFS 
Cargo, the said aPEX has appropriately been factored in the respective heads of the O&M expense in 
Chapter-5. (ref. para 5.5.4) 



Authority has concluded that though in case of AFS Cargo. many of the activiti es. similar to handling 
in general cargo are stiII to be performed by the CTOs but those are not to the extent as performed for 
general cargo. In this background. 30% lower TSP charges for AFS cargo have been kept after a 

thorough examination or the facts on the ground. 

6.8	 Author ity 's decision rega rding TSP Charges on AFS Cargo 

6.8.\	 Based on the material before it and its analysis , the Authority decides 30% lower TSP cha rges for AFS 

Cargo, including Perisha ble/ Pharmaceuticals/ Special/ Valuable/ Hazardous Cargo etc., as compared 

to normal approved TSP charges applicabl e to General Cargo, for the Third Control Period. 
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CHAPT ER-7: AGGREGATE REVENU E: REQ UIREM E NT 

7.1	 ARR projections by DCSC for the T hird Control Period 

7.1.1	 DCSC has submitted the Aggregate Revenue Requirement (ARR) for the Third Contro l Period as per 

the Table given below: 

T nble -21:	 Aggregate Revenue Requiremen t as per DCSC Delhi for th e Third Control Period 

(Rs. in Crore) 

Particulars 
FY· 

2021 -22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 
Tota) 

Average RAB 199.82 233 .84 371.01 476.11 489.34 1770.1 3 

Return on RAB (A) 37.97 44.43 70.49 90.46 92 .98 336.32 

o & M Expenses (B) 225.72 2 19.34 263.89 303.01 336.95 1348 .91 

Depreciation (C) 15.77 18.13 37.74 41.87 47 .31 160.82 

Tax (D) @ 34.944 % 21.79 23.87 37.86 48.59 49.94 182.05 
ARR per Year 
(A+ B+ C+D) 301.24 305.77 409.98 483.93 527.18 2028.10 

Discount Rate 19% 19% 19% 19% 19% 

PV Factor 1.00 1.00 0.84 0.71 0.59 

P V ARR(E) 301.24 305.77 344.52 341.74 312.83 1606.10 
Revenue from Regulated 
Service Before Tariff 
Increase 405.14 350.29 280.76 2 18.67 213.20 1468.06 

% Tariff Increase 
Proposed 0% 38% 38% 38% 41% 

Revised Revenue with 
Proposed Tariff Increase 405.14 483.40 387.45 301.76 301.39 1879.14 

PV Factor 1.00 1.00 0.84 0.71 0.59 
PV of Revenue after 
Tariff Increase 405.14 483.40 325.59 213.10 178.85 1606.07 

7.1.2 DCSC has proposed 38% increase in Tariff on Y-0-Y basis starting from FY 2022-23 to FY 2024-25 & 
41% in FY 2025-26 in respect of various Cargo Handling Services for the Third Control Period. 

7.1.3	 DCSC has submitted the following justifications for proposed Tariff increase: 

a) The Tariff for Cargo operations for DCSC Delhi were last revised in FY 2018-19 vide AERA 

Order no.15/2018-19 dated 16.08.2018. 

b) Since the last Tariff increase was given in FY2018-19 for Delhi, and referring to last two 
turbulent years DCSC has requested for an increase to compensate for inflation and to get returnon 
capital investments. Tariff proposed by DCSC for the Third Control Period was placed at 
Annexure-IV of Consultation Paper no. 13/2022-23 . 

7. 1.4	 The current and proposed Yield/MT propos~m,. SP in respect of the Third Control Period is as 
/T'";"'lffl"cfi f?lf, '
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Tablc-22: Ex ist ing ilnd 1)J'Oposcd Yie ld/ !VIT as pcr DCS C for th e Third Cont l"Ol Pcriod 

Particula rs 
FY 
2021-22* 

FY 
2022-23 

FY 
2023-24 

FY 
2024-25 

FY 
202526 

Average Demurrage Yield (Rs/MT) 2,306 2,306 2,306 2,306 2,306 

Average Operat ional Yield (Rs/MT) 9,626 9.626 9.626 9,626 9,626 
Tota l Yield (Rs/MT) 11,932 11,932 11,932 11,932 11,932 

Less: 
Reduction of Demurrage Yield (% age) 50% 60% 70% 70% 

Reduction of Demurrage Yield (Rs/MT) 1,1 53 1,384 1,614 1,614 

Yield/ MT at existing Tariff (A) (in Rs.) 11,932 10,779 10,548 10,318 10,318 

Y-0-Y increase in Yield (%) 38% 38% 38% 41% 

Y-0-Y increase in Yield (per MT) (B) 4,096 4,008 3921 4230 

YieldlMT proposed after Tariff 
Increase (C)=(A+B) (in Rs.) 

11,932 14,875 14,556 14239 14548 

"Actualfigures (is per AC'SforFY2021-22 

7.2	 Authority's Exa mina tion on ARR for the Third Control Period at CP stage 

7.2.1	 The Authority observed the submission of DCSC regarding the last Tariff increase given in FY2018

19. It was noteworthy that the Tariff for DCSC was last increased by 3% in FY2020-21 vide Order No. 

02/2020-21 and earlier for FY20 18-19 & FY20 19-20 by 25% and 20% respectively. 

7.2.2	 The Authority observed that the ISP had considered FRoR @ 19% for the purpose of calculation of 

Return on RAB (Regulatory Asset Base) and to arrive at present value of ARR and Present Value of 

Revenue (after Tariff increase). Whereas, the Authority, in case of all other ISPs providing services at 

various major airports had considered rate of Return on Investments @ 14%. Accordingly, in the case 

of DCSC also, the Authority proposed to consider FRoR @ 14% for the Third Control Period. 

7.2.3	 The Authority noted from the Table- I8 that the ISP had not taken the effect of increase of38% in Tariff 

Rates proposed in FY2022-23 on the revenue of subsequent Tariff years. Similar error had been 

observed in other Tariff years, wherein ISP had ignored the effect of increase in Tariff rates in previous 

years, while working out revenues for respective years (i.e. in FY 2023-24 and FY 2024-25), such errors 

were resulting in wrong computation of revenue after Tariff Increase. 

The Authority had discussed the abovementioned error with the ISP on number of occasions, however, 

the ISP had not submitted the rectified ARR computation. 

7.2.4	 The Authority from the ifable-19 observed that the ISP had proposed a drop of 50% in yield from 

demurrage revenue in FY2022-23 as compared to FY 2021-22. Similarly, ISP has considered a drop of 

60% and 70% in yield from demurrage in FY2023-24 and FY2024-25 respectively vis-a-vis base year 's 

(FY 2021 -22) demurrage yield. 
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Table-23: Reven ue (excluding revenue from AF S Cargo) at existing rates computed by th e 

Autho r ity for t he T hird Control Period at C P stage 

FY FY FY FY FY 
Pa rticulars 

2024-25 2025-26 202 1-22 2022-23 2023-24 

10,31810,779 10,548 10,318 Yield/ MT at ex isting Tari ff(in <') (a) 11,932 

Cargo Volume 
(Excluding AFS Cargo Volume) (Ref. 23548 1 203488 
Table-5) 
(in MT) (b) 

339454 342627 266133 

Revenue at Existing Tariff 
280.72 242.97 209.96405.04 369.32{c= (a*b)/ IOOOOOOO} (<' in Crores) 

7.2.5	 The Authority proposed 30% lower TSP . charges for AFS Cargo, including Perishable/ 

Pharmaceuticals/ Special! Valuable/ Hazardous Cargo etc., as compared to normal approved TSP 

charges applicable to "other than AFS Cargo" prevailing as on 30.09.2022 in respect of DCSC for the 

Third Control Period. 

7.2.6	 The Authority, based on the careful review & analysis of MYTP and considering the inputs provided 

by stakeholders on the aspects of AFS Cargo (Ref. Chapter-6) during the se ries of meetings held earlier 

in AERA office, proposed that AFS was needed to be incentivized by way of lower TSP rates so that 

AFS concept could be successfully operationalized in Delhi, as envisaged in the AFS policy document, 

2014. Accordingly, the Authority proposed 30% lower TSP charges (with respect to prevailing TSP 

chargesas on 30.09.2022) for AFS Cargo, including Perishable/ Pharmaceuticals/ Special! Valuable/ 

Hazardous Cargo etc. as on 30.09.2022 w.e.f. 01.01.2023 for International Export & Import Cargo 

originated from/destined to AFS as given below: 

Table-24: AFS Revenue proposed by the Authority for DCSC for the Third Control Period at 
CP stage 

FY FY FYFY 
TotalParticulars 

2025-26
 

AFS Tonnage (in MT) (A)
 

2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 

15190 15494 492253650 14892 

Genl. TSP Charges (Rs./ MT) (B) 
22202220 222 0 222 0 

AFS revenue (Rs.in Cr.) 
3.31 3.37 3.44 10.930.81

(C)= (A *B)/(10000000)
 

TSP charges/MT for AFS Cargo (30%
 
lower charges) proposed by the
 
Authority
 1554 1554 1554 1554
 

(Rs./ MT) (D)
 

Revenue from AFS Cargo after
 
considering 30% lower TSP charges
 
(Rs. in crores)
 2.41 7.650.57 2.31 2.36 

...-..... 
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7.2.7	 The Authori ty. based on its ana lysis on the various regulatory bu i lei ing blocks proposed the following 
ARR in respect of DC: SC for the Third Control Period: 

T able-2S: ARR p."oposed by the Aut hor ity ro." DCS C Delhi ro." the T hird Cont rol Period at 
CP stage 

(Rs, in Crore) 

Particulars 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024 -25 
FY 

2025-26 
Total 

Average RAB (Refer Table-13) 129.68 148.95 269.60 374.5 I 379.71 

Return on RAB @ [4% (A) 18.15 20.85 37.74 52.43 53.16 182.34 

O&M Expenses (B) (Refer Table 
18) 

122.33 140.46 158.12 178.17 200.94 800.02 

Concession Fees (C) 104.50 95.43 73.02 63 .30 54.79 39 1.04 
Depreciation (D) (Refer Table
13) 15.77 18.17 37.92 42.0 6 47.54 161.47 

Security Deposit 
(Refer Table-13) 

70.71 101.26 101.26 101.26 101.26 

Return on Securi ty Deposit (F) 
(Refer Ta ble-14) 

3.54 5.063 5.06 5.06 5.06 23.79 

Tax @ 34.944% (E) (Refer 
Tabl e-29) 

0.00 39.05 3.45 0.00 0.00 42.50 

Aggregate Revenue Requirement 
(A+B+C+D+E+F) = (G) 

264.30 319.02 315.32 341.02 361.49 1601.16 

Discoun t Rate @ 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 

PY Factor 1.14 1.00 0.88 0.77 0.67 

PVof ARR (G) 301.31 319.02 276.60 262.41 244.00 1403.33 

AFS Revenue with 30% lower 
TSP rates 
(Refer Table-24) 

0 0.57 2.31 2.36 2.41 7.65 

Revenue from Regulated 
Services at current Tariff rates 
(refer Table-23) 

405.04 369.32 280.72 242.97 209.96 1508.00 

% Tariff increase /decrease 
proposed 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Proposed Revenue without 
change in Tariff (Excluding 
Revenue from AFS) (H) 

405.04 369.32 280.72 242.97 209.96 1508.00 

AFS Revenue with 30% lower 
Tariff (I) 

0.00 0.57 2.31 2.36 2.41 7.65 

Total Revenue 
(1) = (H+I) 405.04 369.89 283.03 245.33 212.37 1515.65 

PV of T otal Revenue 461.74 369.89 248.27 188.77 143.3 4 1412.01 



from AFS Cargo. Further, at this stage, the quantitative impact of new Greenfield Airport at Jcwar 

(Noid a) International Airport on the Cargo business of IGI!\. . Delhi was also difficult to assess in a 

realistic manner. 

The Authority also noted that the Present Value (PV) of Revenues at current Tariffrates was more than 

PV of Aggregate Revenue Requirement (ARR) for the Third Control Period; considering the above, 

the Authority therefore proposed not to consider Tariff increasel decrease for DCSC at this juncture. 

7.2.10	 The Tariff Rates (prevailing on 31.03.2021), as approved by the Authority vide Order no. 02/2020-21 

dated 06.05.2020 for the Second Control Period, which had been extended by AERA, from time-to

time on ad-hoc basis, were proposed to continue up to the end ofFY 2024-25 (tariff year 4 of the Third 

Control Period). However, the Authority proposed to amend the prevai ling Tariff Rate Card for 

inclusion ofTSP & Other Charges applicable to AFS Cargo, w.e.f 01.01.2023 to 31.03.2025, as per 

Annexure-V of Consultation Paper no. 13/2022-23. 

7.2.11	 As regard to Annual Tariff Proposal (ATP) for FY 2025-26, the Authority, also proposed to review the 

actual figures of the Third Control Period up to FY 2024-25, including the impact of new Greenfield 

airport at Jewar (Noida) and AFS Cargo, as per the ACS to be submitted by the ISP. The Authority 

expected that by the end of FY 2024-25, there will be adequate data relating to Cargo Volumes and 

Revenue Yield which would help in determining ATP for FY202 5-26 in a realistic Manner. 

7.3	 Stakeholders' Comments on Consultation Paper regarding Tariff 

7.3. I	 SpiceJet's Com ments: SpiceJet has submitted its comments on Consultation Paper No. 13/2022-23 
w.r.t. Tariff increase, FRoR and ARR as follows: 

(a) Sir, you will appreciate that airlines which are the 'catalyst/for the global economy including the 
aviation sector, have been adversely impacted due to significant headwinds, including travel and 
fare restrictions during COVID-I 9, increase in prices of Aviation Turbine Fuel (ATF) and 
fluctuation inforeign exchange etc. 

While the airline operations showed an upward trend from December 2020, however the brutal 
second wave ofco VID-I 9 in March 2021 and subsequent emerging variants ofCOVID-I9, as well 
as the geo-political instability caused due to the Russian - Ukrainian conflict which have resulted 
in adverse impact on global supply-chains, increase in inflation, triggered increased interest rates, 
devaluation 0.1' Rupee, decrease in consumer spending as well as looming recession fears and job 
cuts have again impacted the operations to a certain extent and resultantly prolonged the process 
offinancial recovery. 

It appears as per the recent industry outlook reports issued by CAPA, airlines in India are estimated 
to make a loss ofapprox. USD 1.4-1.7 Billion in the currentfiscal year FY 23. It also appears from 
the industry reports that the trajjic recovery (number offlights and passengers) would take almost 
another one to three years jor airline operations to reach pre COVID-19 levels. In the current 
situation, airlines in India are staring at significant losses and with limitedfinancial supportfrom 
the Government, airlines are constrained to implement severe cost control measures to sustain their 
operations. On the other hand, the same report mentions that Indian airports are expected to report 
significant profits in the region 0.1' USD 420 million for the FY23. In the given circumstances, it is 
humbly submitted that it is imperative that AERA does not take any steps, including by way 0.1' 
approving the proposed high tariffs, during the Third Control Period, which would precipitate 
further adversefinancial impact on the airlines. 

_ ~.~ ....... .
In this regard, we appreciate AERA's pr2.p~'S -:'- · · · ,'~kt.~n4. Tariff Rates prevailing as on 31.03.2021 
to continue up to the end 0.[FY 2024-4'51.!j~ [ddi . n, '~~'itli[gested that since the subsequent control 
period (4t Control Period) wouldh .t:;, nenc .. ~ 'tly 7~ l 'ea.fter from FY 202 6-27, and as tariff 
determination process is a detailel/~a d tim ' ~ ~ 1S~ ~r'ocedure, it may be more practical to 
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extend the TariffRates prevailing as on 31.03.2021 to cont inue up to the end ofFt' 2025-26, and 
that afresh analysis he donefor the .Jthentire control perio d, given the uncertain scenario described 
above. 

(h) It is submitted that only a reasonable Fair Rate	 ofReturn (FRoR) to the service provider may be 
provided. It is observed that AERA has considered FRoR of l.J%, which is the net otincome tax 
return to the service provider, for the Third Control Period. Howe ver, while such fixe d/ assured 
return favors the serv ice provider, hut it creates an imbalance against the airlines, which are 
already sufferingfrom huge losses and are hearing the adverse financial impa ct through higher 
tariffs. 

Due to fixed/assured returns, service providers have no incentive to look for productivity 
improvement or ways of increasing ef ficiencies, take steps to reduce costs as they arefully covered 
for all costs plus their hefty returns. Such a scenario breeds inefjiciencies and higher costs, which 
are ultimately borne mostly by airlines. 

In the present scenario any assured return on investment to any services providers like DCSC, in 
excess of three (3) % (including those on past orders), i.e. being at par with bank fixed deposits 
(i.e., return on investment after the income tax), will he onerousfor the airlines. 

In view ofthe above, AERA is requested to kindly review the proposed return on RAB to the service 
providers like DCSC and requested to revise all the TariffOrders (including past orders) by 
capping the returns to a maximum ofthree (3) %. 

(c) We humbly request AE'RA to kindly consider our submission as mentioned above, and review the 
proposed tariffs in light of the same. It is in the interest of all the stakeholders not to implement 
unnecessary Capex and reduce Opex for efficiencies where possible. We request the Authority to 
extend the current tariff'S end ofFY 2025-26, and evaluate the situation in the consultation paper 
for the 4" control period, such that the ARR is reduced, thereby keeping thetariff low and thus 
encouraging middle class people to travel by air, which will help in sharp post CO VID-19 recovery. 

We hope that your good sell will positively consider the above recommendationslcomments as it 
will help in achieving the affordability and sustainability of the aviation sector including airlines, 
which is also outlined as a key objective in the National Civil Aviation Policy , 2016. 

7.3.2	 DACAAI's Comments: DACAAI has submitted its comments on Consultation Paper No. 13/2022
23 W.r.t. transparency on following aspects: 

(a). The mandated services for which TSP is charged by DCSC are deficient and in most cases not 
provided at all: 

AERA Order 18/2014-15 dated 23,12,2014/6.2.2015 in matter of DCSC 4th year of 1st control 
period, under 6,4(a) Specifies the elements of services and infrastructure charged under TSP for 
shipperlconsignee/agent are as under: 

Services 

a) Acceptance ofcargo , , Manpower is provided by user 

b) Weighment ofcargo : ,.,." """ " .. Manpower is provided by user 

c) Checking airworthiness ofcargo done by By DCSC 

d) Ojjloading ofRFC cargo from truck Manpower provided by user 

e) Delivery ofcargo on to the truck , Manpower provided by user 

Space 
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c) Weighing scales	 , Provided by DCSC 

d)	 huck maneuvering area and 01her facilit ies. Pro vided by DCS(' such as drinking water. 
washroom 

As user wefind that there is acute shortage ofmanpower and lack ofspace at the interimfacility. 
We still insist any levy ofcharges should start only when thefacility is comp lete and services are 
provided as mandated. 

(h)	 Simplification/rationalization of tariff with ease of collection by having a single reasonable 
terminal charge. Thefacility has 10 be transparent and userfriendly: 

DA CAA1 has made representationsfrom lime 10 lime, on the methodology oftermina I charges which 
is vel)' complicated with multiple head'); each head with minimum, inflating charges. Besides, all 
charges are paid 10 service provider in advance in PDAs. 

The terminal charges on domestic cargo on an average constitute approximately 20% ofthe air 
freight which is velY high making air cargo unviahle. Whereas, the government is working 10 

increase flights, offertng hugefltght space, working to reduce the logistics costs; the present tartff 
methodology is having opposite effect. AERA is, therefore, requested to decomplicate/rationalize 
the same for ease of calculation and fix one single, reasonable terminal handling charge pel' 
kilogram. 

(c)	 DCSC claims that the dwell lime has improved whereas DACAAlfeeis it has increased drastically : 
DACAA1has been voicing poor service quality at DCSC. increasedprocessing times for domest ic cargo. 
DACAA1 request for SLAs has not been implemented. 
Quote ..... AERA Order 18/2014-15 dated 23.12.2014/6.2.2015 in matter ofDCSC 4th year of1st control 
period. DCSC 's clarifications vide. letter dated 25.9.2014 to AERA ....... (e) DCSC clarified that while 
they have the SLA(s) with airlines however the same is not feasible with the customers. .. As DCSC 
maintains that the dwell times are good enough, DACAA1 would like DCSC to give authentic prooffor 
improvements brought by them in processing time 

(d) The report does not give the following information which is essentialfor transparency: 

i) Actual tonnage handled by DCSCJi'om 2010 to 2021-22;
 
ii) Actual year-wise investments made exclusively on domestic interim CUDCT;
 
iii) Actual revenues earned by DCSCJi'om 2010-2021-22 including rentals and other;
 
iv) Actual processing time ofinbound and outbound domestic cargo.
 

(e)	 Para 1.3.4 of CP - DCSC in its submission has proposed 38% increase in Tariff on Y-o-Y basis 
starting from FY 2022- 23 10 FY 2024-25 & 41% in FY 2025-26for Cargo Handling Services for 
the Third Control Period. 

DACAA1 View: DCSC has already been granted hefty hikes by AERA during the previous 12 years 
(para 1.2.1 of subject CP) which is detrimental to the trade; without additional investments or 
considering viability ofair cargo in spite of multi-fold increase in cargo volumes. Therefore, 
there is no justification for any further increase. In fact AERA may consider the terminal 
charges to be reduced considerably. 
For deficiency in service quality, AERA granted 15% rebate vide Order 16/2010-11 dated 
22.3.2011/24.3.2011. Since even up to 2022 the service quality remains same DACAA1 urges upon 
AERA to give appropriate reliefand rebate to take care ofuser 's interest. 

7.3.3 

Order no. 37/2022-23 

•rt,' , . ~ . .. , 
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In the absence 01" details of!he services/act ivit ic5, proposed to he provided/or 1('\:)1 of!his charge. 
the same may he rejected and deletedfrom the tariffchart. 

(h)	 The tari ffchart indicates levy ofDomestic Security handling charges exclusive ofX. Ray/physical 
examination on Agent/SI71}Jper/Airlines @ Rs 2'{J7per kg (Minimum rate Rs I65/-per A WB). In the 
absence ofdetails 0/ the services/activities. proposed to he providedfor levy ofthis charge. the 
same may be rej ected and deletedfront the tari ffchart. 

(c)	 Provision ofthe Mise charges has been made in the tariffchart for levy @ Rs 2.89 per kg (Minimum 
rate Rs 180 /- per A WE) and Rs 1854/- per AWE for Mise activities on city side on 
Agent/S'hipperl lonsignee/Airlines. In the absence ofdetails ofthe services/activities, proposed to 
be provided/or levy ofthese charges, the same may be rej ected and deletedfrom the tariffchart. 

(d) DCSC has proposed levy 0.1" 'detention charges' per day per kg along with Demurrage charges @Rs 
8.28 per kg on Import shipments, not cleared by the consignee within thefree period. 

Sin ce Demurrage charges is levied on the cargo lying with CTO beyond the 'Fee period' on per kg 
per day basis, the pwpose behind levy o.!- 'detention charges' is not understood. It is just the 
duplication of charges. It is recommended that only single charge, 'Detention' or 'Demurrage's 
charge be retained as per the earlier practice in vogue f or handling ofImport cargo beyond the 
'free period' by CTO at their Air cargo Terminal. 

(e)	 DCSC has proposed levy o.lTSP charges w.r.t subject cargo @ Rs 4.95 per kg (minimum ofRs 
4960 per A WE) for export cargo and Rs 1g.18 per kg (minimum ofRs 18184 per A WE) for import 
cargo. 
Since already TSP charges @ Rs 2.22 per kg (minimum Rs 173 per AWE) and Rs 9.84/- per kg 
(minimum Rs 496/- per AWE) has been proposed to be levied on import and export cargo 
respectively for General cargo, clarification is sought whether these TSP charges (on Special 
Cargo-Project/Heavy Cargo) are additional charges ORTSP charges for General cargo will not 
be levied on Special Cargo-Proj ect/Heavy Cargo. 

Earlier, vide AERA order No 22/2018-19, the heavy/project cargo was defined as cargo having 
gross weight/volumetric weight of 1MT and above, whereas, vide this said consultation paper, 
the weight benchmark' is 3MTfor the heavy/project cargo, thereby justifying the increase in 
subject charges/rom @ Rs 4.30 per kg (minimum ofRs 4301 per AWE) for export cargo and Rs 
15.77 per kg (minimum 0.1' Rs 15772 per AWE) for import cargo, approved by AERA vide Order
 
No 22/2018-19.
 
On receipt ofthe clarification, the comments /observations will be duly submitted.
 

(f)	 DCSC has proposed levy of Special Handling charges on export 'Pharma ' shipments for 
maintaining the product temperature, on request & Special Handling charges on export 'Pharma' 
shipments jar maintaining the product temperature on request) @ Rs 3306/- per pallet & Rs 248/
per AWE respectively on Agent/Shipper/Airlines. 

In this regard, it is informed that DCSC has already proposed to levy TSP charges @ Rs 
4.96 per kg (minimum Rs 447/- per AWE) on export Pharma shipments, which is almost 150%
 
more than the TSP charges leviable on General cargo.
 
These additional charges will be added burden on the shipper and will lead to avoidable
 
increase in the transportation cost ofthe pharma shipments.
 
Further, since CTO is charging special TSP for export pharma shipments, it is their
 
responsibility to ensure maintenance,.a.rf?f.,Zf i£!ripg of the requisite temperature for the pharma
 

I .A.,-<"'" ' 1,;-;"- . 

shipments. «: ~ "".~ . ' "
 
In view ofthe above, these speCht/if! rges 'eje ~{ }J Federation ofFreight forwarders
 
Association in India (FFFAI) a l!tn/ ly acc ' gly b "', imovedfrom the tariffchart.
 

>	 ~l ' ._, .~ ~ 

, '1· -. ' 
(g) Express services for handling D., 1t/ irt " ~; nt.s cI .y;ges, proposed to be levied by DCSC @ Rs 
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l1.671)er kg (minimum Rs 827/- per /lIYB OR 25% more than the 7~)'P rote/or the categor y ofthe 
cargo falls under. whichever is higher) are neither fe asible nor acceptable since AERA, while 
recommending the said charges. has not stipulated the type ofexpress services along with the time 
period stipulation, DCSC prol )oSeS to provide to its stakeholders . These charges. newly introduced 
by DCSC in this consultation paper. lacksjust ification and is accordingly rejected. 

(h) DC.')'(' has proposed levy of 'Sloroge charges ' as per the slab p eriod ofI () days on 'per kg' on 
Import shipments. 
Since Demurrage charges is levied on the cargo lying with CTO beyond the 'free period' on per kg 
per day basis, the purpose behind levy of 'Storage charges' is not understood. It is just the 
duplication of charges. It is recommended that only single charge, 'Detention', 'Storage' OR 
'Demurrage.' charge be retained as per the earlier practice in vogue for handling ofImport cargo 
beyond the Fee period' by eTO at their Air Cargo Terminal. 

(i)	 DCSC has proposed levy ofX roy charges and Demurrage charges on 'Withdraw shipments' @ 
Rs 2.04 per kg (minimum Rs 204/- per AWB) & Rs 2.33 per kg per day (minimum Rs 232/- per 
AWB) respectively, whereasfor normal export cargo these charges are Rs 1.90 per kg (minimum 
Rs 190/- per A WE) & Rs2.16 per kg per day (minimum Rs 216/- per day) respectively. 
The levy ofthe x-ray charges on 'withdraw' shipments is notjustified since there is no requirement 
ofx-ray screening for 'withdraw 'export shipments. 
In view ofthe above, these charges are rejected by FFFAI and may accordingly be removed from 
the tariffchart. 

(;) It is informed that DCSC is levying 'repacking charges' on those consignments (l0% of the 
packages) also which are cleared by the Customs under 'green channel' 0./RMS (Risk Management 
System) wherein there is no opening/closing of' the .packages as no examination is carried out by 
the Customs. 
AERA may consider insertion o.l 'foot note' indicating that 'repacking charges' to be levied 
on those packageis) only, opened physically by the CTO for Customs examination. 

(k) The tariffchart must stipulate the time periodfor each activity/service proposed to be provided by 
the DCSC. The tariff chart should also include penalty/discount in TSP/demurroge charges and 
other type of charges for any delay in processing/delively of cargo on the part of DCSC, to the 
consignee. This tariffchart shouldform the part ofthe SLA with the trade bodies/associations. 

(I) . On perusal ofthe said consultation paper, it is observed that DCSC has submittedplethora of 'other 
charges 'for handling ofboth domestic and international cargo in addition to the TSP/Demurrage 
charges. These charges, if approved by AERA, will lead to the confusion and avoidable duplication 
of the levy ofcharges, as already pointed out above. 

In order to have complete transparency ofthe levy ofcharges on handling ofboth international and 
domestic by the Cargo terminal Operator and avoid duplication in levy ofthe charges, FFFAI is of 
the opinion that Cargo Service Centre Pvt. Ltd. (DCSC) at Indira Gandhi International Airport 
(IGIA), Delhi ,may be advised to have a single "rate per kg" policyfor handling ofall type ofcargo 
for the levy on shippers/consigneeis which will include all gamut ofactivities/services required to 
be performed/provided for handling of both international (Export/import) and Domestic 
(inbound/outbound) cargo at their Cargo Terminal, irrespective ofnature/type ofcargo. This policy 
will avoid levy ofambiguous charges viz., Misc. charges/activities, Quick ramp transfer, customs 
facilitation fee, express delivery etc. 

The service standard of the Custodians has really come down instead of improving therefore no 
body can justify as to why the Rates shou/€Nli:.ir;;;;;~qs7.d, Infact considering the present the scenario 
of the kind ofservices being provided J#J.h -C-u. .i'f71h<;.,pt present, we would rather suggest that . .	 . ~ ;-~ . 

the rates infact should be reduced. /~ " III ... •	 • .	 {if . \ 

7.3.4 VA FA Comments: VAFA has SUbmi{tt its C~~..'.1' ~ its .1 ,. ~su l tat i on Paper No. 13/2022-23 W.r.t. 
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various charges as follows 
(a) "When the Perishable exporters industry is in the pro cess offincling itsfeet in glo bal market durin g 

the post Covid periodfor their products. subsidies in theform offreight redu ction and discounts in 
CTO cargo handling tariff chart was expected AERA while seeking comments from the various 
stakeholders on the consultation papers. " 

(h)	 ..While on the one hand, our members are having issuers) with the CTOs on non- maintenance of 
the cool chain while transporting/loading the perishables 0/1 Aircrafts, resulting in deterioration of 
the product quality, on the other hand, this hike in tariffby C'[Os has left our members aggrieved on 
the part ofAERA. " 

(c)	 Be/ore we submit our obser vations 0/1 the subject Consultation Paper, it Is reques ted that 
A ERA may include penal/deterrent action on C TOs in the AERA ordersfor non- maintenance 
ofthe cool chain, as desired by the exporters, so that quality deterioration is avoided, and our 
products are not rejected/returned back in the global market. 

(d) DCSC has proposed to levy the above charges @Rs 9.92/ - per kg (Rs 1654/- pel' A WE) leviable on . . .	 . 

Agent /Shipper /Consignee/Airline.
 
In the absence ofdetails of the services/activities, proposed to be providedfor levy of this charge,
 
the same may be rejected and deleted/rom the tariffchart.
 

(e)	 Levy of 'Documentation & Supervision Services' charges for handling Domestic 
(inbound/outbound) cargo. 
DCSC has proposed to levy the above charges @ Rs 2.4 7/ - per kg (minimum ofRs.200/- per AWB) 
for Special cargo (which Includes perishable cargo) leviable on Agent/Shipper/Consignee/Airline. 
In the absence ofdetails ofthe services/activities, proposed to be provided/or levy ofthis charge, 
the same may be rejected and deletedfrom the tariffchart. 

(f)	 The tariffchart indicates levy ofDomestic Security handling charges exclusive ofX- ray/physical 
examination on Agent/Shipper/Airlines @ Rs 2.07 per kg (Minimum rate Rs 165/- per AWB). In the 
absence 4 details of the ser vices/activities, proposed to be provided for levy of this charge, the 
same may be rejected and deletedfrom the tariffchart. 

(g) Provision ofthe Misc . charges has been made in the tariffchartfor levy @ Rs 2.89 per kg (Minimum 
rate Rs 180 / - per A WB) and Rs 1854/- per AWB for Misc. activities on city side on 
Agent/Shipper/Consignee/Airlines. In the absence ofdetails of the services/activities, proposed to 
be providedfor levy ofthese charges, the same may be rejected and deletedfrom the tariffchart. 

(h)	 DCSC has proposed levy ofX ray charges and Demurrage charges on 'Withdraw shipments" @ 
Rs 2.04 per kg (minimum Rs 204/- per AWB) & Rs 2.33 per kg per day (minimum Rs 232/- per 
AWE) respectively, whereas for normal export cargo these charges are Rs 1.90 per kg (minimum 
Rs 190/- per AWE) & Rs2.16 per kgper day (minimum Rs 216/- per day) respectively. 
The levy ofthe x-ray charges on 'withdraw' shipments is not justified since there is no requirement 
ofx-ray screeningfor 'withdraw 'export Shipments. 
In view ofthe above, these charges are rejected by our members and may accordingly be removed 
from the tariffchart. 

(i)	 Further, it is in/armed that DCSC Is levying 'repacking charges' on those consignments (10% of 
the packages) also which are cleared by the Customs under 'green channel' of RMS (Risk 
Management System) wherein there is no openinglclosing of the packages as no examination Is 
carried out by the Customs. AERA may consider Insertion of foot note' indicating that 'repacking 
charges ' to be levied on those packagets) only, opened physically by the CTO for Customs 
examination. ~~ 

/ .."",~rr; l i~f.h.(!» .
/ J:"'- -- . ')\~ " .~ 

. 0) Presently, the perishable cargo/gi l" x-rQ.}j,Jcre. '~'gpn d LEO at Domestic Airport ofDeparture, 
moving as dome stic bonded ctf1!? is '~~~~ x ra '~~cte e ned again at IGIA Airport (Airport for 
international departure) , leafi~~ to pa~!~t.~~ l{ble x ray charges for the single perishable 
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shipment i.e. , once at point oi domestic departure and another at the point of international
 
departure.
 
It is suggested that bondedperishable cargo. moving {IS 'Domestic to International " transshipment.
 
once x-rayed at Airport of'Domest ic Departure should not he subjected to 2nd X ray scree nings at
 
Airportfor internalional departure.
 

(k)	 The tariff chart must stipulate the tinte periodfor each activity/se rvice proposed to be provided by 
the DCSC. 711e tara!"chart should also include penalty/discount in TCP/demurrage charges and 
other type of charges for any delay in processing/delivery of cargo on the part of DCSC, to the 
consigne e. This tariffchart shouldform the part ofthe SLA with the VAFA- VEGE TABLES AND 
FRUITS EXPORTERS ASSOC01ATlON. 

(I)	 On perusal ofthe said consultation paper, it is observed that DCSC has submitted plethora of 'other 
charges "for handling ofboth domestic and International cargo in addition to the T..)'P/DelJ1urrage 
charges. These charges, Ifapproved by AERA, will lead to the confusion and avoidable duplication 
ofthe levy ofcharges, as already pointed out above. 

In order to have complete transparency ofthe levy ofcharges on handling ofboth international and 
domestic by the Cargo terminal Operator and avoid duplication in levy ofthe charges, FFFAI is of 
the opinion that Cargo Service Center Pvt. Ltd. (DCSC) at Indira Gandhi International Airport 
(IG1A), Delhi ,may be advised to have a single "rate per kg" policy fo r handling ofall type ofcargo 
for the levy on shippers/consigneets), which will include all gamut ofactivities/services required to 
be performed/provided for handling of both international (Export/Import) and Domestic 
(Inbound/outbound) cargo at their Cargo Terminal, irrespective ofnature/type ofcargo. This policy 
will avoid levy ofambiguous charges viz., Misc. charges/activities, Quick ramp transfer, customs 
facilitationfee, express delivery etc. 

(m) During andpost Covid 19 pandemic, Ministry ofCivil Aviation (MoCA) encouraged the movement 
ofperishable cargo with a subsidy of50% in freight charges through Air. 
However, as per the said consultation paper, it is observed that perishable cargo has been treated 
as a 'Special' cargo thereby levying TSP/ Demurrage charges much more than the General Cargo. 
On similar lines, keeping the MoCA initiative(s) in sight, AERA may consider 50% reduction in 
TSP/Demurrage and other charges, cargo in the tariffchartfor DCSCfor the growth C?fperishable. 

7.3.5	 DCSC Comments: DCSC has submitted its comments on Consultation Paper No. 13/2022-23 w.r.t. 
FRoR as follows . . . 

DCSC had proposed FRoR @ 19% for the purpose of calculation ofReturn on RAB in the Third 
Control Period. However, the Authority in Para 7.2.2 ofthe Consultation has proposed to consider 
FRoR at 14%. However, the Authority has failed to consider the debt and equity gearing proposed 
by DCSCfor the Third Control Period. 

AERA vide its Consultation Paper No. 14/2018-19 dated 16.08.2018 which was issued in respect 
ofAnnual TariffProposalfor FY 18, FY 19 & FY 21 C?fDCSC, determined FROR as 13.07%. 

As working ofFRoR of13.07% was not available with DCSC at that time, however, based on AERA 
CGF Guidelines, the cost of equity was back calculated as 16.39 % FY 18, FY 19 & FY 21 as 
mentioned in the below table: 

(Figures in Crs) 

Particulars FY16-17 

.Debt (mt f ~'~1?f \ :e. \I E: ~.~ ~ ~ '133.91 

FYI7
18 

72.87 

137.83 

FYI8
19 

74.34 

128.73 

FY19-20 

128.64 

115.33 

FY2()Total 
21 

546.90 
207.31 

615.30 
99.50 
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Particulars FY16-17 FYI 7- F YI 8FY19-20 F Y20Total 
18 19 21 

Total (' = (A +R) 
197.6.:/ 210.70 203.07 2.:/3.97 306.81 1,162.20 

Gearing (G) =(B/CJ 
67. 75% 65.-4 1% 63.39% .:/ 7. 27% 32..:/3% 

Cosl o] Equity (Ke) 
16.39% 16.39% 16.39% 16.39% 16.39% 

Cosl ofDebt (J(d) 
jO.27% 10.38% 10.38% 10.38% 10.37% 

Weighted Average Gearing 55.3% 
(WG) = (i s N 

(C *G)/'i'5r=IC/ 

FRoR = r(WG*Kv + 13.07% 
(l-WG)*Ke} 

Note : Ilbove mentioned data is based on the actual figures, 

The Authority while considering FROR of 14%for the Third Control Period hasfailed 10 consider 
thaI DCSC does not plan to incur any debt in the Third Control Period and shall befinancing the 
Capital Expenditure purely through Equity i.e., 19%. Considering that the cost ofdebt is nil, the 
rate ofreturn on equity should be considered as the FRoR even as per the formula provided in the 
Guidelines. 
In fact, the FRoR of 14% proposed by the Authority is lower that the Return ofEquity allowed by 
the Authority to DCSC in the Second Control Period. The Authority at the vel)! least should allow 
FRoR of16.39% in the Third Control Period in line with the Cost ofEquity allowedfor the Second 
Control Period as is demonstrated in the table below. 

Particulars FY21-22 FY22-23 FY23-24 FY24-25 FY25-26 Total 

Equity (A) 268.43 310.24 464.57 545.43 629.07 2,217.74 

Debt (B) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total C = (A+B) 268.43 310.24 464.57 545.43 629.07 2,217. 74 
Gearing (G) =(B/C) 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Cost ofEquity (Ke) 16.39% 16.39% 16.39% 16.39% 16.39% 

Cost ofDebt (Kd) 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Weighted Average 0.00% 
Gearing 
(WG) = {I5 1'=1 

(C*G)IJ:51'=IC) 

FRoR = r(WG*K£V + 16.39% 
{l-WG)*Ke} 

7.4	 DCSC's response on the comments ofthe Stakeholders 

7.4.1	 Response to SpiceJet: DCSC in its response to the comments of SpiceJet regarding Tariff increase 

has submitted that: 

(a)	 All business operations in entire world business operations suffered because of Covid pandemic 
and no one was spared by it. But it is a well-known fact that during Covid period air cargo was the 
mainstay of the aviation industry. In fact, the aviation industry did exceedingly well in cargo 
operations during Covid period than t~d in pre-Covid period. It will not be out ofthe place to 
mention here that airlines acrossJl!..{ ijiO,;Jrii'1fr5ased the air-freight rates, even upto 4-5 times the 
normal rates, during Covid perj'('{tFd .tne-u~it;:~i us t demand: Thefreight rates continue. to be 
on the ~igher level than the nf ulJi 's..t :A\., king extraordinary profit out ofthe air cargo 

operations. ; !t .r: ; ( ~: '. 
i .;~. 'h '; ) . ' , 
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Spice.let 's contention while quoting some unknown CA PA reports that airlines in India are 
est imated to make ({ loss ofapp ro x . L /,~'D 1.4-1. 7 Billion in the currentfiscal y ear F? 23 and it will 
take almost one to three yearsfor airline op erations to reach pre covid levels is patently wrong. We 
wish to draw your attent ion to a report dated Feb 16. 2022 which states "Spice.let turns profitable 
after 7 quarters ... .. (Please see attached press cl ip). We also wish to draw your attention to the 
press clip in Indian Transport and Logist ic News ofJuly 1, 202 1 which says "Spice.let reports cargo 
revenue ofRs. 1,11 7 Cr , profit ofRs 130 Cr in FY21 .. (Please see attached press clip). Bothe these 
press clips expose thefalse contention ofSpice.Iet that they are reeling under afinancial str ess. 
It is a common knowledge that the whole world is hit by the inflation and the costs have increased 
for all. DCSC is no exception as costs have increasedfor D 'S also. Surprisingly Spice.Jet expects 
us to subsidize their operations. This is ironical in as much as we all know that sky rocketing tickets 
prices that airlines are currently charging due to high demandfrom passengers ' demand that has 
nearly come hack to normal levels. 
The justification oftariff increase for DCSC is given in the numerous pages of the Consultation 
Paper and it is based on merits ofits case, established regulations and guidelines. The increase in 
tariffis not arbitrary but is based on certain well laid out procedures. 
DCSC is a service provider who must invest in infrastructure to provide best services to its 
customers. It is imperative that DCSC invests in expanding and creating cargo handlingfacility so 
that it is not only in position to deliver best services but also ready with expanded capacity to answer 
the rising demand and growth. In other words, DCSC needs to be ready for providing adequate 
services to its customers at any time and be able to answer the need ofgrowing cargo volumes. 
For this DCSC should have adequate revenue inflows and yield. It is imp erative for DCSC to have 
sustainable revenues so that it can continue offering good services and at the same time be ready 
for meeting the growing demand ofthe users. 
The justification ofincrease in tariffis abundantly provided in Consultation Paper to which SpiceJet 
has not commented but instead made a generic statement requesting to extend Tariff Rates 
prevailing as on 31.03.2021 to continue up to the end ofFY 2024-25. 

(b) Consideration	 of return on RAE is well established and is in accordance with the regulations. 
SpiceJet has at many places referred to the hit that aviation industry has received due to Covid. It 
is stated here that Covid affected all industries adversely. While all affe cted industries took 
appropriate steps to rehabilitate themselves Spice.let, on the contrary, expects to rehabilitate itself 
at our expense. It is their own responsibility to rehabilitate themselves rather than seek 
rehabilitation at our cost. 
Further, based on the justification and clarification made above it is clear that the comments made 
by Spice.let are baseless and to be ignore. 
We request you to dismiss the comments ofthe Spice.let Limited and issue the TariffOrderfor Third 
Control Period infavor ofDCSC with the increase in tariffas sought by DCSC. 

7.4.2	 Response to DACAAI: DCSC in its response to the comments of DACAAI regarding transparency 

on various aspects has submitted that: 

(a)	 Our charges are determined in accordance with the principles laid down in CGF Guideline 2011. 

Our charges are transparent for all services that we render to the customer. Our services are as 

per the contract with our customers and contracts contain a detailed description of services and 

SLAs. 



dock (~I'D CSC. Till the time bargaining ofairfreight price is not finalized by the shipper. it is not 

known to DCSC that the said cargo IFill he hooked with which airlines. Hence. this activity ofthe 

bargaining after bringing cargo at DCS'C truck dock not only create a hurdle in cargo handling to 

DCSC hut also block the space oftruck docks . Ajterfinalization ofthe m rgo booking to respect ive 

airlines D('SC startsfurther activities/or acceptance. screening ofthe cargo, 

For purpose 0.1' better understanding. the prerequisites of conducting Rel/{OJfor Carriage (RFC) 
check by DCS . is as under: 

i) The cargo should be prebooked with the airline. 

ii) The airline should issue a Carting Order/or the booked cargo. 

iii) On the basis ofthe Carting Order the cargo agent should book the slot with the Cargo Terminal 

Operator, 

iv)	 After booking the slot the cargo agent should make the Cargo Terminal charges. 

v) The agent should bring the cargo at allocated slot along with the AWB issued by the airline. 

vi) The above AWB should capture the correct number of pieces and exact weight of the 

consignment. 

vii) The cargo 'should be accompanied by the Security Declaration by the agent. 

viii) Such cargo should be properly labeled and special instructions (in any) should be pasted on 

the consignment packages. 

ix) The cargo tendered should be pre-weighed and properly counted and such details should be 

properly captured in the AWB. 

Only after meeting the above conditions the respective cargo should be unloadedfrom truck and 

the same can be presented to DCSC conducting Readyfor Carriage (RFC) check. 

It is regretted that none ofthe cargo agents bring cargo in aforesaid manner. On the contrary they 

bring cargo terminal in completely un-organized manner and start organizing their cargo right on 

Cargo Terminal premises itself. This practice creates a huge hurdle in smooth operation of the 

terminalfor which cargo agents are to be squarely blamed. 

We have raised this matter with DACAAI on number 0./ occasions to persuade their members to 

bring cargo in Readyfor Carriage (RFC) mode but DACCAI reluctance to carry out any changes 

is causing hardship in the smooth functioning ofcargo handling by DCSC. 

But despite ofall these shortcomings, DCSC is performing its duty evelY day and night in the most 

efficient way and to our best practices domestic cargo volumes handled by us at ourfacility at IGI 

Airport Delhi are growing. 

We hereby reject the comments ofDACAAI made in this context as it is incorrect and without any 
substance 

(b)	 DCSC tariffsheet contains description ofelement ofservices and corresponding charges for such 

services. While some ofthe services are necessary in the course ofhandling cargo there are services 

that are optional for the users. Because some services are pertaining to certain type ofcargo. And 

tariffis charged in accordance the type ofthe cargo. In other words DCSC tariffchart is not only 

a table of tariff but also description of the services that enables a user to pick a service The 

exhaustive description of service~lr~he users a complete transparency about the 

services rendered and charge ~;v~ ~\ 

It is so stated that DCSC chmi { "". b" non' t\~us users Istakeholders depending upon the 

nature 0./ contract and nature\1~ )rV1C ) . ra~~ j) } 
• 1j';~ \ lIio.-;::foP:,t '.!ll f · 
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However, it is emphasized that there is no duplication ofthe charges on the users as users pay 

onlyfor the services rendered. A "single rote per kg" po licy will not let the custo mer know what 

he is paying for and in this levy he may payfor services not cont racted. Adoption ofsuch procedure 

is strongl y opposed as it is neither in the interest ofthe user not in the interest ofservice provider . 

(c)	 We wish to state that ourterminal is most efficient terminal with the least connecting and delivery 

times across the country. This is the reason why Domestic cargo volumes handled by us at our 

facility at IGI Airport Delhi are growing. Besides dwell time is also monitored by Airport Operator 

(DIAL) in its monthly meeting. In that meeting it was observed that our dwell time is decrease and 

throughput has been increasedfrom last few years. DA "AAI also has not bringing any case (d' 
delay in processing ofthe cargo till date to us and we are surprised that they have brought this 

issue here without even raising this issue in anyforum. 

(d) It is stated that we have submitted all the necessary information to the Authority, including that 

was sought by the Authority time to time and that was necessaryfor the pili/Jose ofdetermination 

oftarifffor MYTP application/or the 3rd Control Period. All the relevant information is mentioned 

Consultation Paper issued by AERA. 

(e)	 DCSC has invested heavily invested into creating its Domestic cargo infrastructure at Delhi 

Airport. DCSC takes pride in the fact that it operates the largest Domestic Cargo Terminal in the 

country. Domestic Cargo Terminal is built on approx. 5000 SqM ofarea and hasfull access to the 

air side. The DCSC Domestic Cargo Terminal at IGI airport is a double story building which has 

31 truck docks on city side and has 12 Dual View X-ray machines for screening of cargo. The 

relevant details are mentioned in the MYTP application for determination of tariffproposal for 

DCSCjor 3rd Control Period. 

Our charges are determined in accordance with the principle laid down CGF guideline 2011. Our 
charges are transparent for all services that we render to the customer. Our services are as per the 
contract with our customers and contract contains a details description ofservices and SLAs. 
We request you to dismiss the comments ofthe DACAAI and issue the Tarifforderfor Third Control 
Period in favour ofDCSC at the earliest with the increase in tariffas sought by DCSC. 

7.4.3	 Response to FFFAI, DCBA and ACAAI: DCSC in its response to the comments ofFFFAI, DCBA 

and ACAAI regarding various charges has submitted that: 

(a) Documentation & Supervision Services are charges optional in nature. These charges are levied 
only in the case if any airline wants to use our resources for documentation and supervision. This 
charge for the services are bonafide jar the service rendered and have been in the existence in the 
past Tariff Orders as well. FFFAI, DCBA and ACAAI suggestion that the said charges may be 
rejected and deleted from the tariff chart is not based on the correct understanding of the service 
that we provide to the customers on their demand. 

(b) Security Handling Charges	 are based on the security screening protocols as mandated by the 
Bureau ofCivil Aviation Security (BCAS). Based on airlines request physical examination may be 
waived in some consignmeni. In such case a lower charge ofRs.2. 07 per kg is applicable instead of 
charge of Rs.3. 72 per kg. In no case both charges (Inclusive I Exclusive) can be applied 
simultaneously. The idea behind a lower rate is to give benefit to the customer. This charge for the 
services are bonafide for the service rendered and have been in the existence in the past Tariff 
Orders as well. FFFAI, DCBA and ACAAI suggestion that the said charges may be rejected and 
deletedfrom the tariffchart is not based on the correct understanding ofthe service that we provide 
to the customers on their demand. 

(c) 



services does not become (/ bottleneckfor the provision ofsuch service s. This chargefor the service 
is bonafide [or the service rendered and has been in the ex istence in past TariffOrders as well. 
FFFAl. DCllA and ACAAl suggestion that the said charges I/UI)' be rejected and deletedfront the 
tariffchart is not based on the correct understanding ofthe service that we provide to the customers 
on their demand. 

(d) Detent ion and Demurrage charg es are mentioned in the charging head of" 'ourier Services " and 
these charges are different in nature as supported by the comments below: 

a) Ifthe consignee is unable to take delivery ofthe shipment on account ofdetention ofconsignment 
by the authority i.e Customs, then the charges are levied under the head "Detention charges ". 
b) However, ifa consignee voluntarily/ails to take the delivery ofthe consignment then the charges 
are levied under the head "Demurrage charges ". 
It is evident from above that the above charges are mutually exclusive in nature and the above
mentioned charges cannot be levied simultaneously 0/1 the same shipment. Therefore, it is not a 
duplication ofcharges. 

(e) Levy ofTSP charges w.r.t subject cargo @ Rs 4.95per kg (minimum ofRs 4960 per AWB}.lor export 
cargo and Rs 18.18 per kg (minimum ofRs 18,184/- per A WE) for import cargo are applicable for 
Project / Heavy cargo where special handling is required. This charge is only applicable on the 
Project /Heavy cargo not on the other normal shipment. The definition ofProject /Heavy cargo is 
mentioned in our existing Tariff Order as well. 
Definition ofSpecial (Project/Heavy Cargo) in AERA order No.22/2018-19 is mentioned as under: 
"Special (Project /Heavy Cargo) are such cargo which requires/have special handling/storage 
instruction. lt also include heavy cargo in which any single individual piece having gross weight or 
volume weight is 3 ton or above" 
Further, we would like to state that only one charge is applicable on any shipment based on the 
nature ofthe cargo. In other words, if the TSP charges w.r.t subject cargo @Rs 4.95per kg is levied 
than the T..'JP ofRs.2.22 per kg is not applicable on the same piece ofCargo. 

(I) The Charge "Special Handling (Pharmaceutical to maintain product temperature on request) is an 
optional service, not a compulsory service. This is an additional charge which is levied only in cases 
where the customer asks for special handling (special pallet built up) to cover the consignment so 
that product temperature is maintained. Kindly note that in our cold chain infrastructure we 
maintain the temperature of the environment but if there is a request where the shipper asks for 
maintaining the temperature ofthe product andfor which special pallet built up is required. 
This charge for the services is bonafide for the services rendered and has been in the existence in 
the past Tariff Order as well. As such FFFAI, DCBA and ACAAlsuggestion that the said charges 
may be removedfrom the tariff chart is not based on the correct understanding ofthe service that 
we provide to the customers on their demand. 

(g) The charge of "Express Services" is an optional service, not a compulsory service. It is applicable . 
only on the demand/request of the customer. In this service, the customer is not served as per his 
number in the queue but is J;1Gde to jump the queue and be served ahead ofthe general queue. 
This charge for the services is bonafide for the services rendered and has been in the existence in 
the past Tariff Order as well. As such FFFAI, DCBA and ACAAI statement that the said charges 
lackjustification & are accordingly rejected is not based on the correct understanding ofthe service 
that we provide to the customers on their demand. 

(h) "Storage Charges" is afacility given to the importer to avoid heavy damages. In case an importer 
wants to store goods after clearance from Custom Authorities in order to let him store in our 
warehouse, we offer him an option t ' 'ift«) I' warehouse at a charge which is applicable for a 
block of10 days and is economic~ . 'U') • n no case, it is a duplication ofcharges. 

/~ :~.~ 

(i) In normal export process a shil le tis tr ' 'rred ~.in city side to air side ~hrough X-Ray machine. 
X-Ray machine determines th~ ~ ntents . 'cured slier the BCAS norms. The passage for cargo 

J ~ _ .~ . 
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from city side to oil' side is only through X-my machine and through the screening process. In case 
(/ situation warrants the cargo to come backfrom air side to city side as the Author ities (Be AS, 
Customs, C1SFj require the consignment to be brought out through the Xsray machine and 
screening process. Then. this charge is applied. This charge [or the services are bonafide for the 
service rendered and has been in the ex istence in the past Tari ffOrders as well. 

As per FFF>Il's suggestion that the said charges may be rej ected is not based on the correct 
understanding ofthe service that we provide to the customers on their demand. 

(j)	 DCSC applies such cha rges only on such consignment/packets that are opened by the Customs 
officialfor examination. DCSC does not apply such charges on such shipment which are not opened 
by the Customs officials for examination. It is explained that DCSCfoliow a principle of levying 
chargesfor the activities rendered. 

(k)	 DCSC ent ers into a detailed contract with its customers. Such contracts are based on lA TA Standard 
Ground Handling Agreement (S GHA) which prescribes the service level and service elements. The 
service level or level defaults in services are dealt with adequately in the contracts. As such, there 
is already a service-level default safeguard buill into the contracts. 

(I)	 DCSC tariffsheet contains description ofelement ofservices and corresponding charges for such 
services. While some ofthe services are necessary in the course ofhandling cargo there are services 
that are optionalfor the users. Because some services are pertaining to certa in type ofcargo. And 
tariff is charged in accordance the type ofthe cargo. In another words DCSC tariffchart is not only 
a table of tariff but also description of the services that enables a user to pick a service The 
exhaustive description of services also provides the users a complete transparency about the 
services rendered and charge levied. 

It is so stated that DCSC charges can be levied on various users /stakeholders depending upon the 
nature ofcontract and nature ofservice contracted. 

However, it is emphasized that there is no duplication ofthe charges on the users as users pay only 
for the services rendered. A "single rate per kg" policy will not let the customer know what he is 
paying for and in this levy he may pay for services not contracled. Adoption ofsuch procedure is 
strongly opposed as if is neither in the interest ofthe user not in the interest ofservice provider. 
We request you to dismiss the comments ofFFFAI, DCBA and A CAAI and issue the Tarifforderfor 
Third Control Period in favour of DCSC at the earliest with the increase in tariff as sought by 
DCSC. 

7.4.4	 Response to VAFA : DCSC in its response to the comments of VAFA regarding various charges has 

submitted that: 

(a)	 VAFA Fresh Vegetables & Fruits Exporters Association's contention is 10 seek subsidies and 
discounts. However, AERA 's consultation on MYTP is based on soundprinciples mentioned in GCF 
Guidelines. It is common knowledge that eVe1)) industry suffered because ofthe COVID pandemic. 
It is imperative for the industries to bounce back again in the post-COVID era on the strength of 
the economic recovery. As such to expect one industry to subsidize another industry is unjustified 
and unfair. 

(b) The scope of the present Consultation Paper is to seek comments on the MYTP from various 
stakeholders. VAFA has complained that the so called "non-maintenance of the cool chain while 
transporting /loading the perishable on Airc!:E[ts, resulting in deterioration of the product, on the 
other hand, this hike in tariffby CT~1;(4itR;~~mbers aggrieved on the part ofAERA ". It is 
pointed out here that transportaliop~~' .. , rJlJ)'?o is not in the scope ofthe Cargo Terminal 
Operator (CTO). II falls in the st qp of tl un 1i~~ndling Agency (GHA) . As per the cooling 
facility & cold chain infrastrucllv'j df DCS once '1!d we take pride in the fact that we have the 
country 's best cold chain infra.it~ 'lure. . av .vel' come across even one complaint from 
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VAFA, on this account sofar. 

(c) Provision ofcold chainfor cargoforms on esse ntial part o] our infrastructure . As such providing 
cool chain service s are an esse ntial part ofa business contract with our customers. Such contracts 
are governed by minimum Service Level Agreements (SLA). Any breach ofSl.As with a customer is 
duly covered in the contract. 

(d) DI)Jlee Checklist service is provided under Acceptance "Checklist/or DiY Ice (Carbon Dioxide, 
Solid) as prescribed in the lATA Dangerous Good s' Regulation, Edition 63 (?j' 2022" 
DI)J Ice Checklist is a function that is required by some carriers. It is an optional service, not a 
COJJ1pulsOJy ser vice. This chargefor the services are bonafidefor the service rendered and has been 
in the existence in the past tarifforder as well. As such VAFA 's suggestion that the same may be 
rejected or deleted is not based on the correct understanding of the service that we provide to the 
customers on their demand. 

(e) Documentation & Supervision Services are charges optional in nature. These charges are levied 
only in the case ifany airline wants to use our resourcesfor documentation and supervision. This 
charge jar the services are bonafide for the service rendered and have been in the existence in the 
past Tariff Orders as well. As per VAFA 's suggestion that the same may be rejected or deleted is 
not based on the correct understanding of the service that we provide to the customers on their 
demand. 

(f)	 Security Handling Charges are based on the security screening protocols as mandated by the 
Bureau ofCivil Aviation Security (BCAS). Based on airlines request physical examination may be 
waived in some consignment. In such case a lower charge of Rs.2.07 per kg is applicable instead 
of charge of Rs.3 .72 per kg. In no case both charges (Inclusive / Exclusive) can be applied 
simultaneously. The idea behind a lower rate is to give benefit to the customer. This charge jar the 
services are bonafide for the service rendered and have been in the existence in the past Tariff 
Orders as well. As per VAFA 's suggestion that the same may be rejected or deleted is not based on 
the correct understanding ofthe service that we provide to the customers on their demand. 

(g)	 Our business is a regulated business in as much as the tarifffor each service element is determined 
by a process by AERA. However, as is applicable to any other business customers' requirements of 
service evolve over time and there are afew activities that may not be contemplated under the Tariff 
Order when it was determined. In order to enable such service a residual service head under the 

. name ofMiscellaneous Charges is mentioned in the tariffso that the absence oftarifffor unforeseen 
services does not become a bottleneckfor the provision ofsuch services. This charge for the service 
is bonafide for the service rendered and has been in the existence in past Tariff Orders as well. 
VAFA's suggestion that the same may be rejected or deleted is not based on the correct 
understanding ofthe service that we provide to the customers on their demand. 

(h) In normal exportprocess a shipmentis transferredfrom city side to air side through XRay machine. 
X-Ray machine determines the contents is secured as per the BCAS norms. The passage for cargo 
from city side to air side is only through X-ray machine and through the screening process, In case 
a situation warrants the cargo to come back from air side to city side as the Authorities (BCAS, 
Customs, CISF) require the consignment to be brought out through the X-ray machine and 
screening process. Then , this charge is applied. This charge for the services are bonafide for the 
service rendered and has been in the existence in the past Tariff Orders as well . As per VAFA 's 
suggestion that the same may be rejected is not based on the correct understanding ofthe service 
that we provides to the customers on their demand. 

~. 

(i)	 DCSC applies such charges only on such consign~ ~ 31 ' ' j " S' that are opened by the Customs 
officialfor examination. DCSC does not apply '/ $ chal: ol fu,rk shipments which are not 
opened by the Customs officialsfor examinatio " t s exp I the ~~SC follows a principle of 
levying charges only for the services rendered. t ~ J 
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(j)	 Screening ofdomestic and International Transhipment cargo 01 1G1 airport is done under BCAS 
regula I ion. DCSC is duly bound 10 follow Ihe regulations laid down by Ihe A uthorit ies. DCSC 
pro vides services with in the ambit ofsuch regulation and chargesfor the services rendered This 
chargeforthe services are bonafidefor the services rendered and has been in the existence in the 
past Tarifforders as well. 

(k)	 J) 'SC enters into a detail ed contract with its customers. Such contracts are based on lA TA 
Standard Ground Handling Agreement (,~GHA) which pre scribes the service level and service 
elements. The service level or level defaults in services are dealt with adequately in the contracts. 
As such, there is already a service-level defaults sa feguard built in the contracts. 

(I)	 DCSC tariffsheet contains description ofe lement ofservices and corresponding charges/or such 
services. While some of the services are necess{//y in the course of handling cargo, there are 
services that are optional for the users. Because some services are pertaining to certain type of 
cargo and tariffis charged in accordance the type ofthe cargo. In another words' DCSC tariffchart 
is nut only a table (?ftar{[(but also description ofthe services that enables a user tu pick a service 
The exhaustive description of services also provides the users with complete transparency about 
the services rendered and charges levied. 
It is so stated that DCSC charges can be levied on various users /sta keholders depending upon the 
nature ofcontract and nature ofservice contracted. 
However, it is emphasized that there is not duplication ofthe charges on the users as users pay only 
for the services received. A "single rate per kg" policy will not let the customer know what he is 
paying jar and in this way he may pay for services not contracted. Adoption ofsuch procedure is 
strongly opposed as it is neither in the interest ofthe user not in the interest ofservice provider. 

(m) DCSC tariffchart defines Special Cargo as under: 

a) Pharma Items
 
b) Live Animals
 
c) Hazardous /Dangerous Goods
 
d) Valuable / Vulnerable Goods
 
e) Perishable
 
.f) Newspaper and TV reel Consignment 

It	 is seen from the description. of the Special cargo that it is one that requires special 
handling/storage infrastructure. Perishable cargo requires temperature controlfor which has to be 
handled in our cold room. This calls for a mandatory controlled temperature environment for the 
perishable cargo and thus warrants special handling in a specially control environment. 
VAFA's reason for the recommendation of a 50% reduction is motivated by the desire to seek 
subsidiesfor perishable goods. It is suggested that VAFA shouldpropose to the relevant government 
agenciesfor seeking incentives/subsidies for encouraging the movement ofperishable cargo. DCSC 
charges for special cargo are bona fide charges and leviedfor the service rendered. Besides such 
charges have been existing in the previous Tariff Orders as well. 

We request you dismiss the comments of the VAFA Fresh Vegetables & Fruits Exporters 
Association and issue the Tariff order for the Third Control Period in favor of DCSC with the 
increase in tariffas sought by DCSC. 

7.5	 Authority's analysis regarding ARR for DCSC in respect of the Third Control Period: 

7.5.1	 The Authority notes the comments of Mis SpiceJet on the FRoR proposed by the Authority for DCSC 
and ISP's response thereon. The Authorit 1eS r~J!t~.-::it. is not practically feasible to restrict FRoR for 
Service Providers at the level of Bank's ~tlr l'FD~!l.~p d 3 to 5%), as suggested by the stakeholder. 
The Authority is of the view that any :::~pl -i~~we s\tj'~ss , like Civil Aviation, requires investment 
with a long-term perspective, an .~ ch s~n~lo, ir 'it tors require adequate return on equity 
commensurate with cost of inve s i ts an .frJtes t risks. Therefore, following the AERA's 

~. .-11 ' 
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consistent regulatory approach for ISPs. the Authority has computed FRoR. considering cost of equity 
@ 14%, and decid es to adopt FRoR for DCSC as proposed by the Authority at consul tation stage. 

Further, with respect to the extension of Tariff prevailing as on 31.03 .2021 till FY 2024-25. to have the 
actual numbers with regard to the co mmencement o f Jewar Airport and the impact of AFS Cargo 
volume to further refin e the ATP for the FY 2025-2 6, based on the submission of ACS made by the ISP 
for the sa id per iod. 

7.5.2	 The Authority notes the comments ofDACAAI relating to Tariff for various Cargo Handli ng Services 
and response of D 'SC ther eon. It is observed that the charges are determined in accordance with the 
principles laid down in CGF Guideline 20 II. The charges are transparent for the servi ces provid ed by 
the ISP to the customer. Further, the servi ces provided are as pCI' the contract between the cu stomers & 
the ISP and these contain detailed description of services and Service Level Agreements (SLAs). The 
Authority finds the justifications provided by the ISP appropriate in this regard. 

Further, w.r.t. ' s ing le reasonable terminal charge' it is noteworthy that the Tariff structure contains 
description of element ofservices and corresponding charges for such services. The "sing le rate per kg" 
policy may not let the customer know what he is paying and they may end up paying for the services 
which are not contracted in the SLA. The Authority finds the response provided by the ISP reasonable. 

As regard to other suggestions made by DACAAI in the summary of its comments, the Authority notes 
that the ISP in its counter submission has adequately responded in detail to the points raised by 
DACAAI. (ref. para 7.2.13) 

7.5 .3	 The Authority notes the comments of FFFAI, DCBA, ACAAI and VA FA relating to Tariff for various 
Cargo Handling Services such as: ' Documentation and Supervision charges ', ' Domestic Security 
handling charges exclusive of X-ray', 'Provision for Misc. charges', 'X-ray charges and demurrage 
charges on withdrawn shipments' , 'repacking charges ' , ' other charges ' , and ' pena lty/ discount in 
TSP/demurrage ' and response of DCSC thereon. It is to be noted that Documentation & Supervision 
Service and charges thereof are optional in nature. These charges are levied only in the case any airline 
wants to use resources for documentation and supervision. Security Handling Charges are based on the 
security screening protocols as mandated by the Bureau of Civil Aviation Security (BCAS). 

Further, 'Miscellaneous Charges ' are specific in nature and are to be provided on the demand of users. 
In order to enable such service a residual service head under the name of Miscellaneous Charges is 
mentioned in the tariff so that the absence of tariff for unforeseen services does not become a bottleneck 
for the provision of such services. It is not possible to list each and every service in the Tariff card and 
hence provi sion for unforeseen services is of practical use in such cases. The Authority notes that DCSC 
in its counter submission has adequately responded to the Stakeholder comments. (ref. para 7.2.14) 

7.5.4	 The Authority notes the comments of FFFAI, DCBA and ACAAI relating to Tariff for various Cargo 
Handling Services such as 'detention charges ' , "TSP charges', and 'Special handling for pharma 
shipments', ' express services 'and 'Storage charges' and response of DCSC thereon. The Authority 
notes that the ISP has adequately addressed the concerns of the Stakeholders regarding the application 
of these charges applicable to the end users. (ref. para 7.4.3) 

7.5.5	 On VAFA's comments regarding huge difference in TSP charges relating to Perishable Cargo and 
General Cargo , it is to be pointed out that commodity wise handling requirement is as per general 
industry practice and specifically by respective Airline who transports the cargo. Cargo handling 
requirements for different type of Cargo are different, and even the infrastructure & facility required 
also vary. In case of Perishable Cargo, dedicated temperature-controlled storage units are required , and 
accordingly, the necessary infrastructure is required . 

7.5.6 

7.5.7 



X-ray screening of Export Cargo. 

7.5 .8	 As per the information availabl e with AI~RA , the Min istry of C ivil Avi ation has not provided any 
incentive/subsidy for the movement of perishable cargo to address the ovid impact on Cargo Se cto r. 
specifically havin g an impa ct in Cargo movemen t at IGI A. Delhi . Th ere fore, such subm ission o f the 
Stakeho lder has no merit. 

7 .5.9	 The Authority observes from the comment of the ISP that it has proposed FRoR c 16.39% for the 

purpose of ca lculat ion of Return on RAB (Regulatory Asset Base) and to arrive at present value of 

ARR and Present Value of Revenue (a fter Tariff increase). Whereas, the Authori ty, in case of all other 

ISPs providing se rvices atvarious major airports has con sidered rate of Return on Investments @ 14%. 

Accordingly , in the cascof DCSC also, the Authority decides to consider FRoR @ 14% for the T hird 

Control Period, affirming as proposed during Consultation stage . 

7.5 .10	 The Authority, after considering the relevant factors as discussed in previous chapter, has recomputed the 

revenue at existing Tari 1'1' as follows: 

T ublc-26: Revenu e (excludi ng Revenue from AFS Cargo) at existing rates computed by the 
Authority for the Third Control Period 

Particulars FY 
2021-22 

FY 
2022-23 

FY 
2023-24 

}?Y 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 

Yield/ MT at existing Tariff (in ~) (a) 
11,932 10,779 10,548 10,318 10,318 

.Cargo Volume 
(Excluding AFS Cargo Volume) 
(Ref. Table-6) (in MT) 
(b) 

339454 342627 266133 217463 203488 

Revenue at Existing Tariff 
{c= (a*b)/lOOOOOOO} (~in Crores) 

405.04 369.32 280.72 224.38 209.96 

7.5.11 In view of the elaborate consultation process and comments made by the Stakeholders thereon , the 

Authority decides to consider onetime Tariff increase @2% w.e.f 16.01.2023 for the Third Control period. 

Further, the Authority, based on the ACS for FY2023-24 and FY 2024-25 will review in detail the Cargo 

Volume and its allied impact OIl each component of the regulatory building block , and appropriate decision 

in this regard will be taken for the last Tariff Year (FY 2025-26) of the Third Control Period. 

7.5.12 The Authority, based on its analysis on the various regulatory building blocks has recomputed the Aggregate 

Revenue Requirement in respect of DCSC for the Third Control Period as given below: 

Table-27: ARR considered by the Authority for DCSC Delhi for the Third Control Period 

(Amount in Crore) 

Particulars 
FY 

2021-22 

FY23 Up 
to Dec
2022 

FY23 
Jan
March 

FY 
2023
24 

FY 
2024-25 

FY 
2025-26 Total 

Average RAB 
(Refer Table-13) 

129.68 148.95 148.95 269.60 374.51 379.71 

Return on RAB @ 14% 
(A) 

18.15 15.64 5.21 37 .74 52.43 53.16 182.34 

' . ~~ 

O&M Expenses (B) 
(Refer Table 19) 

Concession Fees (C) 
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I'll rticulars 
FY 
2021-22 

FY23 Up 
to Dec
2022 

FY23 
Jan-
Marc h 

FY 
2023
24 

FY 
2024-25 

FY 
2025-26 

Total 

161.47
Depreciation (D) 
(Refer Table-13) 

15.7741 13.63 4.54 37.92 42.07 47 .54 

Security Deposit 70.89 101.26 101 .26 101 .26 101.26 101.26 0 

Return on Security 
Deposit 
(ref. Ta ble- 15) ( E) 

3.55 3.80 1.27 5.06 5.06 5.06 23.80 

Ta x @ 34.944% (F) 
(Refer Tab le-30) 

0.00 29.17 10.17 4.08 0.00 0.00 43.43 

Aggregate Revenue 
Requirement 
(A+B+C+D+E+F) = (G) 

264.30 239.05 81.28 319.81 340.15 365 .76 1610.34 

Discount Ratc @ 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 

PY Factor 1.14 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.77 0.67 

PVARR 301.31 239.05 81.28 280.53 261.73 246.87 1410.77 

AFS Revenue at current 
Tariff (Refer Tabl e 24) 

0 0 0.57 2.3 I 2.36 2.41 7.65 

Revenue from regulated 
Services at current 
Tariff rates 
(refer Ta ble-26 ) 

405.04 276.99 92.33 280.72 224.38 209.96 1489.41 

PY of Revenue at 
existing Tariff rates 

461.74 276.99 92 .90 248.27 174.47 143.34 1397.71 

% Tariff Increase 0.00 0.00 2.00 % 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Projected Revenue after 
Tariff increase 
(Exclud ing Revenue 
from AFS) 

405.04 276 .99 94.18 286.33 228.87 214.16 1505.56 

Projected AFS Revenue 
after Tariff increase 

0.00 0.00 0.58 2.36 2.41 2.46 7.80 

Total Revenue 405.04 276.99 94 .75 288.69 231.27 216.61 1513.36 

PV of Total Revenue 461.74 276.99 94.75 253.24 177.96 146.21 1410.89 

7.5.14	 The ISP has conducted the Stakeholders' meeting on 02.11.2022, however, the Authority directs the ISP to 

call the meeting of the Stakeholders again and explain to them, in detail on the issues raised by them 

and allay their concerns. 

7.6	 Authority's Decisions regarding Aggregate Revenue Requirement for the Third Control Period 

7.6.1 

7.6.2 



CHAPT ER-8: PROFIT ABILIT Y STATI',MI~NT FOR DCSC IN RESPECT O F T hird 
CONTROL P ERIO D 

8.1	 The profitability workings submitted by DC SC 

8.1.1	 The profitability statement submitted by DCSC for the Third Control Period is given in the table below: 

Tablc-28: Profitability Statement submitted by DCSC for the Third Control Period 

(Rs. in Crore 

Pa rticulars 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY FY 

2024-25 2025-26 · 

Revenue 
Revenue From Regulated Servic es 405.02 305 .76 409.97 483 .92 527.16 
Revenue From Other Than Regulated 
Servic es 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Operation & Maintenance 
Expenditure 
Pay Roll Costs 45.92 52.8 1 60.73 69.84 80.31 
Administrative & General Expenses 62.44 71.59 78.92 87.09 96.21 
Repair & Maintenance Expenditure 6.96 8.01 9.21 10.59 12.18 
Uti Iities Expenses 7.00 8.05 9.25 10.64 12.24 
Concession Fees 103.39 78.88 105.77 124.85 136.01 
Earnings before depreciation, 
interest and taxation (EBDIT) 179.30 86.41 146.09 180.91 190.22 
(3) = (1) - (2) 
Depreciation And Amortization 15.77 18.1 3 37.74 41.87 47.31 
Earnings Before Interest and 
Taxation (EBIT) 

163.53 68.29 108.34 139.04 142.91 

Total Interest and Finance Charges 7.82 4.09 4.09 4.09 4.09 
Profit/ (Loss) before tax 155.71 64.20 104.25 134.95 138.82 

Provision for Tax (5.41) 22 .43 36.43 47.16 48.51 

Profit/Il.oss) after tax 161.12 41.76 67.82 87.79 90.31 

8.2	 Authority's examination on Profitability for the Third Control Period at CP stage 

8.2.1	 The Authority notes that the ISP is charging tax @ 34.944% on the net profit and the Authority proposes 
to consider same rate for its own computation of Profitability Statement for the ISP 

8.2.2	 The Authority, from the Table-23 observes that, while calculating the profitability for the FY 2021-22 

the ISP has taken the Revenue as per Annual Compliance Statement (ACS), whereas, for the rest of the 

Tariff years of the Third Control Period (from FY202 2-23 to FY 2025-26) the ISP has considered 

"ARR" instead of "Revenue after Tariff increase" of respective years in the Revenue column of Form 

F3 (Profitability Statement). The Authority sought clarification from the DCSC on the above erroneous 

computation of Revenue (after Tariff increase) in profitability statement. The DCSC in its response 

vide letter dated 14.09.2022 submitted t~~~~...~how n in form F3 is same as "ARR" as indicated 

in ARR computation table for the T1}4~01 1 ,, · '~Jt,c f. Table-I 8). 

8.2.3	 The ~uthority, based on reVie~ t~ . " ulat '%~~\ ild i<fariOlI ng blocks, including Cargo Volumes 
:P'. . r:'"i1'{J t ... .••, ""'~.iJ" :: I 
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projections. and. after considering ARR computation for DCS C as discussed in the previous chapters, 

has co mputed the Profi tabi li ty for the ISP for the Third .ontro l Per iod as shown below: 

Ta ble -29: P rofita bility Sta teme nts prop osed by A uthority for DCSC Delhi for th e T hird Control 
Period at CP stage 

(Rs. in Crorc) 

Pa rticulars 
FY 

2021-22~: 

FY 
2022-23 

FY 
2023-24 

FY 
2024-25 

FY 
202 5-26 

Total 

Revenue From Regulated 
Services (refer Tabl e-25 ) 

405.04 369.32 280.72 242 .97 209.96 1508.00 

Revenue From AFS 
(refer Table-25) 

0.00 0.57 2.3 1 2 .36 2 .4 1 7.65 

Total Revenue (A) 405.04 369.89 283 .03 245.33 212.37 1515.65 

Pay Roll Costs 45 .92 . 52 .81 60.73 69.84 80.31 309.61 

Administrative & General 
Expenses 

62.44 71.59 78.92 87.09 96.21 396.26 

Repair & Maintenance 
. Expenditure 

6.96 8.01 9.21 10.59 12.18 46.95 

Uti Iities Expenses 7.00 8.051 9 .25 10.64 12.24 47.18 

Concession Fees 104.50 95.43 73.02 63.30 54.79 391.04 

Total Operation & 
Maintenance 
Expenditure (B) 
(Refer Table-18) 

226.82 235.89 231.14 241.46 255.73 1191.03 

Earnings before 
depreciation, interest and 
taxation (EBDIT) (C) = 
(A) - (B) 

178.21 134.00 51.90 3.87 -43.36 324.62 

Depreciation And 
Amortization 
(refer Table-13) 

15.77 18.17 37.92 42.07 47.54 161.47 

Earn ings Before Interest 
and Taxation (EBIT) 

162.44 115.83 13.97 -38.19 -90.90 163.14 

Total Interest and Finance 
Charges 

7.82 4.09 4.09 4.09 4.09 24.18 

Profit! (Loss) before tax 154.62 111.74 9.88 -42.28 -94.99 138.96 

Provision for Tax 0.00 39 .05 3.45 0.00 0.00 42.50 

Proflt/tf.oss) after tax 154.62 72.69 6.43 -42.28 -94.99 96.46 

*As per Annual Compliance Statement (ACS) 

8.2.4 

8.2.5 
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airport wi II take some time to deve lop market for its Cargo Busin ess. The Authority has sou ght 

comments from the Stakeholde rs on the aspect of antic ipated drop in Cargo Volumes for the Third 

Contro l Period as assumed by the ISP. 

However, as per the ISP, the Ca rgo Volumes during the next Control Period are expected to be buoyant 

(after recovering from the adverse impact of Covid), which in turn is expected to improve overall 

profitability for the ISP. As per the profitability stat ement indicated above, DCSC is expec ted to earn 

reasonable Profit after Tax (PAT) of { 96.46 crores (Rs 191.45 crore from FY 202 1-22 to fY 2024-25) 

of the Third Control Period. 

8.2.6	 The Authority advises DCSC to optimize its overall O&M expenses to improve effic iency in its 

operations in the overall interest of all the Stakeholders. 

8.3	 Stakeholders' Comment on Consultation Paper regarding Profitability Statement: 

No input/ comments were received from any of the Stakeholders regarding profitability statement for 
the Third Control Period. Therefore, the Authority decides the Profitability statement as per Table-30 
given below for the Third Control Period. 

8.4	 Authority's analysis regarding Profitability for DCSC in respect of the Third Con trol Period: 

8.4.1	 The Authority, based on review of various regulatory building blocks, including Cargo Volumes 

projections, and, after considering ARR computation for DCSC as discussed in the previous chapters, 

has computed the Profitability for the ISP for the Third Control Period as shown below: 

Table -30: Profitability Statements considered by Autho ri ty for DCSC Delhi for the Th ird 
Control Period 

Rs. in Cro re 

Particulars FY FY FY FY FY Total 
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Revenue From Regulated 
Services 405.04 371.16 286.33 228.87 214.16 1505.56 
(refer Tabfe-27) 
Revenue From AFS 
(refer Table-27) 

0.00 0.58 2.36 2.41 2.46 7.80 

Revenue (A) 405.04 371.74 288.69 231.27 216.61 1513.36 

Pay Roll Costs 45.92 53.21 62.57 71.95 82.74 316.39 

Administrative & General 62.44 71.59 78.92 87.09 96.21 396.25 
Expenses 
Repair & Maintenance 
Expenditure 

6.96 8.13 9.77 11.23 12.92 49.01 

Utilities 
(Electricity) Expen ses 7.00 8.05 9.25 10.64 12.24 47.18 

Concession Fees 104.50 95.91 74.48 59.67 55.89 390.45 
Operation & Maintenance 
Expenditure (B) 226.82 236.89 234.99 240.58 259.99 1199.28 
(refer Table-19) 
Earnings before 
depreciation, interest and 
taxation (EBOIT) (C) = (A) 
(B) 

1m~04l1 ~~~ 
/'~ ~-~ 

..., 

... -, 
~"" ~ ' . 

53.70 -9.31 -43.38 314.08 

~, .1 .fid·1 
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Pa rticu lars I'Y 
2021-22 

FY 
2022 -23 

FY 
2023-24 

FY 
2024-25 

FY 
2025-26 

Total 

Depreciation And 
Amortization 
(refer Table- 13) 

15.77 18.17 37.92 42.07 47.54 161047 

Earnings Before Interest 
And Taxation (EBIT) 

162045 116.68 15.78 -51.38 -90.92 152.61 

Total Interest and Finance 
Charges 

7.82 4.09 4.09 4.09 4.09 24.18 

Profit! (Loss) before tax 154.63 112.59 It .69 -5504 7 -95.0 I 128043 

Provision for Tax 0.00 39.34 4.08 0.00 0.00 43043 

Profit/fLoss) after tax 154.63 . 73.25 7.61 -55.47 -95.01 85.00 

RA.2	 As noted at consultation stage ( refer para 8.204), the Authority notes that last two tariff years of the 

Third Control Period are showing negative profitability for the lSI' and the same is mainly due to 
increased depreciation on account of capitalization proposed during later part of the Control Period. 

8.5	 Authority's decision regarding Profitability Statement 

Based on the material before it and based on its analysis, the Authority decides the following regarding 

profitability for the Third Control Period: 

8.5.1	 To consider Revenue, OPEX and Profitability for the Third Control Period as per Table- 30 
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C HAPTER-9: SUM MARY OF AUT HORITY 's DECISIONS 

The Authority. after careful consideration o f the MYTP for the Third Control Period and taking into accounts 

comments / views of the stakeho lders makes the following decisions: 

Chapter Pa ra Summary of Authority' s Decisions 
Page 
No. 

Chapter 2 2 .5. \ 
The Cargo Handling Servi ces provided by DCSC at IGIA, Delhi for the 

Third Contro l Period is deemed 'Material but Competitive '. Therefore, the 

Authority adopts 'Light Touch Approach' for the determination of the Tariff 

for the 3rd Control Period. 

15 

Chapter 3 3.6.1 To consider Cargo Volumetric Projections for DCSC at IGIA Delhi for the 

Third Control Period as per Table-S . 
26 

Chapter 4 

4.9.[ To consider Additions to RAB (CAPEX), Depreciation and Average RAB 

as per Table-I 3 for the Third Control Period. 
46 

4.9.2 To consider Security Deposit and return on Security Deposit as per Table-IS 

for the Third Control Period. 

Chapter 5 5.6.1 To consider the O&M Expenditure for the Third Control Period as given in 

Table-I 9. 

-
55 

Chapter 6 6.8.1 

Based on the material before it and its analysis, the Authority proposes 30% 

lower TSP charges for AFS Cargo, including Perishable/ Pharmaceuticals/ 

Special! Valuable/ Hazardous Cargo etc., as compared to normal approved 

TSP charges applicable to other than AFS Cargo, for the Third Control 

Period 

71 

7.6 .1 To consider the ARR for the Third Control Period as per Table-27. 

93Chapter 7 7.6.2 
To consider ATP for FY2025-26 based on review of ACS of the Third 

Control Period up to FY2024-25 

Chapter 8 8.5.1 
To consider Revenue, OPEX and Profitability for the Third Control Period as 

per Table-30 
97 
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C HAPTER 10: ORDER 

Upon careful consideration or the material before it. the Authority, in exerc ise of powers conferred by 
Section 13(I) (a) of the Airport Economic Regulatory Authority of India Act, 2008. hereby orders that: 

(i)	 The services relating to argo Handling being provided by Mis Delhi Cargo Service Center Pvt. 
Ltd. (DCSC) at Indira Gandhi International Airport, Delhi is deemed "Material but Competitive". 
Therefore, the Authority decides to adopt ' Light Touch Approach ' for determination of Tariff for 
the Third Control Period (FY 202 1-22 to FY 2025-26). 

(ii)	 Mis DCSC is allowed to levy the Tariff for Cargo Handling Services for the Third Control Period 
(FY2021-22 to FY 2025-26) with effect from 16.01.2023 up to 31.03.2025 as per Annexure-I. 

(iii) The Authority decides that Annual Tariff Proposal for FY 2025-26 (Tariff year 5) will be finalized 
after review of actual figures as per ACS to be submitted by DCSC for first four Tariff Years of 
the third Control Period (FY 202 1-22 to FY 2024-25). 

(iv) Tariff determined hereinunder is the maximum Tariff to be charged. No other charge is to be 
levied over and above the approved Tariff rates. 

(v)	 The Tariff rates approved hereinunder are excluding of all applicable taxes. 

(vi) The Airport Operator shall ensure compliance of this Order. 

By the Order of and in the Name of the 

(Col Manu Sooden) 
Secretary 

To, 
Shri Avinash Razdan, Chief Executive Officer 
Delhi Cargo Service Center Pvt. Ltd., 
Cargo Terminal 2, Gate No.6, Air Cargo Complex, 

·IGI Airport, New Delhi- 110037 

Copy for information to: 

I.	 Secretary, Ministry of Civil Aviation, Rajiv Gandhi Bhawan, Safdarjung Airport, New Delhi-l 10003 

2.	 Shri K. Narayana Rao, Director, DIAL, New Udaan Bhavan, Opp. Terminal 3, IGIA, Delhi, New
 
Delhi - 110037.
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ANNEXURE-I 

APPROVED TARIFF FOR CARGO HANDLING SERVICES IN RESPECT OF DCSC AT IGIA, DELHI
 

FOR THE THIRD CONTROL PERIOD (FY 2021-22 to FY 2025-26)
 

Revised Tariff Rates will be effective from 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025
 

I. DOMESTIC
 

Description 
Tariff 

(w.e.f, 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025) Levied on 

Domestic Outbound Cargo Terminal Storage and Processing Rate in Rupees per Minimum rate 
Charges Kilogram Rupees per AWB 

1) General Cargo 1.44 84.66 Agen t IShipper 

2) Special Cargo 3.38 168.3 Agent (Shipper 

Domestic Outbound Cargo Demurrage Charges 
Per Day 

Per Day IPerKg 
-

I Age nt (Shipper 1) General Cargo 1.68 84.66 

2) Special Cargo 3.79 84.66 I Agent (Shipper 

Domestic Inbound Cargo Terminal Storage AndProcessing 
ICharges 

1) General Cargo 1.26 84.66 Agen t (Consignee 

2) Special Cargo 3.04 168.30 Agent (Consignee 

Domestic Inbound Cargo Demurrage Charges 

beyond free period and up to 
1.68 84.66 

Agent /Consignee/ 
4 days Airline 

1) General Cargo 
beyond 4 days __ 2.54 84.66 

Agen t (Consignee/ 

./':..." ~=;.- ....... Airline 

beyond free period and uPtol ,? . ~~.:" Age nt /Consignee/ 
84.66

2) Special Cargo ~\ Airl ine days I~ .at~ . "!'- . \, 

§ WAY K"'i 
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Description 

Domestic Outbound Cargo Terminal Storage and Processing 
Charges 

I beyond 4 days 

Domestic Outbound Cargo Handling Charges 

I) General Cargo . 

2) Special Cargo 

Domestic Inbound Cargo Handling Charges 

I) General Cargo 

2) Special Cargo 

Domestic Cargo Handling for Transfer 
I) General Cargo 

2) Special Cargo 

Documentation & Supervision Services 

I) General Cargo 

2) Special Cargo 

Domestic Outbound Cargo Handling-full handling inclusive of 
document handling and data management 

I) General Cargo 

2) Special Cargo 

Domestic Inbound Cargo Handling-fnll bandling incl~ .Ti''', 
document handling and data management ~"'/ -

~ ..... 
I ) General Cargo Iff ~~ 

~ ( i'~ ;> •.jl:,l 

~ ~ ~~V' ll"'...., .•'r.:l 

Tariff 
(w.e.f. 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025) 

Rate in Rupees per Minimum rate 
Kilogram Rupees per AWB 

5.91 84 .66 

1.86 . 84 .66 

2.95 183.60 

1.68 84.66 

2.61 183.6 

2.26 0 

2.26 o . 

2.52 90 .78 

2.52 204 

2.54 422.28 

3.55 612 

c-, 
1'>0 . .......' h'; ...,:. ... 

~ . , 
\ "~ 2.26 422.28:::

tVf '·;)i.I " 

I 

I 

Levied on 

Agent IConsigneel 
Airl ine 

Air line 

Airline 

Airline 

Airl ine 

Airline 

Airli ne 

Agent /Shipper/Consignce 
IAirline 

Agent /Shipper/Consignce 
IAirline 

Airl ine 

Airline 

Airline 
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Description 
Tariff 

(w.e.f, 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025) Levied on 

Domestic Outbound Cargo Terminal Storage and Processing Rate in Rupees per Minimum rate 
Charges Kilogram Rupees per AWB 

2) Special Cargo 3.38 612 Airline 

Domestic Security Handling 

If Inclusive of X-Ray/Physical Examination 3.79 422.28 Agent IShipper/A irline 

If Exclusive ofX-RaylPhysical Examination 2.11 168.3 Agent IShipperlAir line 

Other Charges 

50% of 

Handling of Shipper Build ULD or handling of fullULD for 
Applicable N.A Agent IShipper/Consignee 

delivery to Consignee-per kg 
Handling /A irline 
Charges 

Miscellaneous Charges (None of the above)-(maximum tariff @ per 

I 2.95 183.6 
Agent IShipper/Consignee 

kg and minimum charge @ per A WB) IA irline 

DRY Ice checklist Charges-per AWB 10.12 N.A. Agent IShipper/Consignee 
IAirline 

DGR Acceptance fee-per AWB 2023.68 N.A. Agent IShipper/Consignee 
IAir line 

Live Animal Acceptance Check and delivery-per A WB 1686.06 N.A. Agent /Shipper/Consignee 
/Airline 

Valuable & Vulnerable escort service to and fro aircraftto terminal-per 
1075.08 N.A. Ag ent IShipperiCons ignee 

A.WB IA irl ine 

DGR-fee, in case shipment above 20 pieces-peradditional unit 84.66 N.A. 
Agent IShipper/Consignee 

IAirline 
".. _ t""~ ~-..... _ 

"' v-:/ ' 
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3. Charges will be on the "gross weight" or the "chargeable weight" of consignm ent, whichever is higher. Wherever the	 "gross weight" andtor) volume 
weight is wrongly indicated on the AWB and is actually found more, charges will be levied on the "actual gross weigh!" or the "actual volumetr ic 
weight" whichever is higher. 

4-, Special cargo consists ofperishable and temperature sensitive products, pharm a, live animals. hazardous/Dangerous goo ds. Newspaper& TV Reel 
Consignments, Human remains and unaccompanied baggage ofdeceased, any other valuable and/or any other such cargo which requ ires/have special 
handl ing/s torage instructions. 

5. Valuable cargo consists	 of gold, bullion, currency notes, securities, shares, share coupons, traveler 's cheque. diamonds (including diam onds of 
industrial use), diamondjewelry & watches made ofsilver, gold, platinum and items valued at USD 1000 per kg & above. 

6. Penal chargesjor mis-declaration ofweight 

% Variation in weight except valuable cargo 

Up to 2 % NIL 
2 - 5 % 200% 
6 -10 % 300% 
Above 10% 500% 

7.	 For demurrage, free period shall be 24 hoursfrom the time ofarrival ofcargo. Demurrage will be calculated f or the period beginningfromthe expiry of 
free period till the time ofissue of Gate Pass. Demurrage will be charged on number ofdays. For this purpose. 24 hours or any part thereof' will he 
counted as one day. 

8. For the purpose ofcalculation ofdemurrage charges;free period shall be as p er the Govt. of India's Order i ssued in th is regard.from timeto time. 
9. All invoices will be rounded of[to nearest Rs. 5. As per lATA Tact Rule book Clause - 5. 7.2, roun ding of[procedure, when roundingfor Example: 

When the results ofcalculations are between / 
and 

Rounded off amount 
will be 

102.5  107.4 105 

107.5-112.4 110 

10. For special Cargo consisting ofperishable & temperature sensitive products the TSP charges f or special cargo will only be app licable if temp erature 
control facility is made ava ilable otherwise general cargo tariffwill be appliedfor such products. 

11. In case ofinbound cargo, demurrage will be applicable in case the segregation of inbound cargo is not completed due to airlinefault. 
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II. INTERNATIONAL
 

TariffSI. No. Description 
(w.e.f. 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025) 

Rate in Rupees per Minimum rate 
Levied onEXPORT CARGOA. Kilogram Rupees per AWB 

Terminal, Storage and Processing Charges
AI. 

(Other than AFS Cargo) 

Agent/
AI.l General 2.26 176.46 I Shipper
 
A1.2
 Special Cargo I 

Agent/
a. Pharma items 455.945.06 

Shipper 
Agent!

b) Live Animals 4.05 354.96 
Shipper 
Agent!

c) Hazardous/ Dangerous Goods 4.05 354.96 I	 Shipper 
Agent/

4.05 354.96d) Valuable /VulnerabJe Goods I	 Shipper 
Agent/

455. 94e) 5.06Perishable I	 Shipper 
Agent!

4.05 354.96Newspaper and TV reel consignmentsf) I Shipper 

Human remains, Coffin including unaccompanied baggageof NANILNILg) 
Deceased and Human Eyes etc. 

Terminal, Storage and Processing Charges (For AFS Cargo)A1.3 
123.421.58 AFS OperatorGeneralA 1.3.1 

Special CarzoAl.3.2 .---
~~,,~~:2'~~ Z'i .i;:-. 319.263.54 AFS Operator 

b) 
a) Pharrna items	 /-.... ...., '. 

248.88. . 2.84 AFS OperatorLive Animals I~/ ...""'~:
{ffl " , 248.882.84 AFS Operatorc) Hazardous/ Dangerous Goods . ...... ..... f ":A". ;. 
'i I • tv ~ f 
\ ~~\ lliolr~,,~ J ,f.;'f 
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Tariff . SI. No. Description 
(w.e.f, 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025) 

Rate in Rupees per Minimum rate 
Levied onEXPORT CARGOA. Rupees per AWBKilogram 

2.84d) Valuable /Vulnerable Goods 24.8.88 I AFS Ope rator 

e) 3.54 319.26Perishable AFS Operator 
f) 2.84 248.88Newspaper and TV reel consignments AFS Operator 

Human remains, Coffin including unaccompanied baggageof
g) N IL NIL NA

Deceased and Human Eyes etc . I 
X-Ray CharzesA2. I 

1.94X-Ray Machine charges (City side) 193.8 I Agent/Shipper 
X-Ray Machine: charges ( Air side) 

A2.l 
1.94 397.8 I Airl ine
 

A2.2
 X-Ray Certification charges (City side) 3.38 337.62 I A gent/Shinner 

X-Ray Certification charges ( Air side) 397.83.38 Airline
 
A2.3
 337.623.38 Agent/Sh ipper 

Certification for Dangerous zoodst Air side) 
Certification for Dangerous zoodstCitv side) 

3.38 397.8 Airline 
Demurrage Charges-Export Cargo

A3. 
(See Note 6)
 

A3.!
 2.20 Agent/Shipper 
General (Air side) 

220.32General (City side) 
2.54 Airline
 

A3.2
 
N.A. 

Special Cargo (See Note 6)
 
Pharma items (City side)
 Agent/Shipper5.7 570.18 

a) 
4.22 N.A. Air line 

Live Animals(City side) 
Pharrna items (Air side) 

570.18 Azent/Shipoer5.7 
b) 

4.22 Air line 
Hazardous/ Dangerous Goods/City side) 

N.A.Live Animals(Air side) 
570.18 Age nt/Shipper5.7 

c) 
4.22 N.A. I A irline 

ValuableNulnerable GoodstCitv side) 
Hazardous/ Dangerous Goods( Air side) 

570.18 I Agent/Sh ipper5.70
d) 10.12 N.A. Air line 

PerishablerCitv side) ~~~~"">-. 

Valuable /Vulnerable Goods(Air side) 
Agent/Shi pper570.185.70 

e) Z 4 y;" - 'I7i, N.A.4.22 AirlinePerishable( Air side) ' ......' \~.. """'""" "'..... 
570. 18 

r;'
. 

5.70(t~ Agent/Sh ipper 

f) 
Newspaper and TV reel consignments(City Sid(f'/ .!fI1!-" 

N.A.4.22 AirlineNewspaper and TV reel consignments( Air sid~:i1 :.~~ I i 
\ ~ I Page 105 of 119 
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SI. No. 

A. 

Description 

EXPORT CARGO 

Tariff 
(w.e.f. 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025) 

Rate in Rupees per Minimum rate 
Kilogram Rupees per AWB 

Levied on 

g) 
- Human remains, Coffin including unaccompanied 
baggage of Deceased and Human Eyes etc. 

N IL NIL 
I 

NA 

A4. Cargo Handling Charges 

A4 
Palletization/ Containerization/ Unitization/ StuffingCharges 

A4.1 
A4.2 

a. 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 

General 
Special Cargo 
- Pharma items 
- Live Animals 
- Hazardous/ Dangerous Goods 
- Valuable/Vulnerable Goods 
- Perishable 
- Newspaper and TV reel consignments 

3.55 

4.22 
4.22 
4.22 
4.22 
4.22 
4.22 

1686.06 

1686.06 
1686.06 
1686.06 
1686.06 
1686.06 
1686.06 

Airline 

Airline 
Airline 
Airline 
Airline 
Airline 
Airline 

g) 
Human remains, Coffin including unaccompanied 
baggage of Deceased and Human Eyes etc. 

NIL NIL NA 

AS. Documentation Charges I 
A.5.1 Cargo Documentation Charges for Manifesting etc. 2.52 N.A. Airline 

A6. 

A6.1 

Consolidation Fee 

HAWB charges (Consolidation) 
..~;;:~. ~ ~. -. ~ -, -0. 

" 

N.A. 

I 
1260.72 

Agent/Shipper/ 
Airline 

.c- . ; . 
~ 

~.. :( 
~ 

;.,

'. 

l ~ 
~ 
~ ) 
~ 
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SI. No. Description Tariff 
(w.e.f, 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2 025) 

IMPORT CARGO Rates in Rupees per Minimum rate 
Levied On B. Kilogram Rupees per AW B 

B1. 
Terminal, Storage and Processing Charges 
(Other than AFS Cargo) 

B 1.1 General 10.04 505.92 Age nt/Consignee 
B1.2 Special Cargo 

a. Pharma items 16.93 843.54 Agent/Consignee 

b) Live Animals 16.93 843.5 4 Agent/Co nsignee 
c) Hazardous/ Dangerous Goods 16.93 843.5 4 Age nt/Consignee 

d) Valuable/Vulnerable Goods 16.93 843.54 I Agent/Consignee 

e) Perishable 16.93 843.54 Agent/Cons ignee 

f) Newspaper and TV reel consignments 16.93 843.5 4 Agen t/Consignee 

g) 
Human remains, Coffin including unaccompanied baggage of 

Nil N il NA 
Deceased and Human Eyes etc. 

B1.3 
Terminal, Storage and Processing Charges 
(For AFS Cargo) 

B1.3.1 General 7.03 354. 14 AFS Operator 

B1.3.2 Special Cargo I 
a. Pharma items 11.85 590.48 AFS Opera tor 

b) Live Animals 11.85 590 .48 AFS Operator 

c) Hazardous/ Dangerous Goods 11.85 590.48 I AFS Operator 

d) ValuablelVulnerable Goods 11.85 590.48 I AFS Ope rator 

e) Perishable 11.85 590.48 AFS Operator 

f) Newspaper and TV reel consignments 11.85 590 .48 AFS Operator 

g) 
Human remains, Coffin including unaccompanied bagg~~;; : 

~~~ N il Nil NA 
Deceased and Human Eyes etc. 'i'J?-;-  ...... " 7... ~"-

~ 'I ~ \~-\!;§
B2. Cargo Handling Charges . lE ~. ~~ 

l; j l}.if •1. '. ,.. 

~ ~ ~i- - >
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Tariff , SI. No. Description 
(w.e.f, 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025) 

Rates in Rupees per Minimum rate
IMPORT CARGO Levied O n B. Rupees per AWB 

De-Palletization/ De-stuffinglDe-ContainerizationlDe-
Kilogram 

B2. 
Unitization Charges 

82.1 General 2.95 1686.06 Airl ine 

B2.2 Special Cargo 

Pharma items a. 1686.06 Airline 

b) 

3.79 

Live Animals 3.79 1686.06 Airline 

c) 1686,06 Hazardous/ Dangerous Goods Airline 

d) 

3.79 

Valuable/Vulnerable Goods 1686.06 Air line 

e) 

3.79 
1686,06 Airline Perishable 3.79 
16'86.06 Airline 

Human remains, Coffin including unaccompanied baggage of 
Newspaper and TV reel consignments 3.79f) 

NA g) Nil NilDeceased and Human Eyes etc. 

Demurrage Charges-Import Cargo
 
(See Note 6)
 

B3.1
 

B3. 

Agen t/Consignee 

(5 to 30days)- City Side 

590.58 2.95General (up to 4 days)-City Side 
Agent/Co nsignee 

(beyond 30days)- City Side 

590.585.9 1 

Agent/Consignee 

Air side 

590.58 8.85 
Airline 

B3.2 

N .A. 2.54 

Special Cargo (See Note 6)
 

a)
 1180.14 I Agent/Consignee 

(5 to 30days)- City Side 

5.91 Pharma items (up to 4 days) -City Side 
Agent/Consignee 

(beyond 30days)- City Side 

1180.14 11.8 

Agent/Consignee 

Air side 

1180.1417.72 

Airline 

b) 

N.A. 5.06 
Agent/Consignee 

(5 to 30days)- City Side ~¢/.. - ~?1$-", 11.8 
1180.14 Live Animals (up to 4 days) -City Side .<-&\ <,m~~ 5.91 
11 80.14 Agen t/Consignee 

(beyond 30days)- City Side trr . ~ ~~\ 17.72 1180.14 Agent/Consignee Jf- V§ ! Air line ": ;Air side I ~ r n »: 
, ., 

. ~ ~:' :"J\ 
~ .~;; 
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Tariff
SI. No. Description 

(w.e.f 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025) 
Rates in Rupees per I Minimum rateIMPORT CARGO Levied O nB. Kilogram Rupees per AWB 

5.91 1180. 14c) Hazardous/ Dangerous Goods (up to 4 days) -Ci ty Side Agent/Consignee 

(5 to 30days)- City Side 11.8 1180. 14 Agent/ConsigneeI 
17.72 11 80.14(beyond 30days)- City Side Agent/Consignee 

Air side 5.06 N.A. Airline 
2360.2811.8d) Valuable /Vulnerable Goods (up to 4 days)-City Side Agent/Consignee 

(5 to 30days)- City Side 21 .92 2360.28 Agent/Consignee 

(beyond 30days)- City Side 32.04 2360.28 Agent/Consignee 

Air side 10.12 N.A. Airline 

B3.2 Special Cargo (See Note 6)
 

e)
 11 80.145.91 Agent/Consignee 

(5 to 30days) City Side 

Perishable (up to 4 days) -City Side 
11.8 1180.14 Agent/Consignee 

(beyond 30days) City Side 1180.1417.72 Agent/Cons ignee 

Air side N.A.5.06 Airline 
5.9 1 11 80. 14Newspaper and TV reel consignments (up to 4 days)-City Agent/Consigneef) 

Side I 
1180.1411.8 Agent/Consignee 
1180. 14 

(5 to 30days)- City Side 
17.72 Agent/Co nsignee(beyond 30days)- City Side 
5.06 N.A. I Air line 

Human remains, Coffin including unaccompanied baggage of 

Air side 

NI LNIL NAg) 
Deceased and Human Eyes etc. 

---._-
./ -,., . ~...... 

"'v..'f.~::"'~ ::::..v : ' :;:-~"':> ~" 
,.B4. De-Consolidation Fee . ~/ ",,4' \!~ ...">~ .r...~ .,1" ,. '.l.• 

Agent/Consignee/A ir! in84.1 HAWB Delivery Charges ( De consolidationy fl 44 1.66~ so:: , N.A. 
~ l • ~~\ e'A ul !.. .J ... /.\~...\ ~~" ~l 
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S.No. 

C. 

C1. 

Cl.l 

Description 

COURIER 

Incoming Courier Charges-- International 

Courier cargo facilitation 

Tariff 
(w.e.f, 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025) 

Rates in Rupees per Minimum rate 
Kilogram Rupees per AWB 

12.67 N. A. 
I 

Levied On 

Agent/Consignee 

C1.2 Detention Charges 

C1.3 

- Free Period 

- 4th day to 10th day 

- 11th day to 20th day 

- 21st day to 30th day 

- Beyond 30 days 

Demurrage Charges ( See Note 6) 

N.A. 

3.3 8 

5.07 

7.60 

10.14 

8.45 

N .A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N .A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

I 

Agent/Consignee 

Agent/Consignee 

Agent/Consignee 

Age nt/Consigne e 

Agent/Cons ignee 

Agent/Consignee 

C2. Outgoing Courier Charges -- International 

C2.1 

C2.2 

C2.3 

Courier cargo facilitation 

X-ray charges 

Demurrage Charges ( See Note 6) 

I 11.82 

5.22 

6.30 I 

N.A. 

N. A. 

N.A. 

Agen t/S hipper 

Agent/Sh ipper 

Agent/Sh ipper 

D. 
TRANSHIPMENT CARGO 

D1. 

D1.1 

Transshipment charges-international to international 

General Cargo 3.70 0 
Airline 

Order n _ 

D1.2 

D2. 

""),.., 1""" v ""'I I"\ ...... ..., 

Special Cargo/DGR/Valuable/Vulnerable/ 
.....~-......PerishablelPharma ~~cA 3mr.q.~ '%.....

r.A"'~ - /. ~ oft: ~ \'Transshipment charges-internatinnal ttl eSful i ' ~\ 
'! ·11 /.)/l~ 
\ ';\ \ . . ~ ... -r ' - -'. i\ :fo_ ~r.. _ j .[0 ' • 

10.25 

Rate in Rupees 
per KilogramlPer 

ULD 

N.A. 

Minimum rate 
Rupees per AWB 

Airline 

D ~ ~ ~ 1 1() ~ + II O 

-. 'C~.,~.:~·-:,~# ,.'
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S. No. Description 
Tariff 

(w.e.f, 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025) 
02.1 General Cargo 3.70 0 Air line 

02.2 Special/Sensitive Cargo 10.25 N.A Air line 

02.3 OGRIValuable/Vulnerablel Perishable/Pharma 10.25 N.A Air line 

D3. Transshipment charges-domestic to international 

03.1 General Cargo 3.97 N.A Airline 

03.2 Special/Sensitive Cargo 10.25 N.A Air line 

03.3 OGRIVal uable/Perishable/Pharma 10.25 I N.A Airline 

D.4 
Demurrage Charges-Transshipment Cargo- Inti to 
Domestic TP (See Note 6) 

0.4.1 General (up to 4 days) 2.36 473 .28 Airline 

0.4.2 (5 to 30days) 4.73 473.28 Airline 

0.4.3 (beyond 30days) 7.09 473.28 Airline 

D.4.4 Special Cargo (See Note 6) 

a) Pharma items (up to 4 days) 4.73 944.52 Airline 

(5 to 30days) 9.45 944.52 Airline 

(beyond 30days) 14.17 944.52 I Air line 

b) Live Animals(up to 4 days) 4.73 944.52 I Airline 

(5 to 30days) 9.45 944.52 Airline 

(beyond 30days) 14.17 944.52 I Airline 

c) Hazardousl Dangerous Goods(up to 4 days) 4.73 944.52 I Airline 

(5 to 30days) 9.45 944.52 I Airline 

(beyond 30days) 14.17 944.52 Airline 

d) Valuable /Vulnerable Goods(up to 4 days) 9.45 1889.04 Airline 

(5 to 30days) - 17.53 1889.04 Air line 

e) 

(beyond 30days) 

Perishable(up to 4 days) 

(5 to 30days) 

./~{0 3W;';'-7 ::....,

..:0 - ' ritZ;, ...

v: r;-~;P~}\;~ 

Ittl . .. \ 
;: '.. ' t\ 

25.63 

4.73 

9.45 

1889.04 

944.52 

944 .52 

Airline 

Airline 

Airline 
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TariffS. No. Description 
(w.e.f 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025) 

(beyond 30days) 14.17 944.52 Airline 
Newspaper and TV reel consignments

f) 4.73 944.52 Airline (up to 4 days)
 

(5 to 30days)
 9.45 944 .52 Airline 
(beyond 30days) 14.17 944.52 Airline 

Human remains, Coffin including unaccompanied baggage of NANIL NIL 
Deceased and Human Eyes etc.
 

lDemurrage Charges - International to International & Domestic
 
to International TP (See Note 6) D.5 Per Day Per Kg Levied On Per Day 

2.030.5.1 N.A. Airline General 
D.5.2 Special Cargo I 

N.A.3.38 Airline a) Pharma items 
N.A. Airline b) 3.38Live Animals 
N.A. 3.38 Airline c) Hazardous/ Dangerous Goods 
N.A. Airline 

e) 

8.1 d) Valuable /Vulnerable Goods 
N.A. Airline 3.38Perishable 
N.A. 3.38 Airline Newspaper and TV reel consignments f) 

Human remains, Coffin including unaccompanied baggage of 
N IL NANIL g) 

Deceased and Human Eyes etc. 
Rate in Rupees 

Minimum rate 
per KilogramlPerTransshipment Cargo - Other chargesD.6 Rupees per AWB
 

a)
 2.03 I N.A. I Airline Sector Charges (Per Kg) ------.. 
ULD 

:,<:;.# ::.: <:~ "';>._~ Airline 303.96 3.04 Carting Charges - Transshipment (Per Kg) ...... .~ .. ..b) 
") ,Ramp to Ramp Loose (Incoming Loose & O.u~~ i;i' N.A. . ~ I Airline \ 3.38c) ,.Loose) (Per Kg) f s= i '\ ~ ~ 

t Airl ine N.A.~ j 844.56d) Ramp to Ramp Transfer (Per ULD) If t V r 
- .. J .!'d . . ro • • _ 

~ ~
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S.No. Description 
Tariff 

(w.e.f, 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025) 
e) TP - De-stuffing charges (Per Kg) 2.36 I 235.62 Airline 

Notes on International Cargo Handling Services: 
1 Consignment ofhuman remains, coffins including baggage ofdeceased & Human eyes will be exemptedfrom the preview of 

TSPcharge. 
2 TSP charges is inclusive offorklift use inside the terminal. No additionalforklif! charges will be levied. 
3 Charges will be on the "gross weight" or the "chargeable weight" ofconsignment, whichever is higher. Wherever the "gross 

weight" and (or) volume weight is wrongly indicated on the AWB and is actually f ound more, charges will be levied on the 
"actualgross weight" or the "actual volumetric weight" whichever is higher. 

4	 Special Cargo (Project/ heavy cargo) are such cargo which requires/hav e special handling /storage instructions. 11also 
includesheavy cargo in which any single individual piece having gross weight or volume weight of 3 ton or above. 

5	 Valuable cargo consists of gold, bullion, currency notes, securities, shares, share coupons. traveler's cheque, diamonds 
(includingdiamonds of industrial use), diamond jewelry & watches made ofsilver, gold, platinum and items valued at USD 
1000 per kg & above . 

6	 Demurrage: 
6.1	 For the purpose ofcalculation ofDemurrage charges,free period shall be as per the Govt. ofIndia 's Orders issued in this 

regard,from time to time. 
6.2	 Demurrage charges indicated above are also applicable to Cargo pertaining to approved AFS Cargo. 

6.3	 Free period shall start from the time specified in relevant orders of the Government /Authority inforce from time to time. 
6.4	 Demurrage will be calculatedfor the period beginningfrom the expiry offre e period till the time ofissue of Gate Pass. 

Demurrage 
will be charged on number ofdays. For this purpose 24 hours or any part thereofwill be counted as one day. 

6.5	 After expiry offree period, demurrage will be appliedfor the applicable period, on non-cumulative basisfor the next two 
workingdays, provided the Gate Pass is generated within 96 hours from star t ofthe period as specified in point 6.3 above . 

6.6	 If Gate Pass is generated after the expiry of 96 hours from start of the period as specified in point 6.3 above, Demurrage 
chargesshall be levied on the number ofdays calculatedfrom the stC!..!:.£Qf the free period (i.e inclusive of free period) till the 
tim~ ofi~sueo!Gate Pass (calculated in the ""?" spec ified in.~in:Jik"'4.~r;'!!!..ve) _on cumulat ~ve ba5:is inclusive of hoiidays. 

7	 All znvozce wzll be rounded ofJto nearest Rs. J. As per lATA raft' e, 0 0 . q,¥'S..e J. 7. 2, rounding off procedure, when
 

roundingoff Unit is 5. If .
It;~ '~~\ 
i )J)j[ ~ ~ . 
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When the results ofcalculations are between / and 
Rounded offamount will be 

102.5 - 107.4 105.00 
107.5-112.4 110.00 

8 Special cargo consists ofperishable and temperature sensitive products. p1arma, live animals, hazardous/Dangerous goods, 
Newsoaoer & TV Reel Consignments. Human remains and unaccompanied bseeaee of deceased .any other valuable. vulnerable . .	 .~	 ~~ ~ 

and/or any other such cargo which requires/have special handling/storage ins ruc tions 

9 Penal charges for mis-de claration ofweight: 

% variation in weight except valuable cargo 

Up to 2 % 

2 - 5 % 

NIL 

200% . 

6 -10 % 300% 

Above 10% 500% 

10	 Miscellaneous Charges includes special service requests from the customers other than the services already mentioned in the 
above tariffchart. 

11	 Demurrage will be applicable to airlines ifcustoms cleared cargo is stored in the warehouse beyond the free period in case of 
export cargo. 

12	 In case ofimport cargo, demurrage will be applicable in case the segregation ofimport cargo is not completed due or airline 
fault. 
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III. OTHER CHARGES
 

Tariff
 
S.No.
 Description Levied on (w.e.f.16.01.2023 t031.03.2025) 

1. Terminal, Storage and Processing (TSP) charges 

Rs 5.05 per kg 
Special Cargo- Project 1Export subject to minimum of Agent IShipper 

HeavyCargo Rs.5059.20 per AW B 
Rs 18.54 per kg subject to 

Import m inimumof Rs. I 8,547.68 per Agent IConsignee Special Cargo- Project 1 
AWB HeavyCargo 

2. Other Charges (If Chargeable to Shipper) - Services on 
Demand Only 

Special Han dling 
Agent. (Pharmaceutical, to maintain 

/Shipper/Ai rline Rs 3372.12 per Pallet product temperature on 
request) 

Agent
Rs. 25.50 per package Strapping charges Export2.1 /Shipper/Air line 

Agent
Rs. 1687.08 per AWB DRY Ice Checklist charges IShipperlAi rline 

Agent
Rs. 3372.12 per AWB DGR Acceptance fee /Shipper/Airline 

Agent
Rs. 3372.12 per AWB al export acceptancecharges IShipper/Airline 

Export Perishable Agent 
IShipper/Airline Rs. 252.96 per AWB 

'~..../ ~ ~.\. CH M 
<f",#-~~~~.Tempe ratureCheck as per 

~( r!~ ~'.' \ ~' ~.I ~ .• t 

{~~ ~I ~ i 
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I 

Tariff 
S. No. Description (w.e.f.16.01.2023 t031.03.2025) Levied on 

Rs. 85.68 per HA WB su bj ect to 
Agent 

Full HA WB data capture mmimum 
/Shipper/Airline 

charges IN R 843.54/-

DGR-fee, in case shipment Rs. 85.68 per add itional unit Agent 
above 20p ieces /Shipper/ Airline 

Rs 2.20/ Kg subjectto min imum 
of Rs.220.32 ·per AWB or 25% 
more than the TSP rate for the 
category the cargofalls under Agent 

(whichever is higher) /Shipper/ Ai rline 
Express Services 

50 % of applicableTSP charges Agent 
Back to Town /Shipper/Airline 

Rs.33 72.12 per MAWB Agent 

Delivery order fees /Co nsignee/ 
Airl ine 

Rs.21 93 per HA WB Agent 

HAWB issuance charge /Co nsignee/ 
Ai rline 

2.2 Import 
Rs.ll.90 per kg subject to 

minimum of Rs.843.54 per AWB Agent 
or 25% more than the TSP rate for /Consignee/ Airl ine 

the category the cargo
Express Services 

fa lls under (wh ichever is higher) 

.' '- Rs 25.50/package subject to~; .I' ~ . ~ .. . . , '.~ .~;;_~~ • .• , 

.: '~~"' " 
Strapping and Repacking minimum Agent 

f5 ' ", ';. 
charges IN R 63. 24/- perAWB /Consignee/ Airline., ~ X1 chargesi ~. . ~. ~ 

1 i. 1 6v j 1 , ," I ... 1 
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Tariff 
S. No. Description Levied on 

Rs.3372.l2 per ULD inclu sive of 
(w.e.f.16.01.2023 t031.03.2025) 

Agent 
material IShipperi Consignee

Shrink Wrap of ULD 
/Airline 

Rs.504.90 per Europallet/skid Age nt 
IShipperl 

Shrink Wrap of Euro pallet Consignee 
IAirline 

Rs.3372.l2 per ULD perone way Agent 
trip IShipperi 

Airside Cool Container Consignee 
IAirline2.3 General 

Minim um charges ofRs 85 .68/- per 
AWB; Packing/Repacking charges Agent 

'" IShipperlwill Rs 25.50 per package 
Repacking charges Consignee
 

IAirline
 
Agen t
 

Rs. 1687.081- per A WB IShipperi 
Consignee 

IAirline 
Rs.843.54 per woode nskid 

Pet Assistance 

Agent 
Rep acking with wo oden IShipper/Cons ignee 

skid IAirline 
Rs. 4.22 per kg Agent 

Miscellaneous Charges IShipper/Consignee(subject to minimumRs.843 .54 per 
(None oftheabove) IAirline 

Import General Cargo (forfirst 

AWB) 

Agent IConsignee2.4 Rs. 42.16 per kgStorage Chargeslab of 10 days)
 
Import General Cargo
 

Age nt IConsignee(beyond first 10 days and forevery2.5 Storace C h~ ~;rrr~C(.> Rs. 47. 22 per kg 
b {c>~-"""'"slab of 10 days) ~ 

Import Perishable Cargo(forfirst Age nt IConsignee2.6 Storag~.:t arge '\' Rs. 87.68 per kgslab of 10 days) fCc'
.... 

1~\ 
rs .. , VJ ~j
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- -_.

S. No. Description 
Tariff 

(w.e.f.16.01.2023 to31.03.2025) Le vied on 
I 

Import Perishable Cargo(beyond 
2.7 first 10 days and for every slab of 

10 days) 
Storage Charge 

Rs. 96.1 I per kg Agent IConsignee 

3.1 
Miscellaneous Charges 

(None of the above) Air Side Charges 

Rs. 4.22 per kg 
(subject to minimumRs. 1687.08 per 

AWB) 
Airline 

3.2 
Miscellaneous Activity 

Charges (None of the above) City Side Charges Rs 1891.08 per AWB 
Agent 

IShipper/Consignee 

3.3 
Miscellaneous Packing 

Charges (None of the above) City Side Charges Rs. 188.70 per packet 
Agent 

IShipper/Consignee 

4 Dry Ice Checklist (per AWB) Air Side Charges Rs 1687.08 per Checklist Airline 

5 
DGR Acceptance fee (per 

AWB) Air Side Charges Rs 3372.12 per Check list Airline 

Live Animal AcceptanceCheck 
6 and delivery (per 

AWB) 
Air Side Charges 

Rs 3372.12 per Checklist Airline 

Export Perishable 
7 Temperature check (per 

AWB) 
Air Side Charges Rs 252.96 per AWB 

Airline 

Valuable escort services to &from 

I 

8 to the aircraft (per AWB) Air Side Charges Rs 1854.36 per AWB Airline 

9 Empty Pallet Stack making 
charges 

. Air Side Charges Rs. 1260.72 per stack 
Airline 

Rs.2.08 per kg subj ect to 
10 Withdraw Shipment (X-Ray) 

City Side Charges 
minimum 

Rs. 208 per AWB 
Agent IShipper 

Withdraw Shipment 
~_.~ 

Agent IShipper 11 ~<:0 ~1 :fJ. ~'< Rs.2.38 per kg per day subject to 
(Demurrage) minimum Rs. 238 per AWB · ~rech~\ 

I ~ • ~ ": 

(;t . ~ t>01! 
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S.No. Description 
Tariff 

.(w.e.f.16.01.2023 t031.03.2025) Levied on 

12 ULD cleaning charges perunit Air Side Charges Rs 8432.34 per unit Airline 

13 DGR fee- in case shipment 
abo ve 20 pieces per unit 

Air Side Charges Rs 85.68 per additio'ha lunit 
Air line 

14 
Special Handling 

(Pharmaceutical, temperature) per 
unit 

Air Side Charges Rs 3372.12 per unit 
Air line 

15 
Charges collect fees (per 

AWB) 
Air Side Charges 

10% of collectable am ount 
(subject to mini mum of Rs 

843.54) 
Airline 

16 Delivery Order Charges (per 
MAWB) 

Air Side Charges Rs 3372.12 per MAWB 
Airli ne 

17 
Air Cargo Freight 

Consolidation Fees(ACFC) City Side Charges 
Rs. 2.52 per kg (Mi nimum Rs. 

252 per MA WB) Agent /Shipper 

18 Bag Handling charges 
Air Side Charges 

Rs. 2.65 per kg (Minimum Rs. 
265 ) 

Airl ine 

19 
Segregation Charges 
(allAmendment / HA WB 
Feeding I Re-weight of 
Import Consignment) 

City Side Charges 
Rs. 1148 .52 per HA WB 

Agent /Consignee 

20 Electricity Charges for RKN 
Container 

Air Side Charges 
Rs. 2453.10 per contai ner per 

day 
Airl ine 

21 Cool Dolly Charges Air side I City Side 
Charges 

Rs. 3185.46 per do llyone way 
trip 

Agent 
IShipper/Consignee 

IAirline 
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